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Abstract 
 

This thesis describes the photochemistry and ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy of cyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene and naphthalene, along with small water 

clusters and crystalline water ice clusters. Firstly, benzene and naphthalene interactions 

with small water hexamer (W6) clusters, and then benzene interactions with crystalline 

water ice clusters are investigated. This thesis primarily focuses on the applications of a 

range of computational chemistry techniques to investigate and characterize excited 

states of these complex systems, which are generated following one-photon absorption. 

Benzene and naphthalene, as prototypical polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), 

and water and crystalline ice clusters, taken as representative of interstellar ices, could 

also be considered as useful model systems to replicate polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons (PAHs) in interstellar ices, and to study their behaviour under UV 

processing. 

     From coupled cluster (CC) benchmark studies on small water clusters up to water 

the pentamer, it is shown that that highly correlated linear-response coupled cluster 

methods such as CCSD and CC3 are important to consider while studying electronic 

excitations, as electron correlation effects play an important role in such systems, with 

double excitations playing a dominant role. However, triple excitations contributions 

calculated are negligible with CCSD and CC3 methods converging monotonically to 

similar results. The aggregation effect on water at CCSD level has shown a blue shift of 

~ 0.7 eV in the central water molecule of water pentamer (C2v) relative to water 

monomer (C2v), and is in good agreement with the experimental blue shift of ~ 1 eV in 

condensed phase.  

      For both benzene- and naphthalene-bound water W6 clusters, we have calculated 

interesting features of benzene- and naphthalene-mediated electronic excitations of the 

water W6 cluster at wavelengths where photon absorption cross section of water is 

negligible i.e., above 170 nm. These excitations were originally absent in the isolated 

water W6 cluster. Similar features are calculated for benzene-bound crystalline ice 

clusters, which also illustrate the effect of cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons on electronic 

excitations of ice clusters, and are also observed experimentally. The brightest 𝜋 →

𝜋∗  electronic transition of benzene and naphthalene is calculated to be red-shifted in 

wavelength and occurs with lower intensities after interacting with the water W6 and ice 

clusters. The degeneracy of this transition is also slightly broken in benzene. We have 
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observed new electronic transition features such as charge transfer (CT), and locally 

diffuse Rydberg type excitation in these complexes. We have found a good 

performance of hybrid DFT functionals i.e. M06-2X and CAM-B3LYP in calculating 

vertical excitation energies of these complexes using time dependent density functional 

theory (TD-DFT).  

      Further, diffusion studies of the deuterium (D) atom have shown the importance of 

surface morphology in generating different potential sites and hopping characteristics of 

the D atom on crystalline and amorphous ice surfaces. D2 formation is found to be 

efficient on the amorphous ice surface, with longer residence times of the D atom 

indicating a possibility of the deuterium atom getting trapped in such sites. There is 

then a further possibility of the diffusing D atom to recombine with the trapped D atom 

to form a D2 molecule. However, such D atom trapping is a rare possibility on 

crystalline surface, as hopping is fast and thus the recombination process is not efficient 

on crystalline ice surface.  
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 
Photochemistry is the branch of chemistry that is concerned with the study of chemical 

reactions, isomerization and change in physical behaviour that may occur under the 

influence of light. Photochemical paths allow chemical reactions, which are 

inaccessible thermally, by overcoming large activation barriers in a short period of 

time. The absorption of light generally leads to the molecule in the excited state from 

where it can then de-excite to the ground state through different photo-physical 

radiative and non-radiative decay pathways. The light absorption by a molecular system 

can be measured via spectroscopic techniques such as absorption spectroscopy where 

absorption of light photons due to its interaction with a system is measured as a 

function of wavelength or frequency [1, 2]. The electronic and molecular structure of 

the system primarily determines the frequencies at which absorption lines occur in the 

spectrum, as well as their relative intensities [2]. 

     In general, absorption lines are classified as rotational, or vibrational, or electronic 

depending on the nature of the quantum mechanical change induced in the molecule [1]. 

In the microwave spectral region, rotational lines occur due to change in the rotational 

state of a molecule. Vibrational lines occur when the vibrational state of a molecule is 

changed, whereas electronic lines are caused due to change in the electronic state of a 

molecule. Vibrational lines are typically found in the infrared (IR) region, whereas 

electronic lines are typically found in the visible (Vis) and ultraviolet (UV) region. The 

frequency of the absorption line is determined primarily by the energy associated with 

the quantum mechanical change. However, many factors such as external electric and 

magnetic fields, and interactions with neighbouring molecules can shift the frequencies. 

The shifts in frequencies are noticed for the gas phase molecule with respect to that in a 

liquid or solid phase as relatively strong interactions with neighbouring molecules are 

present in liquid and solid phases.  

     This thesis is focused on the applications of computational techniques to investigate 

the photochemistry and UV spectroscopy of cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons such as 

benzene, and naphthalene, as well as small water clusters and crystalline ice clusters. 

The interactions of benzene and naphthalene with small water clusters, along with 
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benzene interactions with crystalline ice clusters are studied computationally. However, 

the main focus in this thesis is to study the photochemistry and UV spectroscopy of 

benzene- and naphthalene-bound water clusters, and of benzene-bound crystalline ice 

clusters. This is also a useful model of an astrophysical relevance to replicate polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in interstellar ices, and to study their behaviour under 

UV processing. The diffusion of the deuterium (D) atom, a naturally occurring isotope 

of hydrogen, on both crystalline and amorphous ice surfaces, at the interstellar 

conditions, is also investigated. It is also an important model to study the role of 

diffusion in the formation of the D2 molecule on interstellar ice surfaces.  

     Before introducing the theoretical background for the detailed description on the 

computational aspects involved in the work presented here, it is appropriate to introduce 

some simple concepts of astrochemistry that are relevant to this work. 

     This chapter begins with an introduction to the astrophysical background. A general 

overview of important astrophysical relevant concepts such as interstellar medium, 

interstellar dust grains and icy mantles, non-thermal processing of interstellar ices, 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), the molecular family primarily studied in 

this thesis is presented below in Section 1.2. The relevant literature on the photo 

processing of laboratory models of interstellar ices is given in Section 1.3. Finally, the 

subsequent chapters are outlined in Section 1.4. 

 

1.2 Astrophysical Background 
 
Astrochemistry is a multidisciplinary field of research, bringing together the 

Astronomy, Astrophysics, Physics, and Chemistry fields, to explore the products, 

mechanisms and rates of the chemistry that dominates the Universe.  It deals with the 

large time scale of the chemical evolution of astronomical objects, which may be 

thousands, or even millions of years, due to the low densities which exist in many 

astronomical regions [3]. It has been realized that cold dusty regions play a key role in 

the chemical evolution of the universe [4, 5]. Icy mantles are accreted on dust grains at 

low temperatures (≤ 20 K) where the rich chemical complexity due to physical and 

chemical processes occurring at the surfaces of interstellar dust grains in such regions 

make them sites of star and planet formation [6]. 
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1.2.1 The Interstellar medium (ISM) 
 
It has been observed that vast clouds containing molecules and dust exist between the 

stars and the gravitational collapse of these clouds is the first step in the formation of 

new stars. The ISM represents the regions of space situated between stars within our 

galaxy containing a mixture of dust and gas, which is the reservoir of resources that 

forms stars and planetary systems [7]. These regions are of low densities that occupy 15 

% of total mass of visible matter in our galaxy, the Milky Way. It is filled mainly with 

gas (99%), which is primarily composed of hydrogen (either molecular or atomic) 
followed by helium and trace amounts of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, and about ~ 1% 

of dust grains [8, 9]. 

     The ISM contains different environments showing large ranges in temperature (10–

104 K) and densities (100–108 H atoms cm−3). Different regions of the ISM can be 

classified depending on the density, size and temperature of a given cloud. For example 

in H I regions hydrogen is neutral in a cloud; in H II regions hydrogen is ionized, and in 

molecular clouds exists in molecular form [10]. Neutral and ionized clouds are 

sometimes referred as diffuse clouds, while molecular clouds are known as dense 

clouds. Diffuse clouds are the lowest density structures that are dominated by atomic 

hydrogen and typically have temperatures in the range 80-100 K. 

     Most of the dense clouds are held together by the increased gravitational attraction 

that arises as a result of their greater mass, while some are formed by the compression 

of diffuse clouds by shocks resulting from supernovae. The collisions between diffuse 

clouds may form Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs), where dark clouds are dominated by 

molecular hydrogen (H2) due to increased density. This increased molecular abundance 

results in a higher probability for chemical reaction and the attenuation of radiation that 

would lead to the photo-destruction of formed molecules. Thus temperatures become 

lower 10-50 K, as a result of the attenuation of radiation.  

     The star formation initiates when clumps within a dark cloud collapse further, which 

may occur due to collisions between clumps or shocks from nearby supernovae. For the 

formation of protostar, and small stars, a clump should collapse further by radiating 

some of the thermal energy out of the clump. It is suggested that molecules present in 

the collapsing clump could provide a mechanism for this by emitting energy through 

rotational, vibrational and electronic transitions [6]. This further collapse results in a hot 

core formation where temperature rises to around 2000 K. This temperature is high 

enough to cause dissociation of H2 and may further cause ionization of H atoms as the 
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temperature rises. Finally, at very high temperatures around 106 K and sufficiently 

energetic conditions, nuclear fusion process can occur due to collisions between 

protons.  
Table 1.1 List of known interstellar and circumstellar molecules as of 2012. ? indicates 
uncertain detection. [Source: http://science.gsfc.nasa.gov/691/cosmicice/interstellar.html] 
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It is clear that interstellar molecules play an important role in astrophysical processes 

such as, star formation, and thus their formation and evolution has been the field of 

growing interest in astrochemistry. More than 140 different molecules have been 

identified in interstellar and circumstellar regions, most of them are organic in nature 

(See Table 1.1). They have been observed at wavelengths across the electromagnetic 

spectrum. Larger carbon-bearing species such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAHs) and fullerenes may also be present in interstellar gas or incorporated in dust and 

ice mantles [4, 11]. It is suggested that large amount of the cosmic carbon is locked in 

carbonaceous solids on dust grain. 

 

1.2.2   Interstellar dust grains and Icy mantles 
 
There is certain evidence of the presence of the interstellar dust [4, 5, 12], which 

accounts for 1% of total mass of the material in ISM.  It is revealed from observations 

of gas phase species within clouds that carbon (C) and Silicon (Si) could be the main 

populations of dust grains, showing significant depletion of these elements, which 

results from them being locked up in the solid phase [13].  

     The physical and chemical processes occurring on these dust grain surfaces play a 

key role in the formation of molecular hydrogen and many other complex species. 

There are some species for which formation in the gas phase cannot be sufficiently 

efficient to account for the observed abundances that includes highly abundant 

molecules such as H2, H2O and CH3OH. However, models have shown that grain 

surface mechanisms [14, 15] provide a route to properly account for the formation of 

these and other species on the surfaces of interstellar dust grains at low temperatures 

that cannot be formed efficiently in the gas phase. 

    Typical grain temperatures in dense clouds are 10 K, sufficient for the majority of 

atomic and molecular species to reside on the grain surface for significant periods of 

time. Freezing out of these atomic and molecular species on dust surface results in 

formation of icy mantles where large number of gas molecules is trapped in the icy 

mantles, as shown in Figure 1.1. Even such icy mantles containing less volatile species 

such as H2O can be formed in warmer, and more diffuse regions. 
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Figure 1.1 A cartoon depicting gas-grain interactions in the ISM leading to formation and 
processing of interstellar ices. [Source: http://lassie.u-cergy.fr] 

 
Water ice has been observed as the most abundant ice in the Universe [11]. In the 

interstellar medium, H2O ice was first detected in 1973 through infrared absorption 

feature at 3.1µm [16]. This absorption band is characteristic of the OH stretch of 

adsorbed bulk ice [17, 18]. Infrared observations have shown that apart from H2O being 

most abundant molecule, the ices also contain significant amount of other molecules 

such as CO, CO2 and CH3OH, with very small traces of other species [19, 20]. It is 

realized that 90% of chemical processes during star formation occur on ice surfaces. 

Once formed, ices can be processed by both thermal and non-thermal mechanisms in 

the ISM. The work presented in this thesis focuses on the non-thermal processing of 

interstellar ices, particularly photon-stimulated processes. 

 

1.2.3 Non-thermal Processing of interstellar ices 
 
Non-thermal processing of ices involves irradiation of ices with photons and charged 

particles. Cosmic rays are the primary sources of charged particles. Depending on the 

energy, cosmic rays may cause different effects, where the highest energy cosmic rays 

upon collision with gas molecules can lead to the emission of gamma rays. The cosmic 

ray ionization of species can occur by lower energy cosmic rays that can lead to the 

generation of secondary electrons, which is most pronounced in the outer regions of 

dense clouds. Interstellar radiation field (ISRF) [21] representing photons in interstellar 
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medium contains contributions from nearby stars and emission both from dust and 

molecules such as PAHs [7]. Cosmic rays and UV light can induce chemical 

transformation in the ice and possibly desorption of the adsorbed species. 

      Astrochemical models have predicted that photo-desorption of H2O by UV photons 

from the ISRF is efficient in the outer layers of both molecular clouds [22] and proto-

planetary disks [23], which are diffuse regions with low densities. Lyman–alpha 

radiation is thought to dominate photon-driven processes deep within the molecular 

clouds due to strong attenuation of interstellar radiation field (ISRF) in these dense 

regions where radiation does not penetrate deeply into the clouds, and the source of this 

Lyman-alpha radiation is the recombination of electrons and protons caused by cosmic 

ray bombardment [24]. 

 

1.2.4   Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) 
 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are ubiquitously present in the ISM, which 

accounts up to 20 % of the galactic carbon and is thought to be among the most 

abundant organic compounds in the universe. They are likely to exist in the presence of 

water ice as either a part of the carbonaceous component of dust grain itself or as a 

component of icy mantles [11, 25]. They are a class of planar carbon bearing molecules 

that are highly stable due to their aromatic structures, which consist of fused benzene 

rings. In all PAHs, there is a delocalization of electrons in planes that are parallel to the 

plane of the molecule.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.2 Structures of (a) benzene, (b) naphthalene, (c) anthracene, (d) pyrene, and (e) 
coronene. 

(a)$ (b)$ (c)$

(d)$ (e)$
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Figure 1.2 shows the structures of benzene, along with some simple PAHs such as 

naphthalene, anthracene, pyrene, and coronene.  

     PAH molecules can be detected through both absorption and emission features. 

Being important component of the ISM, they can be used to probe different 

astrophysical environments. PAHs can efficiently absorb UV radiation to reach to 

excited electronic states, ultimately resulting with vibrational temperatures up to 1000K 

where excited molecule can undergo internal conversion and intersystem crossings to 

other electronic states, which results in IR emissions [26]. 

     Figure 1.3 shows the energy level diagram for the various photo-physical pathways 

possible for a neutral PAH which includes radiative and non-radiative excitation and 

relaxation channels.  

                   

 
 
Figure 1.3 Jablonski diagram to illustrate the photophysics that drives IR and visible emission 
by neutral PAH molecules. From [26]. 
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A neutral PAH molecule in its ground singlet state S0, on absorbing a UV photon can be 

excited to different electronic excited states i.e. S1, S2, S3, etc. The internal conversion 

(a non-radiative decay to lower excited state of same spin S1) can then occur, followed 

by intersystem crossing (a radiationless decay between states of different spin) which 

populates the vibrational states in lowest lying triplet state T1. The vibrational 

relaxation in T1 can result in IR emissions or radiative phosphorescence process from T1 

state to ground state S0 can result in visible emissions. Fluorescence, which is a 

radiative process from higher excited states S1, S2, S3, etc to the ground state (So) of the 

same spin, is not shown here in Figure 1.3, as intersystem crossing dominates (about 

90%) over fluorescence for these molecules. 

     PAHs are considered to be strong candidates for the carriers of broad interstellar 

infrared emission features observed at 3.3, 6.2, 7.8, 8.6 and 11.3 µm, commonly termed 

as Unidentified IR bands (UIRs) [27, 28]. They were first reported in the 1970s [29] 

and these aromatic infrared bands (AIBs) appear in diverse sources including stars, 

nebulae and many extragalactic sources.  The detailed study of these UIRs emission 

features of PAHs and comparison to laboratory data is well presented in literature [28, 

30]. It has been suggested that larger PAHs containing up to 500 carbon atoms would 

lead to broader emission features, while those containing 20 to 40 carbon atoms could 

result in sharp emission features [26]. 

     The origin of the diffuse interstellar bands (DIBS) seen in the spectra of the 

astronomical objects in universe is still unknown and topic of debate for many years. 

PAHs and other large carbon bearing species are also thought to be responsible for 

these absorption features [31] and are generally attributed to electronic transitions in 

molecules and are typically observed towards dusty regions [32]. It has also been 

suggested that the strength of the DIBs is likely to be correlated with the extinction 

caused by interstellar dust.  

     In this thesis, to model complex molecules like PAHs within ice mantles, we have 

used benzene as a prototypical PAH compound to start with, for our computational 

convenience.  Benzene is amongst the list of known interstellar molecules, and has been 

detected in the proto-planetary nebula CRL 618 [33]. We have also studied naphthalene 

that has also been identified in the ISM [34-36], taken as a representative of PAH 

family in the work presented in this thesis.          

     Benzene (C6H6) compound with its six membered ring of carbon atoms possess an 

interesting electronic structure and is a cyclic conjugated 𝜋 electron system due to 
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overlap of 𝜋-orbitals on carbons forming a continuous ring of electron density and 

providing maximum stability. Qualitative molecular orbital (MO) picture of benzene 

shows that it has six  𝜋  molecular orbitals, three of them are bonding molecular orbitals 

filled with all six 𝜋  electrons while other three remain vacant, known as 𝜋* anti-

bonding molecular orbitals as shown in Figure 1.4.  𝜋! is the most stable bonding 

orbital with all in-phase combination while  𝜋! and 𝜋! orbitals have one node each. 

There are 𝜋! and 𝜋! orbitals with two nodes each and finally  𝜋! is the least stable 

totally anti-bonding orbital, with all out-of-phase combination having three nodes. The 

stability of the orbitals decreases due to increase in number of nodes with increase in 

energy.  

      
        

 
 
  Figure 1.4 𝜋 molecular orbitals of benzene.  
 

     Benzene belongs to the D6h point group, and the ground electronic state of benzene 

is 1A1g, which is a totally symmetric singlet ground state, also referred to as 𝑋 1A1g. The 

lowest energy electronic transition is the 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ promotion of an electron from the e1g 

𝜋 bonding orbital to the e2u 𝜋∗antibonding orbital. This leads to two non-equivalent 

electrons in e1g and e2u orbitals, which for D6h symmetry results in the direct product 

π2##(e1g)&&

π1###(a2u)&&

π6##(a1g)&&

π3##(e1g)&&

π4##(e2u)&& π5##(e2u)&&
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𝑒!!×𝑒!! = 𝐵!! + 𝐵!! + 𝐸!! . This results in six possible states, considering both 

singlets and triplets.  

     UV absorption spectra of benzene have been extensively studied in various states of 

aggregation [37, 38]. In the gas phase, it is well known that there exist three absorption 

bands in the near and far ultraviolet regions. The very weak first band at about 4.94 eV 

(or ~ 255 nm) is assigned to the singlet 1A1g →  1B2u transition. A moderately intense 

second band near 6.20 eV (or ~ 210 nm) is assigned to the singlet 1A1g →  1B1u electronic 

transition, whereas an extremely intense third band near 6.94 eV (or ~185 nm) 

corresponds to the singlet 1A1g →  1E1u transition. It has been established that these 

absorption bands are due to 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  singlet excitations of benzene. The lowest valence 

transitions of benzene from ground 1A1g state to excited states 11B2u and 11B1u are 

strictly electronically forbidden (or dipole forbidden) on symmetry grounds, while 

transitions to degenerate 1E1u excited states are dipole allowed electronic transitions. 

However, if the vibrational part of the wavefunction is considered, the lowest valence 

transitions of benzene become weakly allowed through vibronic transitions. The gas-

phase UV absorption spectrum of benzene is shown in Figure 1.5. 

   

 
 
Figure 1.5 Ultraviolet/visible absorption spectrum of benzene showing vibrational fine 
structure [39].  
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Naphthalene belongs to the D2h point group, and allows many transitions that are 

forbidden in benzene, due to its lower symmetry than benzene. There have been many 

theoretical [40-43] and experimental studies [44-47] on the excited state properties of 

naphthalene. The photochemistry of benzene and naphthalene are really interesting to 

study as it provides different photo-physical pathways for new products through 

different electronic transitions such as 𝜋 → 𝜋∗     𝜋  bonding  to  𝜋∗  antibonding   ,𝜎 →

𝜋∗ σ  bonding  to  𝜋∗  antibonding , 𝜋 →   𝜎∗   𝜋  bonding  to  𝜎∗  antibonding ,   and also 

through charge transfer and non-radiative transitions. 

  

1.3 Photon stimulated processes in ices  
 
Photo dissociation and photo desorption of water ices are of particular interest to 

account for the astronomical observations of high gas-phase abundance of water in cold 

clouds, and also to understand their role in chemical evolution of icy mantles, which 

may lead to the formation of more complex molecules (Figure 1.6). There have been 

many experimental studies on the photon induced desorption of H2O in an interstellar 

context. Only single photon processes were suggested to occur due to low photon fluxes 

prevalent in such astrophysical conditions.  

     Westley et al. [48, 49] studied H2O desorption during irradiation with Lyman-α 

photons (121.6 nm), where photon energy is above the 7 eV threshold that is required 

for its absorption by H2O molecules. Therefore, photodissociation of H2O leads to H, 

and OH, H2 and O, which subsequently reacted to form H2O, HO2, O2 and H2O2. The 

two-photon desorption mechanism using photons at 248 nm has been studied by Nishi 

et al. [50], though such multi-photon processes are unlikely to be significant in the ISM 

due to low photon fluxes in astrophysical environments compared with those obtainable 

in the laboratory. An experimental study on the desorption of H2O during photon 

irradiation with broadband VUV centred around 121 nm using Reflection-absorption 

infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) has shown the photodissociation of bulk H2O 

molecules, and desorption of surface bound H2O molecules, confirming that 

photodesorption occurs only in the surface region [51]. OH, H2 and O2 photoproducts 

were also detected with the quadruple mass spectrometer (QMS). Different mechanisms 

were proposed for H2O desorption where it was suggested that photodissociation 

products would desorb directly, result in H2O desorption through recombination or 

kick-out, freeze-out (i.e. become thermalized) within the ice or recombine and freeze-

out. Andersson et al. have also studied these mechanisms using molecular dynamics 
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simulations [52] and it was shown that majority of the H2O desorption occurs through 

recombination. However, it was observed that that the kick-out mechanism might be 

dominant for the H2O desorption upon photon irradiation at 157 nm [53].  

     It has been observed experimentally that UV irradiation of water ices cause 

reconstruction (crystallization/amorphization) of ices, and thus affect the morphology 

of the ice. The irradiation of crystalline ice with fast ions at low temperatures (T<100K) 

or by Lyman alpha photons were investigated and transformation of crystalline ice into 

amorphous ice was observed experimentally [54-56].  

Chemical evolution of bulk ices during irradiation by ultraviolet (UV) light has been 

studied extensively [57, 58]. It was found that UV irradiation of H2O ice containing 

CH3OH, CO and NH3 results in the formation of complex organic species including 

CO, CO2, CH4, HCO, H2CO, CH3CH2OH, and other more complex species [43]. 

Similar studies performed with PAH molecules have suggested that chemical reactions 

induced in PAHs may play a significant role in the formation of complex organic 

species such as alcohols, quinones and ethers, during UV irradiation of water ice 

containing PAHs.  The photon irradiation of mixed H2O ices with H2O/PAH ratios of 

between 800 and 3200 using broadband UV centred around 160 nm has indicated the 

addition of O and/or H atoms to the PAH molecules as detected by mass spectrometry. 

The IR data confirmed the presence of new functional groups, such as observed C=O 

stretching modes, indicated the formation of ketones, while OH stretching and bending 

modes indicated the formation of both aliphatic and aromatic alcohols. There is no 

evidence of breaking of the aromatic skeleton of the PAH molecules as clearly observed 

from these experiments. This is due to the high stability of these aromatic systems. The 

presence of some of the biologically important molecules, which have been detected in 

meteorites, was also noted in these experiments. However, processes (like 

photodesorption) occurring at a longer wavelength range cannot be ruled out as this 

experiment was conducted at a relatively small wavelength range.  
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Figure 1.6 UV irradiation of ices involving both simple and more complex molecule. From 
[58].  

A computational study has been performed to study the photoionization behaviour of 

benzene and small polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons when they are embedded in a 

matrix of water ice using density functional theory (DFT) calculations [59]. It was 

found that ionization energies of benzene, naphthalene, anthracene, and pyrene are 

lowered by 1.5–2.1 eV in water ice. The time-dependent DFT calculations have shown 

that low lying vertical electronic excitation energies of both neutral and ionized species 

are unaffected by the ice matrix. 

     The UV absorption spectra of H2O ice was studied experimentally [60]. It was 

observed that the first absorption band of the UV absorption spectrum is broadened and 

shifted by about 1.3 eV in condensed phase with respect to gas phase water [61]. There 

have been theoretical and computational studies on the excited state properties of small 

water clusters [62-64].  

      In the past decade, Zwier et al. have done detailed experimental studies on the Bz-

Wn clusters using resonant ion-dip spectroscopy (RIDIRS) and resonant two-photon 

ionization (R2PI) techniques [65-67]. It was observed that the water O-H stretch spectra 

depends on the size of cluster and is sensitive to the number, strength and the type of 

hydrogen bonds in which it participates while C-H stretch in benzene was found 

insensitive to the size of water cluster with n ≤ 7 [65]. For n = 3-5, the water cluster was 

considered to bind to benzene primarily through single water molecule on or near 

benzene six-fold axis and the O-H spectra was consist of free O-H stretches, π H-

bonded O-H stretches and the single donor O-H stretches. The significant spectral 

signature was observed at n ≥ 6 in O-H stretch spectra, showing new transitions that are 
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associated with the double-donor O-H stretches, which exist, in the more compact large 

Bz-Wn clusters. An experimental evidence predicted the change in shape of cluster from 

cyclic to non-cyclic at n = 6 such that Bz-W6 cluster was found likely to exist as a cage 

shaped arrangement of six water molecules giving the lowest energy structure.    

     Recently, there have been growing interests in the UV processing of laboratory 

models of interstellar ices. A few experiments have been performed on photo 

processing of laboratory models of interstellar ices by UV radiation [68-74]. Thrower et 

al. have done experimental studies on photo-processes in model interstellar ices by 

modelling multilayer films of benzene & water deposited on the sapphire substrate at 

temperature of around 80 K [72]. It was investigated that three distinct photo-desorption 

mechanisms occur in such systems: (i) Direct adsorbate-mediated desorption of 

benzene, (ii) Indirect adsorbate–mediated desorption of water, and (iii) Substrate-

mediated desorption of both benzene and water. The translational temperature of both 

desorbed species i.e. benzene and water molecule is found to be more than the ambient 

temperature of the complex system. The photodesorption of benzene from H2O ice has 

shown a strong dependence of desorption of both benzene and water on the morphology 

of the ice [71].  

      Recent experimental study on photon- and electron- induced desorption from 

laboratory models of interstellar ice grains by mimicking the conditions found in dense 

interstellar clouds has been performed by Thrower et al. [70]. The desorption cross 

sections and first order rate constants for the desorption processes in benzene-water 

(Bz-Wn) complexes have been obtained. It was observed that photon absorption by 

benzene could make H2O desorption possible at wavelengths where photon-absorption 

cross-section (i.e. the ability of a molecule to absorb a photon of a particular 

wavelength) for H2O is negligible. The interstellar radiation field (ISRF) induced 

photo-desorption was found to be an important process in the indirect desorption of 

water, which occurs at the edges of dense interstellar clouds and at relatively long 

wavelengths, whereas the electron stimulated desorption channels and internal UV 

fields dominant deep within the dense clouds were found to play an important role in 

the direct desorption of water.  

      Computational studies on low lying excited states of Bz-Wn, (n = 1-6) complexes 

have been performed by Upadhyay et al. (2002) using configuration interaction method 

involving all the singly excited configurations (CIS) [75]. The binding energies of these 

clusters are also calculated and the complex of water dimer with benzene (Bz-W2) is 
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found to be the most stable among the various complexes with high stability of Bz-W6 

complex too. It was found that the whole Bz-Wn complex as well as the water cluster 

Wn undergoes an expansion in size following excitation to lowest singlet excited states. 

The small blue shifts in the excitation energies are observed in the electronic absorption 

spectra in going from Bz-W1 to higher complexes Bz-Wn, (n = 4-6). 

     The main objective of the work in this thesis project is to perform computational 

study on the UV spectroscopy and photochemistry of small water clusters, and cyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene and naphthalene. We have also modelled 

benzene- and naphthalene-bound water clusters as well as benzene-bound crystalline ice 

clusters, as of particular importance in order to mimic PAHs in interstellar icy 

structures and to get deep insight into the behaviour and role of PAHs in the model 

interstellar ices under UV field. There have been very few computational studies on the 

excited state properties of these systems and thus are the subject of main interest in our 

thesis. Furthermore, we have studied the deuterium (D) diffusion on crystalline and 

amorphous ice surfaces at astronomically relevant temperatures in detail, and also 

investigated the possible mechanism for the D2 formation on ice surfaces. 

1.4 Outline of this thesis 
 
Further in this thesis, Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical background needed for the 

detailed description on the computational aspects involved in the work. A general 

theoretical background on the quantum mechanics as well as molecular mechanics 

approaches is discussed; along with its applicability on the molecular systems through 

computational techniques. This chapter primarily focuses on the description of a range 

of computational techniques employed for the calculations of ground and excited state 

properties of the systems involved in the work.   

     Chapter 3 primarily focuses on the lowest energy excited states of small water 

clusters i.e. from an isolated water molecule up to the water pentamer cluster. Detailed 

benchmark computations are performed using a range of high level electron structure 

methods including hierarchy of linear response coupled cluster (CC) methods and the 

time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) methods. Excited state properties 

such as vertical excitation energies, oscillator strengths, and dipole moments are 

studied, and the effect of electron correlation on such excited states is investigated. The 

solvation or aggregation effect on the lowest lying excited state of the water monomer 

is studied. 
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 Chapter 4 describes the spectroscopy and photochemistry of interstellar ice analogs i.e. 

benzene-water hexamer cluster is used as a model system to replicate such astrophysical 

environment. Detailed investigation of the important electronic transitions involved in 

such systems following photon absorption are performed using linear response time 

dependent DFT with a range of well developed DFT hybrid functionals. 

     In Chapter 5, we extend the work performed in Chapter 4 to truly polycyclic 

aromatics via naphthalene (C10H8), consisting of linearly fused two benzene rings. Both 

ground and excited states of the naphthalene-water hexamer water cluster are 

investigated using quantum chemical computational methods. The linear response time-

dependent DFT with a range of well-developed DFT functionals is again used to study 

UV spectroscopy and photochemistry of naphtha-W6 clusters.  

     In Chapter 6, we extend the work from Chapter 4 and replace the water hexamer 

cluster with a crystalline ice surface. Therefore, in this chapter computational 

investigation of the benzene adsorption on a crystalline ice surfaces is presented. The 

role of the dangling atoms of ice clusters on the benzene adsorption on crystalline ice is 

studied using the ONIOM (QM: AMOEBA) method. This work was carried out in 

collaboration, where a computational group at the University of Gothenburg 

implemented the AMOEBA force field in the ONIOM method. The UV spectroscopy 

of benzene-ice clusters is investigated using the TD-DFT method.  

     Further the work presented in Chapter 7 was carried out in collaboration with a 

computational group at the University of Gothenburg. This chapter describes the 

deuterium (D) atom diffusion on both crystalline and amorphous ice surfaces. Binding 

energies, barrier heights, hopping rate constants, residence times, and diffusion 

coefficients are computed. The rate constants are calculated using the quasi-quantum 

harmonic transition state theory (qq-HTST). The diffusion coefficients of the D atom on 

both amorphous and crystalline ice surfaces are calculated at astronomically relevant 

temperatures (T = 8-30 K) using the Adaptive Kinetic Monte Carlo (AKMC) method. 

     Chapter 8 gives an overview of all results and summarizes the work of this thesis.  
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Chapter 2 - Theoretical Background 
 
 

2.1 Quantum-Mechanical Background 
 
Quantum Mechanics (QM) is a fundamental branch of science that deals with the 

physical phenomena at molecular scale. The postulates of quantum mechanics state that 

physical properties of atoms and molecules are quantized, and thus physical quantities 

can only take certain discrete values and not continuous values [76]. The concepts of 

quantum mechanics includes the mathematical description of the concept of wave–

particle duality of light and matter and Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. Quantum 

mechanics is an important tool to explain the behaviour of matter and its interactions 

with light, and provides a useful framework for describing many chemical problems in 

the field of chemistry. 

 

2.1.1   The Schrödinger Equation 
 
The main goal of most quantum chemical approaches is to find the approximate 

solutions of the time-independent, non-relativistic Schrödinger equation 

 

𝐻Ψ! 𝐱!, 𝐱!,… , 𝐱!  ,𝑅!  ,𝑅!  ,… ,𝑅!    = 𝐸!  Ψ!(𝐱!, 𝐱!,… , 𝐱!  ,𝑅!  ,𝑅!  ,… ,𝑅!   )     (2.1) 

 

where 𝐻 is the Hamilton operator corresponding to the total energy for a molecular 

system consisting of M nuclei and N electrons in the absence of magnetic or electric 

fields, which can be represented as,  

 

 𝐻 = 𝑇! + 𝑇! + 𝑉!!   + 𝑉!"   + 𝑉!!    (2.2) 

 
where all the five components in Equation (2.2) of the Hamilton operator (in atomic 

units) can be written as  

𝑇! , the operator for the kinetic energy of the nuclei : 

 
𝑇! = −

1
2𝑀!

!

!!!

∇!! 
(2.3) 

 
𝑇!   , the operator for the  kinetic energy of the electrons: 
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𝑇! = −

1
2

!

!!!

∇!!           

 

(2.4) 

𝑉!!  , the operator for the Coulomb repulsion between the nuclei : 

 
𝑉!!   =

𝑍!𝑍!
𝑅!"

!

!!!

!

!!!

       

 

(2.5) 

𝑉!"   , the operator for the Coulomb attraction between electrons and nuclei: 

 

 𝑉!"   = −
𝑍!
𝑟!"

!

!!!

!

!!!

             

 

(2.6) 

𝑉!!   = the operator for the Coulomb repulsion between electrons: 

 
𝑉!! =

1
𝑟!"

!

!!!

!

!!!

 
(2.7) 

 

where, MA is the ratio of the mass of nucleus A to the mass of an electron, ZA is the 

atomic number of nucleus A. 𝑟!"  is the distance between the ith electron and Ath nucleus 

i.e. 𝑟!" = 𝑟! − 𝑟!   ,  and 𝑟!"  is the distance between the ith and jth electron i.e.  𝑟!" =

𝑟! − 𝑟! . Similarly, 𝑅!" = 𝑅! − 𝑅!  is the distance between the Ath nucleus and the Bth 

nucleus. Here, A and B run over the M nuclei while i and j denote the N electrons in the 

system. 

     The wave function Ψ!  (𝐱!, 𝐱!,… , 𝐱!  ,𝑅!  ,𝑅!  ,… ,𝑅!   ) depends on the 3N spatial 

coordinates (ri ), and the N spin coordinates (si ) of the electrons, which are collectively 

termed as (𝐱!),  and the 3M spatial coordinates of the nuclei, (RI ).   Ψ! denotes the wave 

function of the ith state of the system, that contains all information that can possibly be 

known about the quantum system under study. Ei stands for the energy of the ith state 

described by wave function Ψ!. 
     Without introducing any approximations, the total (exact) wave function can be 

written as a sum of products of nuclear and electronic wave functions, and is expanded 

in the complete set of electronic functions with the expansion coefficients being 

functions of the nuclear coordinates. 
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   Ψ  !"!#$ =     Ψ!
!"# 𝑅!   Ψ!

!"!# 𝑟!;   𝑅!     
!

 (2.8) 

 

This total wave function is inserted into a time-independent Schrödinger equation (2.1) 

and on expansion leads to standard adiabatic equations, and non-adiabatic coupling 

terms that emerge due to coupling of electronic states via nuclear motion. 

2.1.2   The Born Oppenheimer Approximation 
 

The Schrödinger equation (2.1) can be further simplified if we take advantage of the 

significant differences between the masses of nuclei and electrons. Since nuclei are 

much heavier than the electrons, they are assumed to be stationary with respect to 

electronic motion. The electrons in a molecule move in the field of fixed nuclei and 

adjust quickly to any movement of nuclei. Thus electronic and nuclear motion can be 

treated separately, which is the basis of the Born Oppenheimer (BO) or clamped-nuclei 

approximation to simplify the complicated Schrödinger equation for a molecule [77, 

78].  

     The non-adiabatic coupling terms are generally small due to large mass differences 

and can be neglected under BO approximation. However this BO approximation breaks 

down at electron degeneracies where electronic states are close in energy to one 

another. For example, one of the non-adiabatic coupling terms is closely related to the 

equation for derivative coupling vector [79], 

 

 
Ψ! ∇! Ψ! =

!!
!!!
!" !!

!!!!!
   , for    𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 

(2.9) 

 

where 𝐻!  is the electronic Hamiltonian operator,   Ψ!   and  𝑉!  denotes the adiabatic 

wavefunction and the electronic energy of ith electronic state, respectively. The value of 

a non-BO term goes to infinity, when difference of energies between two electronic 

states becomes zero i.e. denominator of Equation (2.9) becomes zero, the BO 

approximation completely breaks down and therefore the non-adiabatic coupling terms 

generated due to the coupling of electronic and nuclei motions have to be taken into 

account. When ∆𝑉 ≠ 0, the B0 approximation is still valid and the coupling terms can 

be neglected. 
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Under BO approximation, 𝑇! = 0 as nuclei are fixed and repulsion between nuclei can 

be considered as constant i.e. Vnn = constant, so the electronic Hamiltonian describing 

the electron motion in the field of nuclei is as follows 

 

 𝐻!"!#   = 𝑇!   +   𝑉!"   +   𝑉!! (2.10) 

 

and the solution of the electronic Schrödinger equation  

 

   𝐻!"!#Ψ!"!#! =   𝐸!"!#! Ψ!"!#!  (2.11) 

 

can be written as 

 Ψ!"!#! =   Ψ!"!#! 𝑟! ; 𝑅!      (2.12) 

 

which is an electronic wave function that depends explicitly on electron coordinates 

𝑟!   but parametrically on the nuclear coordinates 𝑅!, as does the electronic energy Eelec , 

 

 𝐸!"!# = 𝐸!"!# 𝑅!  

 

(2.13) 

The total energy Etot for fixed nuclei is the sum of Eelec and the constant nuclear 

repulsion term, 

 
𝐸!"! = 𝐸!"!# +   

𝑍!𝑍!
𝑅!"

!

!!!

!

!!!

   

 

(2.14) 

The total energy 𝐸!"!  provides a potential for the nuclear motion. The solution of 

Schrödinger equation obtained by varying the molecular geometry over a range of 

nuclear coordinates 𝑅!  to obtain a different electronic energy at each geometry, gives 

Eelec as a function of 𝑅!. This further defines the Potential Energy Surface (PES):  Etot  

as a function of RA. 

 The nuclear Hamiltonian in the average field of the electrons can be written as 

 

 𝐻!   =   𝑇! + 𝑇!   + 𝑉!" + 𝑉!! + 𝑉!! (2.15) 

  

and the solution of the nuclear Schrödinger equation 
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   𝐻!Ψ!"# =   𝐸Ψ!"# (2.16) 

 

gives the nuclear wave function  

       Ψ!"# = Ψ!"# 𝑅!  (2.17) 

 
 
which describes the vibration, rotation, and translation of a molecule and E is the BO 

approximation to the total energy of (2.1) which includes electronic, vibrational, 

rotational, and translational energy. The attractive potential exerted on the electrons due 

to the nuclei i.e. the expectation value of the operator 𝑉!"  in equation (2.10) is also often 

termed the external potential Vext, in density functional theory, which will be discussed 

later in this chapter. 

     The wave function Ψ itself is not an observable, whereas physical interpretation can 

only be associated the square of the wave function that represents the probability of 

electrons 1, 2, .…, N that are found simultaneously in volume elements 

𝑑𝐱!,𝑑𝐱!,…𝑑𝐱!   and can be written as  

 

                  Ψ!   𝐱!, 𝐱!,… 𝐱!   !𝑑𝐱!,𝑑𝐱!,…𝑑𝐱!         (2.18) 

 

The probability of finding the N electrons anywhere in space must be exactly unity and 

a wave function which satisfies the Equation (2.19) is the normalized wave function. 

 

 … Ψ!   𝐱!, 𝐱!,… 𝐱!   !   𝑑𝐱!,𝑑𝐱!,…𝑑𝐱!   = 1         

 

(2.19) 

Since electrons are indistinguishable, this probability must not change with respect to 

the interchange of the coordinates of x (both space and spin) of any two electrons (here 

i and j) i.e.,  

 Ψ!   𝐱!, 𝐱!,… 𝐱!,… , 𝐱!,… 𝐱!  
! =    Ψ!  (𝐱!, 𝐱!,… 𝐱!,… , 𝐱!,… 𝐱!)

!         

 

(2.20) 

To satisfy the above condition Equation (2.20) by electrons, that are fermions with half- 

integral spin, the electronic wave function Ψ therefore must be antisymmetric with 

respect to interchange of the spatial and spin coordinates of any two electrons, 
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 Ψ!   𝐱!, 𝐱!,… 𝐱!,… , 𝐱!,… 𝐱!   = −Ψ!   𝐱!, 𝐱!,… 𝐱!,… , 𝐱!,… 𝐱!                  (2.21) 

 

which represents a quantum-mechanical generalization of Pauli’s exclusion principle 

statement that “no two electrons can occupy the same state”. Thus the exact electron 

wave function must satisfy the antisymmetry principle.  

2.1.3   Potential Energy Surface (PES) 
 
A PES is a mathematical relationship linking molecular structure and resultant energy 

as mentioned above in Section 2.1.2. A molecule has minima on the PES, which 

corresponds to equilibrium structures of reactants and products, with the global 

minimum describing the most stable nuclear configuration. At both minima and saddle 

points, also termed as stationary points on PES, the energy gradient becomes zero and 

hence forces vanish at such points. The characterization of these stationary points as 

minima or saddle points can be done by calculating the second derivative of the energy 

with respect to nuclear positions (Hessian matrix), giving positive eigenvalues for 

minima, and n-negative eigenvalues for nth order saddle points. First order saddle point 

generally describes a transition state (TS) between products and reactants. A multi-

dimensional PES is shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Multi-dimensional PES of a molecule. From [80]. 
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In this thesis, the saddle point search between two local energy minima is performed by 

the activation-relaxation technique (ART) technique.  

2.1.3.1   The Activation-Relaxation Technique 
 

The activation-relaxation technique (ART) [81, 82] defines events in the surface energy 

landscape according to a two-step process: (a) the activation process starting from a 

local energy minimum to a nearby local saddle point: (b) the relaxation process where 

configuration is relaxed from this saddle point to a new minimum. For the activation 

process, we have used the modified version of ART, i.e. ART nouveau (ARTn) [83], 

which considers the eigenvector corresponding to the largest, negative eigenvalue of the 

Hessian to ensure a full convergence onto a saddle point. 

     In the activation process, the configuration is first pushed along a random direction 

until a negative eigenvalue appears.  At each step along this trajectory, its total energy 

is relaxed in the hyperplane perpendicular to the step direction so that total energy and 

forces remain under control as the configuration leaves the harmonic well. Once the 

lowest eigenvalue passes a threshold (in our case 10-6) and if it is negative, the 

convergence to the saddle point is started by pushing the configuration along the 

eigenvector corresponding to the negative eigenvalue, while minimizing the forces in 

all other directions. If the lowest eigenvalue doesn’t change sign and remain negative 

this procedure leads to convergence to the first-order saddle point. If the lowest 

eigenvalue changes sign, and become positive, the iteration procedure is stopped and a 

new event is started. At the first order saddle point, all the eigenvalues of the Hessian 

except one are positive, and the energy landscape resembles a valley going down along 

the eigendirection corresponding to the negative eigenvalue.  

     The ART is designed to deal with systems with thousands of degree of freedom, 

where it is not appropriate to perform a direct diagonalization of the Hessian to extract 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors. We use the Lanczos algorithm [84] that performs well in 

extracting the lowest eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. 

For the relaxation process, we have used the conjugate gradient (CG) method [85]. 

Leaving the saddle point by steepest descent, we follow the floor of the valley to arrive 

at a nearby minimum. 

     The ARTn method is efficient in finding all first-order saddle points and new 

minima around a given minimum. It also defines trajectories connecting initial 

minimum-saddle point-final minimum as fully reversible and real activated paths. 
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2.1.4 Transition State Theory (TST) 
 
The most widely employed approach for studying reaction rates invloving species that 

are undergoing reaction at or near thermal-equilibrium conditions is the transtion state 

theory (TST). In the framework of classical transition state theory (TST) [86], under the 

assumption of harmonic approximation for vibrational modes, the transition rate 

constant can be written as [87] 

 

 
𝑘 𝑇 =

𝑘!𝑇
ℎ

𝑄‡

𝑄!
𝑒(!!"/!!!)             

(2.22) 

 

where 𝑄‡  and 𝑄!  are the partition functions of the saddle point and the reactant, 

respectively. The classical barrier height is Δ𝐸 and is given as Δ𝐸 = 𝐸!" − 𝐸!"#, that 

corresponds to the classical binding energy difference between the energy of the saddle 

point (𝐸!") , and energy of the minimum (𝐸!"#). 

     It is important to consider quantum effects for light atoms carefully. The classical 

treatment of atomic motion is not accurate at low temperatures, and the zero point 

energy (ZPE) of the vibrational ground state is important and needs to be taken into 

account. 

     In the framework of harmonic transition state theory (HTST) [87, 88], the classical 

partition function for vibration is replaced by the quantum vibrational partition function 

to introduce ZPE into the rate expression, and the quantum vibrational partition 

function is given as [86] 

 

       𝑄!"# =    𝑔!𝑒(!!!/!!!)                
!

 

   

(2.23) 

where 𝑔! is the degeneracy, and 𝐸! is the vibrational energy of the ith energy level. 

The energy eigenvalues of the harmonic oscillator are, 

 

 𝐸! = ℏ𝜔 𝑛 + 1/2 ,𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, 3,… ,∞ 

 

(2.24) 

Substituting  in Equation (2.23), then  𝑄!"# can be written as 
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 𝑄!"# =    𝑒(! !!!/!   ℏ!/!!!)  
!

!!!
 

 

(2.25) 

where 𝑔! = 1. 

     Using the defination of the hyperbolic function 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ 𝑥 = (𝑒! − 𝑒!!  )/2  and 

Equation (2.25), the vibrational partition function of an atom at transition state  

𝑄!"#
‡    and at local minimum 𝑄!"#!"#  can be obtained. Inserting 𝑄!"#

‡    and 𝑄!"#!"#   into 

Equation (2.22), we can obtain the hopping rate constant that includes zero point energy 

(ZPE). The hopping rate constant using quasi-quantum harmonic transition state theory 

(qq-HTST) is  𝑘!!!!"#"  and can be written as 

 

 
𝑘!!!!"#" 𝑇 =

𝑘!𝑇
ℏ

2𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ  (ℏ𝜔!!"#/2𝑘!𝑇)!
!!!

2𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ  (ℏ𝜔!!"!
!!! /2𝑘!𝑇)

𝑒(!!!/!!!)       

   

(2.26) 

where 𝜔!"# and 𝜔!" are the angular frequencies of the harmonic vibrational modes at 

the local minima and transition state, respectively. 

 
Hopping Rate constant for 𝜟𝑬𝑽𝑨𝑮< 0 
 
The barrier height measured between the reactant and saddle point at zero point energy 

levels  (Δ𝐸!"#) can be written as 

 

 
Δ𝐸!"#   = 𝐸!" +

ℏ𝜔‡,!
2

!!!

!
− 𝐸!"# +

ℏ𝜔!,!
2

!

!
 

                = 𝐸!" +
ℏ𝜔‡,!
2

!

!
− 𝐸!"# +

ℏ𝜔!,!
2

!

!
 

(2.27) 

 

for the modes of one deuterium atom where D denotes the number of vibrational 

modes, 𝜔  is the angular frequency, and here VAG stands for vibrational adiabatic 

ground state. 

     For Δ𝐸!"#   > 0, qq-HTST provides reasonable hopping rates k for each hop using 

Equation (2.26), and behaves properly. But for Δ𝐸!"#   < 0, qq-HTST doesn’t provide 

accurate values for k, as the Boltzmann factor becomes very large for negative VAG, 

and leads to improper behaviour. 

     Considering the nature of the hop, whether the transition is endoergic or exoergic, 

this problem can be approached in two ways. If the quantum energy of the reactant is 
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more than the quantum energy of the product, then the transition is considered as 

exoergic, i.e. for 𝐸!! > 𝐸!!, and the transition is endoergic for 𝐸!!< 𝐸!!. 

 The expressions for 𝐸!!and 𝐸!! can be given as  

 

 
𝐸!! = 𝐸! +

ℏ𝜔!,!
2

!

!
 

(2.28) 

 

 
    𝐸!! = 𝐸! +

ℏ𝜔!,!
2

!

!
             

   

(2.29) 

 

where 𝐸!  and 𝐸!  are the classical binding energy of the reactant and the product, 

respectively. 

     For exoergic transition with Δ𝐸!"#  < 0 the rate constant is considered to be 

 𝑚𝑖𝑛  [𝑘!𝑇/ℎ, 𝑣!"#! ], where 𝑣!"#!  is the minimum vibrational frequency of the reactant. 

For endoergic transition with Δ𝐸!"#   < 0, the qq-HTST rate equation is modified and 

rate Equation (2.30) is used which can be given as  

 

 
      𝑘!"#$ 𝑇 = 𝑘!

2𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ  (ℏ𝜔!!/2𝑘!𝑇)!
!

2𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ  (ℏ𝜔!!!
! /2𝑘!𝑇)

𝑒(!!!/!!!)  !
(!!!"#

! /!!!!)   

   

(2.30) 

where  𝑘! is the rate constant of the hop in backward direction. 

     If this backward hop has Δ𝐸!"#     > 0, then 𝑘! =   𝑘!!!!"#". If the backward hop is 

exoergic and Δ𝐸!"#  < 0, then 𝑘! = 𝑚𝑖𝑛  [𝑘!𝑇/ℎ, 𝑣!"#! ] . The barrier height is the 

classical binding energy difference between the energy of the reactant and the product 

i.e. Δ𝐸 = 𝐸! − 𝐸! . A zero point energy (ZPE) correction term for the product is 

included in the rate equation (i.e. last exponential term in Equation (2.30)) as ZPE is 

also included in the partition functions. 

2.1.4.1 Adaptive kinetic Monte Carlo (AKMC) method  
 

A popular method for modeling state-to-state molecular dynamics is the Adaptive 

kinetic Monte Carlo (AKMC) [89, 90] method. In this thesis, AKMC is used for long 

timescale simulation in crystalline and amorphous ice surfaces for determining  kinetic 

processess such as diffusion. 
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The primary task of the AKMC simulations is to search for possible processes, which 

are determined by performing a large number of saddle point searches, which separates 

the current state i.e. a local minimum on the potential energy surface (PES) from its 

neighbouring minima [91]. These searches are carried out using the minimum mode 

following algorithm. These processes are stored in the so-called table of events (TOE). 

In order to propagate the dynamics within AKMC, a list of all possible rates leading 

away from the current stable state to any other state is required and these are then used 

to populate the TOE. A transition between states is assumed to be first order, and the 

rate of the transition is calculated from the harmonic approximation to the transition 

state theory (hTST). Each process leading to a new state is tabulated in rate table and 

one transition is selected with a probability proportional to its rate. The transition time 

is drawn from a first-order distribution for the total rate of escape from the state. The 

saddle point search procedure then starts over in the new state. If the system revisits a 

state, the TOE that has been constructed in a previous visit can be reused. 

     Once the TOE is known for a specific temperature, it is simple to perform KMC 

simulations at other temperatures [92]. Since the process barriers and prefactors are 

temperature independent, one can simply recalculate the rates for a new temperature 

using the harmonic transition state theory expression (2.31) 

 

     𝑘 = 𝑣  𝑒(!!! !")           

             

   

(2.31) 

where v is the process prefactor and Eb  is the energy barrier.  

     The KMC trajectories give the position (r) of the atom on the ice surface as a 

function of time (t). Thus, diffusion coefficients, D, can be calculated using the 

Einstein-Smoluchowski Equation (2.32) for two-dimensional diffusion.  

 

 𝐷 = lim
!→!

1
4𝑡    𝑟 0 − 𝑟(𝑡) !            

 

   

(2.32) 

where 𝑟 0 − 𝑟(𝑡) !  is the mean-squared displacement. 
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2.1.5   The Variational Principle 
 
Now in order to solve the electronic Schrödinger equation (2.11) for an arbitrary 

molecular system, we need to find the eigenfunctions Ψ! and corresponding eigenvalues 

𝐸!  of the Hamiltonian operator 𝐻  of that system. Once the Ψ!  are determined, all 

properties of interest can be obtained by applying the appropriate operators to the wave 

function.  The mean value of a particular observable 𝑂 will be equal to the expectation 

value of the corresponding appropriate operator 𝑂  by using a normalized wave 

function. 

 

 𝑂 = Ψ 𝑂 Ψ  (2.33) 

 

The variational principle, one of the fundamental principles in all quantum-chemical 

applications, provides a systematical approach to find the exact wave function of the 

ground state Ψ! i.e. the state that delivers the lowest energy 𝐸!.  

     The variational principle states that the expectation value of the Hamiltonian 

operator 𝐻 from any guessed trial wave function Ψ!"#$% will be an upper bound to the 

true energy of the ground state [93]: 

 

 Ψ!"#$% 𝐻 Ψ!"#$% = 𝐸!"#$%   ≥ 𝐸! (2.34) 

 

where the equality hold only if Ψ!"#$%  is identical to the exact ground state wave 

function Ψ! . The trial wave function must be normalized and must satisfy the 

appropriate boundary conditions. In the framework of the variational principle, we 

need to minimize the energy functional E [Ψ!"#$%] by searching through all acceptable 

N-electron wave functions. The minimum value of the energy computed by trial wave 

function is taken as the variational estimate of the exact ground state energy 𝐸!. 

 

2.2   Electronic Structure Methods 
 
Electronic structure methods use a quantum mechanical approach to solve the electronic 

Schrödinger equation (2.11) for any molecular system [78, 93-95]. An exact solution to 

the Schrödinger equation is impossible to compute for most of the complex many-

electron systems. However, simple assumptions and procedures make it possible to 

obtain approximate solutions for such systems. Electronic structure methods are 
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characterized as ab-initio methods or semi-empirical methods depending on the various 

mathematical approximations to its solution [94]. The former generates solutions 

without any reference to experimental data. The latter involves fitting to experimental 

data to simplify the computations. Density Functional methods [93, 94] are another 

important class of electronic structure methods widely popular these days and are 

discussed below in Section 2.2.2. The ab-initio and semi-empirical methods are 

considered as wave function methods due to use of approximate wave function to 

obtain the ground or excited state properties of the system whereas in density functional 

methods, total electron density fully describes the ground state properties of the system. 

 

2.2.1 Wavefunction Methods  
 

2.2.1.1 The Hartree-Fock Approximation 
 
The Hartree-Fock (HF) method is the central and the simplest ab-initio method in 

quantum chemistry to solve the electronic Schrödinger equation. In HF approximation, 

an antisymmeterized product of N one-electron wave functions forms the N-electron 

wave function and is often termed a Slater determinant [78, 93, 94] as given in Equation 

(2.35).  

 

Ψ 𝐱!, 𝐱!,… , 𝐱! = (𝑁!)!!/!     

𝜒! 𝐱! 𝜒! 𝐱! ⋯ 𝜒! 𝐱!
𝜒! 𝐱! 𝜒! 𝐱! ⋯ 𝜒! 𝐱!
⋮                       ⋮           ⋮

𝜒!(𝐱!) 𝜒!(𝐱!) … 𝜒!(𝐱!)

        

 

(2.35) 

where the factor (𝑁!)!!/!    is a normalization factor. These one-electron functions 

𝜒! 𝐱!   are called molecular spin orbitals, which are composed of the product of a spatial 

orbital 𝜙! 𝑟!   and one of the two spin functions, 𝛼 𝑠 ↑   𝑜𝑟  𝛽 𝑠 ↓ .  

The spatial orbitals as well as spin orbitals are orthonormal such that 

 

 𝜒!∗ 𝐱 𝜒! 𝐱 d𝐱 = 𝜒!|𝜒! = 𝛿!"              

 

(2.36) 

where the Kronecker delta 𝛿!" equals to 1 for 𝑖 = 𝑗   and 0 for 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗  . 
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The variational principle is used to obtain the lowest energy Slater determinant and the 

resulting optimized set of molecular orbitals obtained are eigenfunctions of an effective 

one-electron non-linear Fock operator  (𝐹) where,  

 

 
𝐹! = −

1
2   ∇!

! −
𝑍!
𝑟!"

!

!!!

+ 𝑉!!"(𝑗) 

 

(2.37) 

where the ‘first’ and the ‘second’ term in Equation (2.37) are the one electron terms 

which correspond to kinetic energy of the electron and the potential energy due to the 

electron–nucleus interaction, respectively. The third term 𝑉!!"(𝑗) is the Hartree-Fock 

potential, which accounts for the average repulsion experienced by the ith electron due 

to the presence of remaining N-1 electrons.  

     The Hartree-Fock potential 𝑉!!"(𝑗) consists of two components i.e. the Coulomb 

operator 𝐽 and the Exchange operator 𝐾 and can be written as [93]:  

 

 
𝑉!" 𝐱! = (𝐽! 𝐱! − 𝐾! 𝐱! )

!

!

         

 

(2.38) 

 

    The Coulomb operator 𝐽 is defined by its effect on orbital 𝜒! 𝐱!  as: 

 

 𝐽! 𝐱! 𝜒! 𝐱! = χ!(𝐱!)
! 1
𝑟!"

𝑑𝐱! 𝜒! 𝐱!  (2.39) 

 

where it describes the repulsive potential an electron at position 𝐱!  in spin orbital 

𝜒!     experiences due to the average charge distribution of another electron described by 

orbital 𝜒!. Finally, this interaction is integrated over all space and spin coordinates. 

     The Exchange operator 𝐾 represents the exchange contribution to the HF potential, 

and has no classical interpretation. It can only be defined through its effect when 

operating on a spin orbital 𝜒! 𝐱!  as: 

 

 𝐾! 𝐱! 𝜒! 𝐱! = 𝜒!∗ 𝐱!
1
𝑟!"

𝜒! 𝐱!   𝑑𝐱!  𝜒! 𝐱!        

 

(2.40) 
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It is described mathematically that exchange correlation arises due to the antisymmetry 

of the Slater determinant, and exists only for electrons of like (or parallel) spins as a 

consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle, that states that two or more electrons of 

the same spin can’t occupy the same spatial orbital. 

     The Hartree-Fock equation (2.37) is non-linear and therefore we have a pseudo-

eigenvalue problem that must be solved iteratively. The technique used for solving the 

Hartree-Fock equation is called the self-consistent field  (SCF) procedure since the 

orbitals are derived from their own effective potential. In this procedure, we start by 

using a ‘guessed’ set of orbitals, with which the HF equations are solved. The resulting 

new set of orbitals is then used in the next iteration and so on until self-consistency is 

reached i.e. until the spin orbitals used to construct the Fock operator are the same as its 

eigenfunctions. 

2.2.1.2 Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) 
 
The Hartree-Fock SCF problem is usually solved through the introduction of a finite 

basis set to expand the molecular orbitals. The molecular orbital can be expanded into a 

set of atomic orbitals basis functions by using a linear combination of atomic orbitals 

(LCAO): 

 𝜙! = 𝐶!"𝜑!
!

 (2.41) 

 

As the basis set 𝜑! becomes more and more complete, the expansion (2.41) leads to a 

more accurate representation of the exact molecular orbitals.  

     Using the Roothaan-Hall approach to solve the HF equation numerically by 

introducing a set of known spatial basis functions, the differential HF equation can be 

converted to a set of algebraic Roothaan-Hall equations that can be solved by standard 

matrix techniques [96]. The problem of calculating the Hartree-Fock molecular orbitals 

is now reduced to the problem of calculating the set of expansion coefficients 𝐶!". 

     The Roothaan equations can be written as a single matrix equation [77] 

 

 𝐅𝐂 = 𝐒𝐂𝛆         

 

(2.42) 

where F and S are the Fock matrix and the overlap matrix , respectively. The C matrix 

is the matrix of the expansion coefficients, 𝐶!", which describes the molecular orbitals, 
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and 𝛆 is a diagonal matrix of the orbital energies 𝜀!. 

 

2.2.1.3    Basis Sets  
 
A basis set is a set of functions that gives the mathematical description of orbitals 

within a system where each atom within a molecule is assigned a group of basis 

functions to approximate its orbitals, as mentioned above in Section 2.2.1.2. Larger 

basis sets approximate the orbitals more accurately to ensure that it accounts for the 

regions of space where the electrons are likely to be found i.e. enlarging the basis set 

helps to reach the complete basis set limit and to perform the quantum chemical 

calculations with more accuracy [78, 94]. In the early days of quantum chemistry, the 

Slater type orbitals (STOs) [97] were used as basis functions due to their similarity with 

the eigenfunctions of the Schrödinger equation for the one electron system, of the form 

𝑒!!".  STOs possess exponential decay at long range and a cusp at short range, and 

have an advantage in that they have direct physical interpretation. From a 

computational point of view, the STOs have the severe shortcoming that most of the 

required integrals are very difficult to compute. 

     STOs can be approximated as linear combinations of Gaussian orbitals. In the 

modern computational chemistry, the standard basis set uses basis functions which are 

composed of a linear combination of gaussian functions of the form 𝑒!!!! to form the 

orbitals. Such basis functions are termed as contracted functions, and the component 

gaussian functions are referred to as primitives. A basis function consisted of one 

gaussian function is termed as uncontracted function.  

     The minimal basis sets contain the minimum number of basis functions needed to 

cover all the atomic orbitals for each neutral atom in the molecule. STO-3G is the most 

common minimal basis set that uses three gaussian primitives per basis function [98]. 

The one way to improve the basis set for flexible description of the occupied molecular 

orbitals is by increasing the number of basis functions per atom.  

     Pople and co-workers [99-101] introduced split valence basis sets with the typical 

notation X-YZG for split-valence double zeta (DZ) basis set, where X represents the 

number of primitive gaussians comprising each core atomic orbital basis function, Y 

and Z tells that each valence orbital is composed of two basis functions of different 

size, where the first basis function is composed of linear combination of Y primitives 

gaussian functions and the second basis function is composed of linear combination of 

Z primitives gaussian functions. The 3-21G and 6-31G are commonly known split-
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valence double-zeta (DZ) basis sets. Similarly split-valence triple-zeta (TZ) basis sets 

such as 6-311G, use three different size basis functions for each valence atomic orbital. 

     Further improvements in the basis set can be performed by introducing polarization 

functions [102, 103] i.e. by adding functions of higher angular momentum than the 

highest occupied orbitals in the neutral atom that allow orbitals to change shape. For 

example, polarized basis sets add p-functions to hydrogen, d-functions to carbon, 

nitrogen etc., and f- functions to transition metals. The most commonly used polarized 

basis set for medium sized systems is 6-31G(d) basis set, also known as 6-31G*, is the 

Pople-type 6-31G basis set with d-functions added to heavy atoms. Another popular 

polarized basis set is 6-31G(d,p), also written as 6-31G**, which add p-functions to 

hydrogen atoms in addition to d-functions on all other atoms. 

Further basis set variations can be brought about by the inclusion of diffuse functions 

[104] which are large size versions of s and p functions that allow orbitals to occupy 

larger region of space. For example, the 6-31+G(d)  basis set is the 6-31G(d) basis set 

with diffuse functions added on non hydrogen atoms, denoted by plus (+) sign in Pople-

type basis set.  The double plus (++) sign in basis set 6-31++G(d) indicates that diffuse 

functions are added to the hydrogen atoms as well. Diffuse functions are very important 

for systems where electrons are relatively far from the nucleus such as molecular 

system with significant negative charge, molecules with lone pairs, anions, systems in 

their excited state and so on. 

     Some of the most widely used basis sets are developed by Dunning and coworkers,  

 [105-107] which converge to the complete-basis-set (CBS) limit. These are known as 

correlation-consistent polarized-valence X-zeta (cc-pVXZ) basis set, where X is called 

the cardinality of the basis ( double, triple, quadruple,…). Here each higher level 

involves the addition of one set of higher angular momentum functions, and the 

addition of another set of functions for each angular momentum already present i.e. 

they include successively larger shells of polarization functions (d, f, g, etc.). The 

augmented version further adds diffuse functions to the cc-pVXZ basis set, termed as 

aug-cc-pVXZ basis set. We have often employed these basis sets for geometry 

optimization of complex systems as well as for calculating excitation energies, which 

are often used for high level calculations on complex systems. 
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2.2.1.4   Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) 
 
For most of the quantum chemistry calculations, it is not practical to use a complete 

basis set, as it is computationally very demanding. Therefore, using finite basis sets can 

lead to basis set superposition error (BSSE). BSSE is zero in the limit of a complete 

basis set, and adding more basis functions will not give any improvement. When the 

atoms of interacting molecules (or of different parts of the same molecule) approach 

one another, their basis functions overlap. For example, in the dimer, basis functions 

from one molecule can help compensate for the basis set incompleteness on the other 

molecule, and vice versa, thus effectively increasing its basis set and improving the 

calculation of derived properties such as energy.  

     One way of assessing BSSE is the Counterpoise  (CP) correction [108]. In this 

method the BSSE is estimated as the difference between monomer energies with the 

regular basis and the energies calculated with the full set of basis functions for the 

whole complex [94]. Four additional energy calculations are required to calculate 

counterpoise energy correction ∆𝐸!", which is defined in equation (2.43). 

 

 ∆𝐸!" = 𝐸(𝐴)!"∗ + 𝐸(𝐵)!"∗ − 𝐸 𝐴 !
∗ − 𝐸(𝐵)!∗  (2.43) 

 

The energies of fragment A and B are calculated using the basis set a and b, 

respectively, for molecule A and B, and the energies of each of the two fragments are 

calculated with the geometry they have in the complex, also these geometries in the 

complex environment are indicated by * symbol. Other two additional energy 

calculations of each of the fragments at the complex geometry are then obtained using 

the full ab basis set.  This implies that the energy of A is calculated in the presence of 

both the normal a basis functions and with the b basis functions of fragment B, but 

without the B nuclei present, and vice versa. Such basis functions are often referred to 

as ghost orbitals that are located at fixed points in space. Thus the fragment energy for 

A will be lowered due to these ghost functions, since a basis becomes more complete. 

The complexation energy or binding energy of the AB complex is given in equation 

(2.44). 

 

 ∆𝐸!"#$%&'()*"+ = 𝐸(𝐴𝐵)!"∗ − 𝐸(𝐴)! − 𝐸(𝐵)! (2.44) 
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The counterpoise energy correction ∆𝐸!"  is then subtracted from the complexation 

energy to get the counterpoise-corrected complexation energy, ∆𝐸!"#$%&'()*"+ − ∆𝐸!". 

It is usual to find that the CP correction is larger for methods including electron 

correlation than at the HF (or DFT) level.  

 

2.2.1.5   Electron Correlation 
 
As discussed above in Section 2.2.1.1, in the Hartree-Fock method, each electron 

moves in an average field of all the other electrons and this time-averaged field 

approximates the exact instantaneous electron-electron repulsions, which leads to HF 

energy 𝐸!" always larger (i.e. less negative) than the exact ground state energy E0. This 

energy difference is called the correlation energy, which is a measure of error 

introduced through the HF scheme [94]:  

 

 𝐸!"##!" = 𝐸! − 𝐸!" (2.45) 

 

     In the Hartree-Fock scheme, the electrons are allowed to approach each other more 

closely than they should, which causes the electron-electron repulsion term to be too 

large resulting in 𝐸!"   >  𝐸!. The electron correlation effects are manifested as static and 

dynamic correlation. Static correlation is important when there exist more than one non-

equivalent configurations of similar magnitude in the wave function, whereas dynamic 

correlation accounts for the instantaneous Coulomb repulsion between electrons and 

consists of lots of small corrections to qualitatively correct wave functions. 

     There has been an extensive research in the development of methods to determine 

the electron correlation contributions accurately, and is still an active research area in 

the computational quantum chemistry. 

 

2.2.1.6 Configuration Interaction (CI) Method 
 
In order to properly account for the electron correlation effects, the Configuration 

Interaction (CI) method was developed, in which the many–electron wave function can 

be written as a linear combination of all substituted configurations (single, double, 

triple, etc.) that can be obtained by promoting electrons from occupied HF orbitals to 

virtual (empty) orbitals [94] : 
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Ψ𝑪𝑰 = 1 + 𝑐𝑖𝑎

𝑣𝑖𝑟

𝑎

𝑜𝑐𝑐

𝑖
  Ψ𝑖

𝑎 + 𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑎𝑏
𝑣𝑖𝑟

𝑎<𝑏

𝑜𝑐𝑐

𝑖<𝑗
  Ψ𝑖𝑗

𝑎𝑏 +⋯ Ψ!" 
(2.46) 

 

 

where   Ψ!"  →   HF reference determinant; 

Ψ!!      → Singly excited HF determinant (one electron from a doubly occupied molecular 

orbital within HF determinant swapped with a virtual orbital); 

Ψ!"!" →  Doubly excited HF determinant (two electrons from doubly occupied molecular 

orbitals swapped with two virtual orbitals); 

𝑐!!, 𝑐!"!",….  →    CI expansion coefficients. 

      
     If CI expansion coefficients are optimized over all possible configurations for all 

states using the variational principle, one can obtain the exact wave function such that 

these optimal CI coefficients yield the wave function with the lowest energy. As the 

one-electron basis set approaches completeness, the basis set correlation energy i.e. the 

difference between the lowest eigenvalue obtained by performing a full CI and the 

Hartree-Fock ground state energy within the same basis set approaches the exact 

correlation energy [77]. This is considered as a benchmark to compare correlation 

energies calculation by other computational methods. Since the number of possible 

configurations grows very quickly as the basis functions used to describe orbitals are 

increased, it is a computationally prohibitive task to obtain exact full CI wave function 

for larger systems. Thus, it is practical to truncate CI wave function by adding only 

limited set of substituted configurations to HF reference i.e. by using methods like CIS 

(CI-Singles), CISD (CI-Singles and Doubles), CISDT (CI-Singles, Doubles and 

Triples), etc. However, the drawback of all these limited CI methods is that they are not 

size-consistent as now the energy of the system is not proportional to number of 

molecules in the system [77, 95]. 

 

2.2.1.7 Complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) method  
 
There is one method that incorporates a full CI, named as the complete active space 

self-consistent field (CASSCF) method. The orbitals involved in the CI are known as 

active orbitals that exclude inner shell (fully occupied) orbitals and part of unoccupied 

high-energy orbitals of molecule (virtual orbitals) in all possible configurations and a 
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full CI is performed on this active space involving subset of orbitals [78, 94]. CASSCF 

method optimizes the active orbitals variationally for the CI wave function, in addition 

to the CI expansion coefficients.  

     CASSCF is an extremely flexible method and can be used for describing any kind of 

chemical bonding across the PES. It recovers some electron correlation, primarily 

‘static correlation’ as it deals with many configurations and is also considered effective 

in correctly describing systems, for which HF does not give a correct reference wave 

function i.e. for describing ground degenerate states, bond breaking situation and 

modelling excited states.  

 

2.2.1.8 MØller-Plesset (MP) Perturbation Theory 
 
Another wave-function approach to account for the electron correlation is the MØller-

Plesset (MP) perturbation theory [109], a post-HF method based on perturbation 

technique. It is based on adding electron-correlation effects to HF method by using the 

technique of Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation theory [77, 94]. 

The Hamiltonian is partitioned into two parts 

 

 𝐻 = 𝐻! + 𝜆  𝑉 (2.47) 

 

where  𝐻! is defined as the sum of one-electron Fock operators [77] 

 

 𝐻! =        𝐹!
!

=    ℎ! + 𝑉!!"(𝑗)   
!

 (2.48) 

 

and  ′𝜆  𝑉! is the small perturbation applied to 𝐻! which accounts for the electron-

correlation , where ′𝜆′ is a parameter which is the measure of perturbation. 

The perturbation operator  ′𝑉! can be defined as 

 

   𝑉 =    𝑟!"!! − 𝑉!!"(𝑗)
!!!!

 (2.49) 

 

The perturbed wave function and energy can be expressed as a power series in ′𝜆′ as   
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           Ψ! =   Ψ!
(!) + 𝜆!Ψ!

(!) + 𝜆!Ψ!
(!) + 𝜆!Ψ!

(!)…             (2.50) 

                

and 

 𝐸! =   𝐸!
(!) + 𝜆!𝐸!

(!) + 𝜆!𝐸!
(!) + 𝜆!𝐸!

(!) +⋯ (2.51) 

 

Thus on substituting these equations in time independent Schrödinger equation 

 

 𝐻Ψ! =   𝐸!  Ψ! (2.52) 

 

and expanding the products and equating the coefficients on both sides of equation for 

each power of   𝜆 , leads to equations representing successively higher orders of 

perturbation. By solving these equations using properties of ortho-normality of ′Ψ′ and 

hermiticity of 𝐻! operator, we get Hartree-Fock energy as  

 

 𝐸!!" = 𝐸!
(!) + 𝐸!

(!) (2.53) 

where 𝐸!
(!) is given as  

 𝐸!
(!) = Ψ!

(!) 𝐻! Ψ!
(!)  

 
(2.54) 

and 𝐸!
(!) is given as 

 𝐸!
(!) = Ψ!

(!) 𝑉 Ψ!
(!)    

 
(2.55) 

By adding first perturbation to HF energy i.e. 𝐸!
!   to 𝐸!" yields MP2 energy, where 

MP2 is the second-order MØller-Plesset perturbation theory.   

 

 𝐸!!"! = 𝐸!!" + 𝐸!
(!)   (2.56) 

 

where second-order energy 𝐸!
(!) is given as 

 
𝐸!
(!) = Ψ!

(!) 𝑉 Ψ!
(!) =   

Ψ!
(!) 𝑉 Ψ!

(!) !

𝐸!
(!) − 𝐸!

(!)
!!!

 

 

(2.57) 

where Ψ!
(!) is expanded in the terms of the eigenfunctions of 𝐻!, which are taken to be 

complete, 
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 Ψ!
(!) = 𝑐!

(!)

!

Ψ!
(!) (2.58) 

 

The first correction to the HF energy is always negative, thus lowering the total energy 

and this correction accounts for electron-correlation effects. Similarly higher order term 

corrections give the MP3, MP4, MP5 methods, which may not necessarily be 

convergent at higher orders. It is found that convergence can be slow, rapid, oscillatory, 

regular, highly erratic or simply non-existent, depending on the precise chemical system 

or basis set .  
MP2 typically accounts for 80-90% of the correlation energy [94], and is a good 

standard method to estimate the energies of the loosely bound systems by properly 

accounting for the electron-correlation effects. Furthermore, MP2 represents a 

qualitatively superior alternative to the density functional methods to model dispersion 

(van der Waals) interactions [110, 111]. MP2 has been used extensively in 

computational chemistry as a benchmark method and is considered reliable for ground 

state geometry optimizations and to estimate the energies of loosely bound hydrogen 

bonded and dispersion bound complexes [112]. Although performance of MP2 methods 

for properties involving making or breaking electron pairs is substantially inferior to 

that of coupled cluster CCSD(T) and the best DFT methods, MP2 methods are 

generally useful for studying nonbonded interactions in both small and large systems 

and perform extremely well if one extrapolates to the basis set limit [113-115]. Such 

calculations are highly relevant in biological and materials science problems. We have 

also used this method for ground state geometry optimizations as well for calculating 

binding energies for our cluster systems.  
 

2.2.1.9   Coupled Cluster Method 
 
One of the popular wave function methods is the coupled cluster (CC) method that 

accounts for the electron correlation efficiently using the exponential cluster operator to 

construct the multi-electron wave function [94]. 

The excitation operator T can be defined as 

 

 𝑻   =   𝑻𝟏 + 𝑻𝟐 + 𝑻𝟑   +   …   +   𝑻𝑵𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒄 (2.59) 
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where the 𝑻𝒊  operator acts on the Hartree-Fock reference wave function  𝛹! to generate 

all the ith excited Slater determinants. 

 

 
𝑻𝟏𝛹! = 𝑡!!

!"#

!

!""

!

  Ψ!! 
(2.60) 

 
𝑻𝟐𝛹! = 𝑡!"!"

!"#

!!!

!""

!!!

  Ψ!"!" 
(2.61) 

 

where t represents the expansion coefficients, often termed as amplitudes in the CC 

method. 

The configuration interaction (CI) wave function can be written as 

 

 𝛹!" = 1+ 𝑻 𝛹! = 1+ 𝑻𝟏 + 𝑻𝟐 + 𝑻𝟑   +   … 𝛹! (2.62) 

 

On the other hand, the coupled cluster (CC) wave function is defined as 

 

   𝛹!! = 𝑒𝑻𝛹! (2.63) 

   

where exponential function can be expanded as a Taylor series: 

 
𝑒𝑻 = 1+

𝑻
1!+

𝑻!

2! +
𝑻!

3! +⋯     +
1
𝑘!𝑻

!

!

!!!

 
(2.64) 

 

Using equation (2.59) and (2.64), exponential cluster operator can be written as 

 𝑒𝑻 = 1+ 𝑻! + 𝑻! +
1
2   𝑻!

! + 𝑻! + 𝑻!  𝑻! +
1
6𝑻!

!

+ 𝑻! + 𝑻!  𝑻! +
1
2𝑻!

! +
1
2𝑻!𝑻!

! +
1
24𝑻!

! +⋯ 

(2.65) 

, and the coupled cluster (CC) wave function becomes 

 𝛹!! = 1+ 𝑻! + 𝑻! +
1
2   𝑻!

! + 𝑻! + 𝑻!  𝑻! +
1
6𝑻!

!

+ 𝑻! + 𝑻!  𝑻! +
1
2𝑻!

! +
1
2𝑻!𝑻!

! +
1
24𝑻!

! +⋯ 𝛹! 

(2.66) 
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The first term in Equation (2.66) generates the reference HF, and the second term gives 

all singly excited states. The first contribution in parenthesis in Equation (2.66) 

generates all doubly excited states whereas the second and third contributions in 

parenthesis generate all triply and quadruply excited states respectively. Thus, 

additional terms at each excitation level are seen in the CC wave function in Equation 

(2.66) that arise due to the product of excitations, as compared to CI wave function 

shown in Equation (2.62).  

 

  
 
Figure 2.2 Two dimensional map illustrating the accuracy of coupled cluster methods against 
the quality of basis set from double zeta (DZ) to an infinite basis set and the full CI limit for the 
energy or any molecular property of the system.  
 
 

The coupled cluster wave function is equivalent to full CI, if all the cluster operators up 

to TN are included in T, as shown in Figure 2.2. However, this is impossible for all 

systems but the smallest systems. Analogous to CI method, the wave function needs to 

be truncated at some excitation level for CC method. Using 𝑻 = 𝑻! + 𝑻!  in the 

𝑒𝑻operator gives the Coupled Cluster Singles and Doubles (CCSD) model [116], while 

using 𝑻 = 𝑻! + 𝑻! + 𝑻!  gives the Coupled Cluster Singles, Doubles and Triples 

(CCSDT) model [117]. CCSDT method is more expensive than CISDT method. CCSD 

in general is the most applicable method as higher orders such as CCSDT, CCSDTQ, 

etc. can only be used for very small systems, being computationally very demanding. 

Furthermore, two intermediate coupled cluster methods have been introduced, known 

as CC2 [118], and CC3 [119, 120]. The CC2 method is an approximation to the full 
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CCSD model, where the doubles contribution is approximated by the expression arising 

from the lowest non-vanishing order in MØller-Plesset (MP) perturbation theory. CC2 

may loosely be defined as MP2 with the added feature of orbital relaxation arising from 

the singles. Similarly, CC3 is derived from full CCSDT by only including the triple 

contribution arising from the lowest non-vanishing in perturbation theory [94].  

     One important feature of CC methods is that excitations of higher order than the 

truncation of the T operator enter the amplitude equation. It is the inclusion of these 

products of excitations that makes coupled cluster theory size extensive, which is one of 

the advantages of using CC methods over CI methods. 

 

2.2.2 Density Functional Methods  
 
An alternative to the expensive wave function methods such as post Hartree-Fock 

methods MP2, configuration interaction (CI), multi-reference CI and coupled cluster 

CC) methods, is to use density functional methods to determine electron correlation 

effects efficiently. Density Functional Theory (DFT) has become the most successful 

and versatile quantum mechanical approach to study the electronic structure of matter. 

It can compute a great variety of ground state molecular properties i.e. molecular 

structures, vibrational frequencies, ionization energies, reaction paths, etc. at a 

relatively low computational cost as compared to other wave function methods. 

    The basis for DFT is the proof by Hohenberg and Kohn [121], which states that the 

ground state electronic energy is determined completely by the electronic density ρ. In 

wave function methods, the Helec for an N-electron system depends on 4N variables (3N 

spatial and N spin variables), but electronic density depends on the same number of 

three spatial coordinates, independent of system size and therefore it avoid becoming 

increasingly complicated as the system increases in size. The goal of DFT methods is to 

find the exact form of a functional that connects the electron density with the energy 

[93], which is yet unknown. 

 

2.2.2.1 Hohenberg- Kohn (HK) Theorems 
 
The First HK-Theorem 
 
It states that the external potential 𝑉!"# is a unique functional of the electron density ρ; 

since, in turn this potential fixes 𝐻, we see that the full many particle ground state is a 

unique functional of electron density [121]. Since the complete ground state energy is a 
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functional of the ground state electron density so must be its individual components,  

 

 𝐸! 𝜌! = 𝜌!(𝑟)𝑉!" 𝑑𝑟 + 𝑇 𝜌! + 𝐸!! 𝜌!  (2.67) 

 

The first term in Equation (2.67) is the potential energy due to the nuclei-electron 

attraction i.e. here  𝑉!"# = 𝑉!" and depends on the system via N, RA, and ZA. The second 

and third terms which correspond to the kinetic energy of electrons and energy due to 

the electron-electron repulsion respectively, are system independent and can be 

collectively defined in the form of the Hohenberg-Kohn functional 𝐹!" 𝜌! , 

 

 

 

𝐹!" 𝜌! = 𝑇 𝜌! + 𝐸!! 𝜌!  (2.68) 

The Second HK-Theorem  
 

This theorem states the variational principle that an energy functional 𝐸!" 𝜌  delivers 

the lowest ground state energy  𝐸! if the true ground state density 𝜌! is used as a trial 

density [121].   

 𝐸!" 𝜌 = 𝜌(𝑟)𝑉!" 𝑑𝑟 + 𝐹!" 𝜌 ≥   𝐸!   𝜌!    
(2.69) 

 

2.2.2.2 Kohn Sham Formalism 
 
In modern DFT, the real system is replaced by a fictitious non-interacting system of 

same density as the real system, as suggested by Kohn and Sham (1965) [122]. In non-

interacting system of electrons, electrons do not interact among themselves. The 

Hamiltonian for such a system can be expressed as a sum of one-electron operators, and 

has eigenfunctions that are Slater determinants of the individual one-electron 

eigenfunctions, and has eigen values that are simply the sum of the one-electron eigen 

values [78]. 

     In the Kohn Sham formalism, the connection of this fictitious non-interacting system 

to the real system of interacting electrons is established by an introduction of Kohn-

Sham orbitals 𝜑! and by choosing an effective external potential Vext such that the 

electron density resulting from the summation of the moduli of the squared orbitals  𝜑! 

is same as the ground state density of the real system of interacting electrons. 

The total electron density is then represented as [93] 
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  𝜌 𝑟 = 𝜑!(𝑟,𝜎) !

!""

!!

 
(2.70) 

   

where 𝜑!(𝑟,𝜎) denotes Kohn-Sham orbitals. Here 𝜎 and r are the spin and position 

coordinates of the electrons, respectively.  

The general DFT energy expression [94] is written as 

 

 𝐸 𝜌 = 𝑇! 𝜌 + 𝐸!" 𝜌 + 𝐽 𝜌 +   𝐸!" 𝜌  (2.71) 

 

where  𝑇!  : the kinetic energy of all electrons determined from a single Slater 

determinant; 

𝐸!" : the standard Coulomb electron-nuclei interaction term; 

𝐽 :   the classical Coulomb electron-electron repulsion term. 

𝐸!" :  an exchange correlation energy that includes kinetic correlation energy (that is 

not covered by  𝑇!), potential correlation and exchange energy. 

     The minimization of the Kohn-Sham (KS) functional with respect to electron density 

leads to the Kohn-Sham equations,  

 

 
−
1
2   ∇

! −
𝑍!

𝑟!!𝑅!
+

𝜌 𝑟!
𝑟! − 𝑟!!      

𝑑𝑟! + 𝑉!" 𝑟 𝜑!!" = 𝜀!!"  𝜑!!" 
(2.72) 

 

whose solution yields Kohn-Sham orbitals   𝜑!(𝑟,𝜎) where 

 

 
𝑉!" 𝑟 ≡

𝛿𝐸!"     
𝛿𝜌  

(2.73) 

   

termed as exchange–correlation potential, is the functional derivative of 𝐸!" with 

respect to ρ. 

      The total electronic energy is determined by solving KS equation under a self-

consistent field (SCF) procedure (until 𝜌 converges) and the converged 𝜌 gives the total 

electronic energy from the energy expression given in Equation (2.71). The main goal 

of modern DFT is to find better approximations to the unknown functional 𝐸!" and the 

corresponding potential 𝑉!" , which would lead to exact energy, i.e. the correct 
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eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian operator of the Schrödinger equation and hence could 

describe the real system. 

 

2.2.2.3   Exchange-Correlation Functionals 
 
The exchange correlational functional 𝐸!" is a unique mathematical form, whose form 

differs for different DFT methods [94]. The functional dependence of 𝐸!" (sum of both 

exchange and correlation energy) on the electron density is often expressed in terms of 

energy per particle i.e. energy density 𝜀!". 

 

 𝐸!" 𝜌 𝑟 = 𝜀!" 𝜌 𝑟 𝜌 𝑟   𝑑𝑟 

= 𝜀! 𝜌 𝑟 𝜌 𝑟   𝑑𝑟 + 𝜀! [𝜌 𝑟 ]  𝜌 𝑟   𝑑𝑟 

 

 

(2.74) 

Local Density approximation (LDA) functional 
 
In LDA, the functional 𝜀!" depends only on the density at each point, i.e. 𝜌 𝑟 ,  the local 

value of ρ, under the assumption that the density locally can be treated as a uniform 

electron gas. There has been development of many LDA exchange and correlation 

functionals [123], but this approach based on ‘uniform electron density’ approximation 

has certain limitations, usually resulting in strong over-binding in molecules. Thus it 

could be applied only for those systems where assumption of slow varying electron 

density is valid.  

 
 
Generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional  
 
The improvement over the LDA approach is done by introduction of generalized 

gradient approximations (GGA’s) in 1988 where the functional depends on both 

density, 𝜌(𝑟) and its gradients, ∇𝜌(𝑟) at each r. Becke, [124] developed the widely 

popular GGA exchange functional (B or B88) as a correction to LDA exchange energy 

which is often combined with the popular ‘LYP’ correlation functional by Lee, Yang 

and Parr, [125] to obtain BLYP calculation. The PBE, PW91, KT3 are some other 

popular GGA’s functional. 
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Meta-GGA (MGGA) functional 
 
The next step in the improvement of GGA’s functional involved the capture of more 

non-local effects which led to the development of MGGA functionals [94], that allow 

exchange and correlation functionals to depend also on second order derivative of the 

electron density (∇!𝜌) i.e. the Laplacian, along with 𝜌(𝑟) and its gradient ∇𝜌(𝑟). 

Alternatively, in MGGA formalism, the functional dependence on the orbital kinetic-

energy density ‘τ’ can be included, and τ is defined as 

 

 
𝜏 𝑟 =

1
2       𝛻𝜑!(𝑟) !

!""

!

 
(2.75) 

 

where the  ′𝜑′ are the Kohn-Sham orbitals. 

BR, B95, VSXC, PKZB, TPSS, t-HCTH are well developed meta-GGA functionals. 

Meta-GGA calculations are found to be more accurate than GGA calculations at the 

same computational cost. 

 
Hybrid Functionals 
 
Hybrid functionals include a mixture of Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange with DFT 

exchange-correlation, which can be written as 

 

   𝐸!" = 𝑎𝐸!!" + (1− 𝑎)𝐸!"!"# (2.76) 

 

where ‘a’ is an empirical constant to be optimized. Hybrid methods are also termed as 

adiabatic connection methods that connect the non-interacting system with the real 

system.  

     Becke in 1993, [126] first introduced the three parameter hybrid functional 

‘B3PW91’ and then Stephens et al. [127] modified this functional to produce the most 

popular B3LYP (Becke, three-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr) functional which is defined 

as 

 

 𝐸!"!!!"# = 1− 𝑎 𝐸!!"#$ + 𝑎𝐸!!" + 𝑏𝐸!!!! + 1− 𝑐 𝐸!!"#$ + 𝑐𝐸!!"# (2.77) 

 

where a, b and c constants have typical values of a ~ 0.2, b ~ 0.7 and c  ~ 0.8, and 

depends on the form of chosen GGA exchange 𝐸!!!" and correlational functional 𝐸!!!". 
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𝐸!!!!corresponds to the Becke 88 exchange functional. It is found that the inclusion of 

exact HF exchange improves the calculated results quite often, where B3LYP 

functional incorporates 20% of exact Hartree-Fock exchange. 

      A further development in hybrid functionals is by Truhlar and co-workers, [128, 

129] who developed meta-hybrid functionals such as M05, M05-2X, along with the 

M06 suite of functionals M06, M06-2X and M06-HF, which differ by the amount of 

exact Hartee-Fock exchange they incorporate into the exchange-correlation functional. 

M06 incorporates 27% of exact HF exchange, whereas M06-2X and M06-HF contains 

54% and 100% of exact HF exchange, respectively. The suite of M06 functionals, being 

highly non-local, are found to perform fairly well than the standard hybrids for systems 

involving non-covalent interactions, and modelling electronic excitation energies to 

valence and Rydberg states. In order to correctly account for the non-Coulomb part of 

exchange functionals, which typically dies off too rapidly and gives inaccurate results at 

large distances, the long-range corrected functionals were introduced [130-132]. LC-

wPBE, Coulomb-attenuating method CAM-B3LYP, wB97X, wB97XD are some well-

developed long range corrected functionals where wB97XD functional also include 

empirical atom-atom dispersion corrections [130]. 

     Further addition to hybrid functionals is the double hybrids, which combine exact 

HF exchange with an MP2-like correlation to a DFT calculation. B2PLYP, B2PLYPD 

are some of the popular double hybrids, where B2PLYPD also includes empirical 

dispersion [133]. These double hybrid calculations are computationally very expensive 

for larger systems as it scales as MP2 rather than DFT. 

 

2.3 Force Field or Molecular Mechanics (MM) methods  
 
Another popular branch of computational methods for molecular modelling is the Force 

field method, also referred as Molecular Mechanics (MM) method that use the laws of 

classical physics to predict the structures and properties of molecules. The “building 

blocks” in force field methods are atoms, where the molecules are treated as 

mechanically connected systems of atoms. MM calculations are based upon the 

interactions among nuclei. The electrons are not treated explicitly as being not 

considered as individual particles in MM theory and thus electronic effects are 

implicitly included in force fields via its parameterization.  

      Many molecular mechanics methods were developed with each one characterized 

by different force fields [134-142]. The parameter sets and functional form of 
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interatomic potential are usually empirical as they are based on numerous 

approximations and derived from different types of experimental data. 

 In general, the total force field or MM energy of the molecular system can be written 

as sum of different interaction terms, each describing different types of strain possible 

in a molecular system [94].  

 

 𝐸!! = 𝐸!"#$"%! + 𝐸!"#$ + 𝐸!"#$%"& + 𝐸!!" + 𝐸!"#$$ + 𝐸!"#   + 𝐸!"   

 

(2.78) 

where 𝐸!"#$"%!  represents the energy function for stretching a bond between two atoms,  

𝐸!"#$ is the energy required for bending an angle, 𝐸!"#$%"&  is the torsional energy for 

rotation around a bond, and 𝐸!!" and 𝐸!"#$$  describes out-of-plane bending and bond-

angle cross coupling, respectively. The last two terms 𝐸!"#  and 𝐸!"  correspond to the 

non-bonded atom-atom interactions i.e. van der Waals (vdW), and electrostatic 

contributions, respectively. 

     Most standard force fields use a "fixed atomic point charge" model where each atom 

is assigned a fixed value for the atomic charge; it is thus the use of the fixed charges 

that the atom is unable to respond directly to the molecular environment and remain 

unaffected by the local electrostatic environment. Non-polarizable (fixed charge) 

models cannot fully capture many-body effects such as electronic polarization. 

Extensive research and developments in force fields have led to models that account for 

many-body effects via electronic polarization in which a particle's charge is influenced 

by electrostatic interactions with its neighbours. Polarizable empirical force fields offer 

a clear and systematic improvement in functional form over fixed charge models [143-

145]. Some popular polarizable bio-molecular force fields are from the Amber, 

CHARMM, and OPLS/PFF, and AMOEBA consortia. The quality of a force field 

calculation depends on the appropriateness of the mathematical form of the energy 

expression, and the accuracy of the parameters. The main advantage of force field 

methods is the speed with which calculations can be performed that makes molecular 

mechanics computations quite inexpensive in computational time, and that also enables 

MM methods to treat very large systems containing thousands of atoms.  
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2.3.1 AMOEBA Force Field 
 
The AMOEBA polarizable force field has been explained in detail in literature [143, 

144, 146, 147]. For this potential energy model, the total interaction energy among 

atoms is expressed as 

 

 𝑈 = 𝑈!"#$ + 𝑈!"#$% + 𝑈!" + 𝑈!!" + 𝑈!"#$%"& + 𝑈!"# + 𝑈!"!#
!"#$ + 𝑈!"!#!"#  (2.79) 

 

where the first five terms describe the short-range valence interactions corresponding to 

the bond stretching, angle bending, bond-angle cross coupling, out-of-plane bending, 

and torsional rotation, respectively. The last three terms correspond to the nonbonded 

interactions i.e. van der Waals (vdW), permanent electrostatic, and induced electrostatic 

contributions.  

     In AMOEBA, the pairwise additive vdW is described by Halgren’s buffered 14-7 

function [148], that yields a slightly “softer” repulsive region than the Lennard-Jones 6-

12 function, but a steeper repulsion at very short range than typical Buckingham exp-6 

formulations. AMOEBA utilizes permanent electrostatic multipole moments through 

the quadrupole at each atom [143, 144], and atomic multipole moments are derived 

from high-level ab initio quantum mechanical calculations of the small molecules using 

Stone’s distributed multipole analysis (DMA) [149, 150]. The inclusion of permanent 

dipoles and quadrupoles allows for an accurate description of molecular electrostatic 

potentials and errors in the molecular electrostatic potential are shown to reduce by 

orders of magnitude upon complementing atomic monopoles with dipole and 

quadrupole moments [151-153]. 

      AMOEBA force field has shown significant improvement over fixed charge 

(nonplarizable) models by explicitly including many-body effects such as electronic 

polarization [143, 144, 154], and treats both intra- and intermolecular polarization 

consistently via Thole’s damped interactive induction models based upon distributed 

atomic polarizabiltities [155]. In this interactive induction scheme, an induced dipole 

produced at any site further polarize all other sites, and such mutual induction continues 

until the induced dipoles at each site reach convergence. One key feature of Thole’s 

model is that point dipole interactions are replaced with interactions between smeared 

dipoles to produce damping of polarization interaction at very short range to avoid the 

so-called polarization catastrophe and thus, yields the energies in better agreement with 

ab initio results.  
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     Successful applications of AMOEBA force field to study the wide range of 

properties of gas-phase clusters, liquid water, and ice crystals have been given in 

several publications [144-146]. 

     In this thesis, the AMOEBA force field is used for the ONIOM(QM:MM) 

calculations for ground state geometry optimizations of  benzene bound ice clusters. 

2.3.2 Water Models 
 
Water, due to its highly polarizable, hydrogen bonded nature and other interesting 

properties, has been the focus of many experimental and computational studies. In 

computational chemistry, many different types of water models have been developed to 

study and explore the structure and properties of water [156-162]. These water models 

are used for the simulation of liquid water, water clusters, aqueous solutions, etc. 

Further such models can be distinguished depending upon number of interaction points 

(sites), nature of the model whether rigid or flexible, and accountability of the 

polarization effects in the water model.  

     The simplest water models are rigid in nature, which rely on the non-bonding 

interactions, where bonding interactions are treated implicitly. Coulomb’s law models 

the electrostatic interactions, whereas dispersion and repulsive interactions are modeled 

by the Lennard-Jones (12-6) potential. The potential for models such as TIP3P and 

TIP4P can be represented as 

 

 
𝐸!" =

𝑘!𝑞!𝑞!
𝑟!"

+
𝐴
𝑟!!!"

−
𝐵
𝑟!!!

  !

!

  !

!

 
(2.80) 

 

where kC ~ 332.1 Å kcal/mol is the electrostatic constant; 𝑞!   represent the partial 

charges relative to the charge of the electron; rij gives the distance between two atoms 

or charged sites; and A and B  are the Lennard-Jones parameters. In most water models, 

the Lennard-Jones term applies only to the interaction between the oxygen atoms. 

The three-site models are one of the popular water models that are computationally 

efficient, and are widely applicable in many molecular simulations. In the three-site 

model, there are three interaction sites corresponding to the three atoms of the water 

molecule, with each site carrying a point charge [161, 162]. Some popular 3-site models 

are SCP, SCP/E, TIP3P, etc. In the CHARMM force field, slightly modified TIP3P 

potential model is implemented, where Lennard-Jones parameters are placed on the 
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hydrogen atoms too, in addition to the one on oxygen [163]. Most of the 3-site models 

use a rigid geometry as of the actual water molecules, except the SCP (single point 

charge) model. In SCP model, water has an ideal tetrahedral shape with HOH angle of 

109.47° instead of the observed angle of 104.5°, whereas with a further refinement 

SPC/E model also adds an average polarization correction to the potential energy 

function. Further improvement is the flexible SPC water model developed after the re-

parameterization of the three-site SPC water model, which accounts flexibility. An 

anharmonic O-H stretching is considered and thus the dynamical behaviour is well 

described.  

     In the four-site models, one dummy atom (X) is added near the oxygen atom along 

the bisector of the HOH angle of the three-site models such that the electrostatic 

distribution around the water molecule is improved [156-158, 164]. The dummy atom 

carries a negative charge. The 4-site TIP4P model is widely used for the simulation of 

biomolecular systems. There have been significant developments in TIP4P models by 

subsequent re-parameterization, and some popular models are the TIP4P-Ew model, the 

TIP4P/Ice, TIP4P/2005, TIP4P/2005f, etc. The parameters for some of the 3-site and 4-

site water models are listed in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 The parameters for some of the 3-site and 4-site water models.   

 SPC/E 
 [161] 

TIP3P 
 [160] 

TIP4P  
[165] 

TIP4P/2005 
[157] 
 

TIP4P/2005f 
[166] 
 

r(OH), Å 1.0 0.9572 0.9572 0.9572 0.9419 

r(OM), Å - - 0.150 0.1546 0.1546 

HOH, deg 109.47 104.52 104.52 104.52 107.4 

A × 10−3, 
kcal Å12/mol 629.4 582.0 600.0 731.3 747.0 

B, 
kcal Å6/mol 625.5 595.0 610.0 736.0 744.0 

q(O) −0.8476 −0.834 - - - 

q(H) +0.4238 +0.417 +0.52 +0.5564 +0.5564 

 
q(X) 

 
- 

 
- −1.04 −1.1128 −1.1128 
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The 5-site model such as TIP5P model with five interaction sites, add dummy atoms 

that carry the negative charge to represent the lone pairs of the oxygen atom. It has a 

tetrahedral-like geometry. Further, re-parameterization of TIP5P gives the TIP5P-E 

model. The 5-site models are computationally very expensive as the computational cost 

of a water simulation increases with the number of interaction sites in the water model. 

 

2.4 Quantum Mechanics/ Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM) 
methods 
 
One of the limitations of the MM methods is that molecular mechanics methods cannot 

treat chemical problems where electronic effects predominate such as describing bond 

breaking/forming or electron transfer reactions. It is important to consider electron 

structure methods in such situations. But if the system of interest is too large to treat 

entirely by electronic structure methods, then one can use hybrid methods that are 

designed for modelling such cases. Such hybrid methods are often referred as Quantum 

Mechanics-Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM) methods [167-170] where the system is 

partitioned into an electronically important region that requires QM treatment and the 

remaining system is treated classically by force field methods i.e. the MM approach, as 

shown in Figure 2.3.  

  

                         
 

Figure 2.3 Pictorial representation of QM/MM approach. [Source:  anusf.anu.edu.au] 
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Thus, QM/MM is a molecular simulation methodology that couples both Quantum 

Mechanics and Molecular Mechanics approaches, and is highly efficient for treating 

large systems by combining the accuracy of quantum approach with the speed of MM 

approach. The computational cost scales as O(N2) for MM treatment, where N is 

number of atoms in the system, while it scales as O(N3) to O(N4) for QM treatment for 

simple ab-initio calculations, where N stands for the number of basis functions.  

     The Hamiltonian and resultant energy of the system is divided into three parts,  

 

 𝐻!"! = 𝐻!" + 𝐻!! + 𝐻!"!!! (2.81) 

   𝐸!"! = 𝐸!" + 𝐸!! + 𝐸!"!!! (2.82) 

   

where  𝐻!" and 𝐻!! corresponds to the Hamiltonian in isolated QM and MM regions, 

respectively. The actual difficulty arises in the calculation of 𝐻!"!!! part, i.e. in the 

calculation of interaction energy between two regions. Different schemes have been 

proposed to model this interaction term correctly by introducing the concepts of 

mechanical embedding, electronic embedding and polarizable embedding [94]. 

      Mechanical embedding provides the lowest level of interaction where the 

interactions between the QM and MM regions are treated at the MM level. The bonded 

(stretching, bending, and torsional) interactions and non‐bonded (electrostatic and van 

der Waals) interactions of the two regions are included in the interaction term. There is 

no interaction between the electronic parts of the two regions, thus the wave function of 

the QM region does not respond to changes in the MM region.  
      The next level of improvement is called electronic embedding, in which partial 

charges on the MM atoms can be incorporated into the QM Hamiltonian, and the QM 

atoms thus feel the electric potential due to all the MM atoms. The MM region 

polarizes the electronic density of the QM region and thus the wave function in the QM 

region becomes coupled to the MM geometry. A further improvement can be made by 

allowing the QM atoms also to polarize the MM region such that electric field 

generated by the QM region influences the MM electric moments. This is often termed 

as polarizable embedding. This implementation substantially increases the 

computational cost, and is not commonly used for calculating very large systems, so the 

electronic embedding approximation is employed in most of the QM/MM calculations. 
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2.4.1 ONIOM(QM:MM) method 
 
The ONIOM (our own n-layered integrated molecular orbital and molecular mechanic) 

method [168, 171-173] is one of the most popular hybrid methods, especially designed 

to deal with large systems, and enables the methods of different accuracy to combine 

together to produce results at the desired accuracy at reduced computational time. The 

high level methods deal with electronic structure methods (QM approach) while low-

level methods involve force field methods (MM approach).  The original ONIOM 

model only used mechanical embedding for the QM/MM interface, but electronic 

embedding has also been implemented in recent extensions. 

     In the two-layer scheme of ONIOM, the small model system (chemically active 

portion of the real system) is treated by both high and low levels methods, while the 

large real system is treated by low-level method only. Thus the energy of the real 

system at high-level accuracy can be calculated as [94] 

 

 𝐸!"#!$ 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙  𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚, ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ  𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 = 𝐸!!"! 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙  𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚

+   𝐸!"# 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙  𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 −   𝐸!"#(𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙  𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚) 

(2.83) 

 

     Similarly, the three-layer model incorporates a ‘middle layer’ which is treated by an 

intermediate level of theory between high and low level methods. This middle layer is 

the larger subset of the real system than the small model system, and it models the 

electronic effects of the molecular environment on the small model system. The energy 

of the real system using this 3-layer scheme is given as 

 

 𝐸!"#!$ 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙  𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚, ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ  𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 =       𝐸!!"! 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙  𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 +

  𝐸!"# 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙  𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 + 𝐸!"#$%! 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 −

𝐸!"# 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 − 𝐸!"#$%!(𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙  𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚)          

(2.84) 

   

     In the ONIOM model, derivatives can be constructed from the corresponding 

derivative of the underlying methods, and therefore using the ONIOM energy function, 

geometry optimization and vibrational analysis can be performed. The ONIOM method 

is highly applicable to large systems including cluster models of surfaces, modelling 

enzyme reactions and so on. ONIOM(QM:MM) applications on bio-molecular systems 

and transition metal complexes are very well known and are discussed in literature in 

detail [174-177].  
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2.5 Time-Dependent Molecular Properties 
 
The interaction between light and matter can be considered classically or quantum 

mechanically as light either can be considered a classical electromagnetic wave or as a 

stream of photons. All charged particles in a molecule experience a force in the 

presence of an external electric field that perturbs their motions. In a classical sense, on 

the absorption of light by the molecule, an oscillating electric field 𝐸 𝑡   of light causes 

an oscillation of charges and these oscillating charges give rise to an induced 

polarization or induced dipole moment 𝜇 𝑡   in the molecule [178]. The polarizability of 

the molecule tells us about the ability or tendency of the molecule to become polarized 

by the oscillating electric field. The time dependent polarization can be expressed as a 

Taylor series in the electric field strength, 

 

   𝜇 𝑡 =   𝜇! + 𝛼  𝐸 𝑡 +
1
2𝛽𝐸

! 𝑡 +
1
6 𝛾𝐸

! 𝑡 +⋯ 
(2.85) 

   

where 𝜇! is the permanent electric dipole moment of the molecule, 𝛼  is the linear 

electric polarizability, 𝛽 is the first-order (nonlinear) hyperpolarizability, and 𝛾  is the 

second-order hyperpolarizability of the molecule. The linear polarizability 𝛼 as well as 

non-linear coupling constants 𝛽 and 𝛾 depend on the frequency of the electric field, 

where 𝛼 corresponds to the molecule’s ability to undergo one photon absorption, while 

𝛽 and 𝛾 constants correspond to its tendency to undergo two-photon absorption. 

     In quantum mechanics, the probability of transition of a molecule from one 

eigenstate   Ψ!  to another eigenstate   Ψ! after absorption of photon in the form of an 

oscillating electric field is given by 𝑀!"
!, which is square of the transition moment 

integral  𝑀!", 

 

 𝑀!" =    Ψ!∗  𝜇  Ψ!𝑑𝜏 (2.86) 

   

where 𝜇 is the transition dipole moment operator. 

Both the nuclear and electronic parts contribute to the dipole moment operator. So we 

divide 𝜇 into two parts, with nuclear contribution µn and electronic contribution µe. 

Therefore, 𝑀!" can be written as 
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 𝑀!" ≈      Ψ!!∗   𝜇!   Ψ!!  𝑑𝑟   Ψ!!∗ Ψ!! 𝑑𝑅 (2.87) 

   

The first integral defines the electronic selection rules. For the transitions between the 

states of different spin, this transition integral becomes zero and the transition is 

forbidden. If the symmetry of this integral spans the totally symmetric representation of 

the point group to which the molecule belongs then this integral is non-zero and the 

transition is allowed. Otherwise, the transition is forbidden. 

     The second integral in the above Equation (2.87) is the vibrational overlap integral 

between one eigenstate and another eigenstate and the square of this integral is called 

the Franck-Condon factor. The large value of Franck-Condon factor shows the large 

vibrational contribution to the transition probability, where there is a strong overlap of 

the vibrational ground state and excited state. 

 

2.5.1 Response Theory  
 
From a theoretical point of view, by studying the response of wave functions to the 

frequency dependent perturbations, one can retrieve the corresponding information 

about the molecular properties, which is the basis for response theory. Response theory 

methods are used to study excited states of the systems, with the assumption that the 

time-dependent perturbation is small. The time-dependent perturbation is of the form of 

oscillating electric field, and the interaction operator can be written as [178, 179] 

 

 𝑉 =    exp  (−i𝜔!𝑡)𝜖!(𝜔!
!

)𝑃 (2.88) 

   

where 𝑃 is a Hermitian operator, 𝜔!  is the frequency, and 𝜖!(𝜔!) is a perturbation 

strength parameter. 

The time-dependent expectation value of an observable, Q, which can be expanded in 

the orders of the perturbation, 

 

 Ψ! 𝑡 𝑄 Ψ! 𝑡 = Ψ! 𝑄 Ψ! + 𝜖!(𝜔!
!

) 𝑄,𝑃 !! exp −i𝜔!𝑡 +⋯ (2.89) 
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defines the linear response function 𝑄,𝑃 !!. When P and Q are dipole operators, the 

linear response function is the dipole-dipole polarizability. The linear response function 

can be written in terms of the unperturbed eigenstates (|Ψ! , |Ψ! )  of Hamiltonian H as 

 

 
𝑄,𝑃 !! = Π!"

Ψ! 𝑄 Ψ! Ψ! 𝑃 Ψ!
𝜔! − 𝜔!!

 
(2.90) 

 

 where Π!"𝑓!" =   𝑓!" + 𝑓!". The excitation energies of the system are 𝜔! = 𝐸! − 𝐸!, 

where 𝐸!   and 𝐸!    represent the ground and excited state energy of the system, 

respectively. Thus poles of the linear response function gives excitation energies when 

𝜔! = 𝜔! i.e. the external frequency is equal to an excitation energy of the system, and 

the corresponding residues give one photon absorption (OPA) transition moments. 

     In photochemistry, response theory is used as a tool for evaluating transition 

moments between photochemical states of a molecular system. These response 

functions are sometimes referred to as polarization propagators if P and Q are number 

conserving operators (i.e. they do not correspond to adding or removing electrons from 

the system under study). From a computational point of view, as in the case of CI 

calculations, this quickly becomes expensive, and the methods need to be 

approximated. The simplest method of approximation is to truncate the propagator to 

only include single excitations and de-excitations, also known as random phase 

approximation (RPA). As with propagator methods a reference is required, one can use 

HF reference in TD-HF, and DFT reference in TD-DFT method [180]. TD-DFT 

method will be discussed in detail in next section. Similarly, if a CCSD reference is 

used, this will be the so-called equation of motion CCSD (EOM-CCSD) method [181, 

182].  

     The other range of methods used are the coupled cluster response methods that use 

coupled cluster theory as a reference, and the expansion of the propagator as a function 

of the fluctuation potential is considered. The standard coupled cluster methods such as 

CCS, CC2, CCSD, CC3, and CCSDT have already been discussed in Section 2.2.1.8. 

One complication in CC theory is how singles are treated equivalently in their 

correlation expansion as well as in response calculations. This in practice involves the 

use of similarity transformed cluster operator of the type 𝑂 = 𝑒!!!𝑂  𝑒!!, where T1 is 

the cluster operator for the single excitations as already described above in Section 

2.2.1.9. In coupled cluster response calculations, firstly the coupled cluster energy and 
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amplitudes for the reference state are calculated, and then the excitation energies of the 

system are calculated directly through the response eigenvalue equations. This means 

ground and excited state wave functions do not need to be optimized independently. In 

coupled cluster excitations, the expansion in terms of the fluctuation potential provides 

a way of systematically improving excitation energies using a coupled cluster wave 

function [183]. For CCSD reference wave functions for example, the propagator 

expansion is truncated at second order. This approach introduces a hierarchy of linear 

response coupled cluster methods that extends the improvements to excitation energies 

and transition moments too. The computational cost for these approximate models 

scales as N4 for CCS, N5 for CC2, N6 for CCSD, N7 for CC3 and N8 for CCSDT, where 

N is the number of basis functions.  

 

2.5.2 Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory (TD-DFT)  
 
Though DFT methods are well developed to describe the ground state properties of the 

system, it can also be used to study the excited state properties with the help of response 

methods, under the framework of time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) method [184-187].  

     The foundation of TD-DFT is the Runge-Gross (R-G) theorem, [184] which 

incorporates the time dependent density and potentials properly into DFT, and is a time 

dependent analogue of Hohenberg-Kohn theorem (1964) [121] for ground electronic 

states. R-G theorem states that there is a unique mapping between the time–dependent 

external potential, 𝑣!"#(𝑟, 𝑡) and the time dependent electron density,   𝜌 𝑟, 𝑡   for a fixed 

initial state.  

     Within the framework of Kohn-Sham formalism of non-interacting system, the time 

dependent density is written as, 

 
𝜌 𝑟, 𝑡 =         𝜑! 𝑟,𝜎, 𝑡 !

!""

!𝝈

 
(2.91) 

 
where Kohn-Sham orbitals 𝜑!(𝑟, 𝑡) satisfy the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations 

 

 
𝑖
𝜕
𝜕𝑡𝜑! 𝑟, 𝑡 = −

∇!

2 + 𝑣![𝜌 𝑟, 𝑡 ] 𝜑! 𝑟, 𝑡        
(2.92) 

 

with Kohn-Sham  non-interacting potential 𝑣! 𝜌 𝑟, 𝑡   given as 
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𝑣![𝜌 𝑟, 𝑡 ] = 𝑣!"# 𝑟, 𝑡 +   

𝜌(𝑟!, 𝑡)
𝑟 − 𝑟′ 𝑑𝑟′+ 𝑣!"[𝜌 𝑟, 𝑡 ]   

(2.93) 

 

and 𝑣!"[𝜌 𝑟, 𝑡 ] is the exchange–correlation potential. 

In the past few years, TD-DFT linear response theory has become the widely used 

method for extracting features like excitation energies, frequency-dependent response 

properties, and photo-absorption spectra of complex systems. Thus TD-DFT can be 

applied to systems dealing with relatively weak external fields, which can be considered 

as small external perturbation within linear response theory. 

Now considering the external potential as 

 

 𝑣!"# 𝑟, 𝑡 = 𝑣! 𝑟 + 𝑣! 𝑟, 𝑡  (2.94) 

 

where 𝑣! 𝑟, 𝑡     is a time dependent external perturbing potential and 𝑣! 𝑟  is the usual 

attractive Coulomb potential between electron and nuclei. 

     The first order density response for interacting particles to the perturbation is 

obtained as 

 𝜌 𝑟, 𝑡 − 𝜌! 𝑟 ≈ 𝜌! 𝑟, 𝑡 = 𝑑𝑡 𝑑𝑟!  𝜒 𝑟, 𝑡, 𝑟!, 𝑡! 𝑣! 𝑟!, 𝑡!  (2.95) 

where 

 
𝜒 𝑟, 𝑡, 𝑟!, 𝑡! =

𝛿𝜌(𝑟, 𝑡)
𝛿𝑣!"#(𝑟!, 𝑡!)

     𝑣! 
(2.96) 

 

is the interacting response function. 

Similarly, Kohn-Sham response function of non-interacting particles is given as 

 
𝜒! 𝑟, 𝑡, 𝑟!, 𝑡! =

𝛿𝜌(𝑟, 𝑡)
𝛿𝑣!(𝑟!, 𝑡!)

     𝑣! !!   

 

(2.97) 

And the first order density response in terms of 𝜒! 𝑟, 𝑡, 𝑟!, 𝑡!   can be written as 

 

 𝜌! 𝑟, 𝑡 = 𝑑𝑡′ 𝑑𝑟!  𝜒!(𝑟, 𝑡, 𝑟!, 𝑡!)𝑣!,!(𝑟!, 𝑡!)   
(2.98) 

where  
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𝑣!,![𝜌 𝑟, 𝑡 ] = 𝑣! 𝑟, 𝑡 +    ! !!,!
!!!!

𝑑𝑟! + 𝑑𝑡′ 𝑑𝑟!  𝑓!" 𝜌! 𝑟, 𝑡, 𝑟!, 𝑡! 𝜌! 𝑟!, 𝑡!     (2.99) 

 

with the exchange correlational kernel  

 

 
𝑓!" 𝜌! 𝑟, 𝑡, 𝑟!, 𝑡! =

𝛿𝑣!" 𝜌!(𝑟, 𝑡)
𝛿𝜌(𝑟!, 𝑡!)  

(2.100) 

 

Using the Fourier transform of Equation (2.95), the frequency-dependent linear density 

response can be obtained and the first order density can be solved self-consistently. 

The poles of the response function of the interacting system give electronic excitation 

energies, which can be characterized by solving the eigenvalue problem of form 

 

 𝑷 𝑸
𝑸 𝑷    𝑿𝒀 = 𝜔 −1 0

        0 1  
𝑿
𝒀      (2.101) 

  

where  𝑷 →  the energy difference between occupied and unoccupied orbitals combined 

with coupling matrix (response kernel integral including exchange correlation and 

Coulomb electron-electron interaction) ; 

𝑸   →  Coupling matrix; 

𝑿  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝒀   → linear response of the density matrix i.e. perturbed density in terms of 

mixing of occupied and unoccupied orbitals; 

 𝜔  →  frequency of perturbation. 

The residues at poles give transition moments and this is how TD-DFT combines with 

linear response theory to give excitation energies and subsequently transition moments. 

Linear response TD-DFT calculations for excited states are computationally less 

expensive than CI and CC methods and thus can be applied to many electron systems 

too. Though it has few limitations and drawbacks in modelling systems dealing with 

long-range forces, charge transfer states and quality of results obtained are functional-

dependent. Despite of this fact, we have used TD-DFT methods for modelling excited 

states for our studies, using long range corrected hybrids and Truhlar’s meta-hybrid 

functionals that are found to deal fairly better with charge transfer properties rather than 

standard functionals [128, 129]. 
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Chapter 3  - Excited states of small water clusters 
(H2O)n=1-5                   
 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 
Water is one of the most studied systems among all polyatomics due to its interesting 

properties and its important role in many geological, biological, and chemical processes 

[188]. The lowest excited state of an isolated water monomer in gas phase has been 

extensively studied in the past [62, 189-192]. It has been observed experimentally that 

the UV absorption spectrum of gas phase water shows two absorption bands at ~ 7.4 eV 

and ~ 10 eV [61]. The first absorption band has been found to be broadened and also 

blue-shifted by ~ 0.9 eV in liquid water [193, 194] and by ~ 1.3 eV in condensed phases 

[60]. The origin of the observed blue shift has often been discussed from a molecular 

perspective, where it is assigned to Rydbergization [195, 196] and/or solvent 

effects[197, 198], causing their excited states to be destabilized relative to their ground 

states.  

     It has been generally realized that many of the properties of the condensed phase 

water are linked to the extended hydrogen binding network, as hydrogen bonding 

interactions dominate among water molecules [188]. An increase of the liquid 

temperature causes a red shift in the position [199] and low energy edge [200] of the 

first absorption band, which has been related to changes in hydrogen bonding with 

increasing temperature. 

      A common feature of the absorption spectrum of larger water clusters has been 

observed which shows an increased blue shift and broadening of the first absorption 

band with increasing cluster size [201-205]. A qualitative analysis on large water 

clusters has suggested that the first absorption band holds contributions from transitions 

of different origins. Transitions involving under-coordinated water molecules at the 

cluster surface contribute to the low energy regime of the first absorption band, while 

transitions involving innermost molecules may contribute to the higher energy regime 

[205]. These results further support the notion that formation of additional hydrogen 

bonds to water molecules with increase in cluster size produce a blue shift in the 

excitation of that water molecule.  

     Hence, studying low lying valence excitations in the condensed phase water poses a 

challenge and further investigations to get the microscopic details that underline shifts 
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and broadening in peak positions is required. The information on the lowest excited 

state of water in liquid and ice phases is limited. Therefore, a computational study has 

been performed to investigate condensed-phase effects on the electronic spectrum of 

water using coupled cluster electronic structure methods [201]. The condensed phase 

blue shift of ~ 0.7 eV was noticed by comparing water monomer relative to the water 

pentamer, which was in good agreement with experiments. A few computational studies 

on low-lying singlet and triplet excited states of small water clusters have been 

performed using a range of electron structure methods including TD-DFT, CIS(D) and  

the equation of motion coupled cluster (EOM-CCSD) methods [62-64]. It was noticed 

that lowest excited state of each water cluster i.e. dimer (Cs), trimer (C2v) and pentamer 

(C2v) is non-dissociative for stretching of an OH bond that is hydrogen bonded to a 

neighbouring water molecule in an ice-like configuration, in contrast to the dissociative 

nature of the lowest excited state of an isolated water monomer upon OH stretching 

[62]. It further supports the experimental evidence [206] that suggests a significant 

lifetime for water excitations in amorphous ice. 

     The effects of hydrogen bonding on the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of the liquid 

water has been studied computationally and the detailed benchmark electronic structure 

calculations using high level wave function based methods and TD-DFT methods have 

been performed for the excitation energies and oscillator strengths in the equilibrium 

water monomer and dimer [63]. It was shown that in a water dimer, the lowest excited 

state is mostly associated with the hydrogen bond donor, while the higher energy 

second excited state mostly with the hydrogen bond acceptor [63]. It was also shown 

that most condensed phase water valence excitations involve more than one molecule 

due to pervasive delocalization and charge transfer.  

     A detailed computational study on excitation energies, oscillator strengths, and 

analysis of redistributions of electron density of quasi-tetrahedral water pentamer in its 

C2v geometry has been performed using high level wave function based EOM-CCSD 

methods and TD-DFT methods [64]. The effect of hydrogen bonding on the lowest 

excited state associated with the central water molecule was studied by adding acceptor 

or donor hydrogen atoms to trimer and tetramer substructures of the C2v pentamer. The 

focus was on the excitations associated with the central water molecule where the 

interior liquid water molecule is in an environment similar to the first solvation shell in 

bulk. It was shown that the number of acceptor hydrogen atoms mainly determines the 
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magnitude of blue shifts of the excitation energies upon condensation, whereas donor 

hydrogen atoms do not induce significant shifts in excitation energies [64].  

     In this chapter, to get further insight into the nature of the transitions associated with 

the lowest energy excited states of small water clusters (H2O)n , n=1-5, and to 

investigate the effect of electron correlation on such excited states, we have performed a 

detailed benchmark computations to study vertical excitation energies and oscillator 

strengths using range of high level electron structure methods including hierarchy of 

linear response coupled cluster CCS, CC2, CCSD and CC3 methods and related EOM-

CCSD method. The TD-DFT method is also applied for comparison. The effect of the 

basis set on the excitation energies and oscillator strengths is also investigated using the 

augmented-correlation consistent polarized valence basis set series. 

     Properties such as ground and excited state dipole moments and second moment of 

charge distribution are also investigated using coupled cluster methods to get a better 

understanding of the nature of transitions and the Rydberg character associated with a 

low lying excited states of small water clusters. Furthermore, the solvation or 

aggregation effect on the water monomer with C2v symmetry is investigated by 

considering the lowest energy excitations associated with the central water molecule in 

the water trimer (C2v) and water pentamer (C2v) relative to those in isolated water 

monomer. 

 

3.2 Computational Details 
 

3.2.1 Computational Model 
 
The initial structures for water monomer, water dimer, and water pentamer (C1) 

optimized at the RI-MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ theory level were taken from Temelso et al. 

[207]. We have also studied the water trimer and pentamer of C2v symmetry, and initial 

structures optimized at the B3LYP/6-31+G* theory level for each, were taken from 

Chipman et al. [62]. The water monomer of C2v symmetry, dimer of Cs symmetry, 

trimer of C2v symmetry, tetramer of S4 symmetry and pentamer of C1 and C2v symmetry 

were chosen for our study. 
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3.2.2 Computational Methods 
 
     All ground state geometry optimizations were performed using second order MØller-

Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) [109] with the augmented correlation-consistent 

polarized-valence double zeta basis set (aug-cc-pVDZ). Frequency calculations were 

carried out to check the nature of stationary points, and confirmed as minima for all 

ground state structures except the quasi-tetrahedral C2v water pentamer structure which 

is a stationary point on the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ potential energy surface but is not a 

minimum. 

     The lowest electronic singlet excited states of water monomer (C2v), dimer (Cs), 

trimer (C2v), pentamer (C1) and pentamer (C2v) were studied by using hierarchy of linear 

response coupled cluster models such as coupled cluster singles (CCS), CC2 [118], the 

coupled cluster singles-and-doubles (CCSD) [116], and the CC3 [119, 120] on the 

optimized geometries. Details of all these coupled cluster methods have already been 

discussed in Section 2.2.1.9 and 2.5.1 in Chapter 2. Excitation energies, oscillator 

strengths to lowest singlet excited states were obtained using the augmented 

correlation-consistent polarized-valence basis set family aug-cc-pVXZ with X = D, T, 

Q [105, 106] for the water monomer and dimer, while for the trimer (C2v) basis set 

employed were in the series of aug-cc-pVXZ with X = D, T. For the pentamer (C1) and 

pentamer (C2v), we have used aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.  

     The wavefunction-based equation of motion coupled cluster EOM-CCSD method 

[208, 209] was used to obtain excitation energies and oscillator strengths to singlet 

lowest excited states of the water monomer, dimer, trimer (C2v), water tetramer, water 

pentamer (C1), and pentamer (C2v). The aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets were 

employed for tetramer, while we used the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set for pentamer (C1) and 

pentamer (C2v). For the water tetramer with S4 symmetry, the excitation energies were 

also obtained by using linear response (LR) configuration interaction singles CIS [210, 

211] and CIS(D)[212]. 

     Ground state and excited state properties such as dipole moments and second 

moment of charge for water monomer, dimer and trimer were calculated using linear 

response coupled cluster methods such as CCS, CC2, CCSD method with aug-cc-pVXZ 

with X = D, T basis sets. 

     We have also used time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) [184-187] to 

obtain excitation energies and oscillator strengths for (H2O)n=1-5, using the Truhlar’s 

meta hybrid M06-2X functional [129] with a range of basis sets. The augmented aug-
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cc-pVXZ basis set with X = D, T, Q, 5, 6 was used for the water monomer, while for 

the dimer and trimer (C2v) basis sets aug-cc-pVXZ with X= D, T, Q, 5 were employed. 

We have used the aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets for the tetramer, pentamer 

(C1), and pentamer (C2v).       

     We have used the Dalton 2.0 program [213] for all coupled cluster computations, 

while MP2 ground states and CIS, CIS(D), EOM-CCSD and TD-DFT excited state 

computations were performed using the Gaussian09 program [214]. 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 
 

3.3.1 Ground State Geometries 
 
MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized geometries of small water clusters from the monomer up 

to the pentamer i.e. (H2O)n=1-5, are shown in Figure 3.1. The total optimized ground state 

energies and structural parameters of water (H2O)n=1-5 are listed in Table 3.1. The rO-H 

bond lengths are represented as O(i)H(ij) where i denotes the ith oxygen atom in the water 

cluster and j =1,2 denotes the jth hydrogen atom bonded to that oxygen atom. Similarly, 

intramolecular HOH bond angles (θHOH) are represented as H(i1)O(i)H(i2). 

     The experimental geometry of water monomer with C2v symmetry has a OH bond 

length rO-H of 0.9572 ± 0.0003 Å and bond angle θHOH of 104.52 ± 0.05° [215]. We have 

calculated the bond length rO-H of 0.966 Å, which is slightly longer by about 0.009 Å at 

the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory than the experimental geometry. The calculated 

bond angle θHOH is 103.9° is slightly smaller by about 0.6° compared to the experimental 

value. Thus our results are generally in good agreement with the experiment and give a 

satisfactory representation of the water equilibrium geometry.  

     For the water dimer, the available experimental data does not allow for a complete 

structure determination. However, the microwave measurements has determined the 

vibrationally averaged O-O bond distance to be about 2.976 Å [216]. After an estimated 

correction, the experimental geometry of water dimer of Cs symmetry has shown the 

equilibrium value Re for rOO bond distance of about 2.946 Å, under the assumption that 

each monomer retains the equilibrium geometry of isolated water molecule [216]. Our 

results calculate the rOO bond distance to be slightly short by 0.03 Å. Previous 

computational studies [217] have calculated the rOO bond distance of about 2.90 Å at 

the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory, which is in good agreement with our 

results. It is noticed that in the dimer formation most of the intramolecular geometrical 
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parameters are slightly changed with respect to isolated water geometry except the 

hydrogen-bound rOH bond length which is elongated by 0.006 Å, and in good agreement 

with previous computational studies [62, 218]. Therefore, our calculations also give a 

good representation of the water dimer equilibrium geometry. To check the basis set 

superposition error (BBSE), the water dimer geometry is also optimized using the 

counterpoise method. BSSE error is found to be very small, and very similar 

geometrical parameters are obtained for the optimized water dimer geometry after the 

counterpoise correction. 

 

 

          
 
 

                                       
   

                            
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized geometries of small water clusters. Hydrogen 
bonding distances are given in angstroms (Å). 
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Table 3.1 MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized ground state energies and structural parameters of 
water clusters. O-H bond lengths (r) are given in angstroms (Å) and angles (θ) in degrees.  
 

Model Ground state 

Energy (a.u.) 

rOH (Å) θHOH (degrees) 

Monomer (C2v) -76.2609 O(1)H(11) = 0.966 H(11)O(1)H(12) = 103.9 

  O(1)H(12) = 0.966  

Dimer (Cs) -152.5302 O(1)H(11) = 0.965 H(11)O(1)H(12) = 104.3 

  O(1)H(12) = 0.973  

  O(2)H(21) = 0.967 H(21)O(2)H(22) = 104.2 

  O(2)H(22) = 0.967  

Trimer (C2v) -228.7978 O(1)H(11) = 0.967 H(11)O(1)H(12) = 103.9 

  O(1)H(12) = 0.967  

  O(2)H(21) = 0.971 H(21)O(2)H(22) = 105.2 

  O(2)H(22) = 0.971  

  O(3)H(31) = 0.967 H(31)O(3)H(32) = 103.9 

  O(3)H(32) = 0.967  

Tetramer (S4) -305.0894 O(1)H(11) = 0.965 H(11)O(1)H(12) = 104.9 

  O(1)H(12) = 0.985  

  O(2)H(21) = 0.985 H(21)O(2)H(22) = 104.9 

  O(2)H(22) = 0.965  

  O(3)H(31) = 0.985 H(31)O(3)H(32) =104.9 

  O(3)H(32) = 0.965  

  O(4)H(41) = 0.985 H(41)O(4)H(42) = 105.0 

  O(4)H(41) = 0.965  

Pentamer (C1) -381.3647 O(1)H(11) = 0.965 H(11)O(1)H(12) = 104.8 

  O(1)H(12) = 0.987  

  O(2)H(21) = 0.965 H(21)O(2)H(22) = 105.0 

  O(2)H(22) = 0.986  

  O(3)H(31) = 0.965 H(31)O(3)H(32) = 104.8 

  O(3)H(32) = 0.987  

  O(4)H(41) = 0.965 H(41)O(4)H(42) = 104.5 

  O(4)H(42) = 0.987  

  O(5)H(51) = 0.965 H(51)O(5)H(52) = 104.9 

  O(5)H(52) = 0.987  
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Pentamer (C2v) 

 

-381.34202 

 

O(1)H(11) = 0.965 

 

H(11)O(1)H(12) = 104.2 

  O(1)H(12) = 0.976  

  O(2)H(21) = 0.976 H(21)O(2)H(22) = 104.2 

  O(2)H(22) = 0.965  

  O(3)H(31) = 0.968 H(31)O(3)H(32) = 103.8 

  O(3)H(32) = 0.968  

  O(4)H(41) = 0.975 H(41)O(4)H(42) = 108.3 

  O(4)H(42)= 0.975  

  O(5)H(51) = 0.968 H(51)O(5)H(52) = 103.8 

  O(5)H(52) = 0.968  

 

There is no experimental data to compare structures of larger water clusters. The 

isolated water trimer, tetramer and pentamer favor cyclic ring structures as global 

minima and have been established previously [219, 220]. However, in this chapter, we 

have considered the water trimer and pentamer with C2v symmetry to replicate the 

environment where the central water molecule is in an environment similar to the first 

solvation shell in bulk, as shown in Figure 3.1.  

     The O….H hydrogen bonding interactions exist in these water clusters, and calculated 

hydrogen bonding distances are shown in Figure 3.1. The number of hydrogen bonds 

found in dimer (Cs), trimer (C2v), tetramer (S4), pentamer (C1), and pentamer (C2v) are 

1, 2, 4, 5, and 4, respectively. In the C2V trimer arrangement, a central water molecule 

donates a hydrogen bond to each of two equivalent first-shell acceptor molecules and 

the two peripheral water molecules have oxygen atoms lying in the same plane as the 

central water. In the quasitetrahedral C2v pentamer arrangement, two equivalent first-

shell water molecules are added to the C2v trimer and from each of which the central 

water accepts a hydrogen bond, and the final two peripheral water molecules have 

oxygen atoms out of the plane of the central water [62]. The water pentamer C1 with 

cyclic structure has five hydrogen bonding interactions, and is more stable and lower in 

energy by 0.023 a.u. than the quasitetrahedral C2v water pentamer with four hydrogen 

bonding interactions. 
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3.3.2 Electronic excitations in water clusters (H2O)n=1-5 
 

3.3.2.1 Water Monomer (C2v) 
 
Considering the water molecule, oriented in the yz plane with C2v symmetry, the ground 

state molecular orbital configuration can be written as (1a1)2(2a1)2(1b2)2(3a1)2(1b1)2 (𝑋 
1A1), where a1, b2, b1 corresponds to MO’s symmetries. The highest energy occupied 

molecular orbital 1b1 (HOMO) corresponds to the nonbonding O 2px atomic orbital, 

while 3a1 (HOMO-1) and 1b2 (HOMO-2) are the bonding MO’s result from the linear 

combination of O 2pz and O 2py atomic orbitals with H 1s orbital, respectively. The 

lowest energy unoccupied orbital 4a1 (LUMO) is the admixture of the O 3s Rydberg 

character with the anti-bonding counterpart of the valence 3a1 orbital. Similarly, 2b2 

(LUMO +1) orbital corresponds to the anti-bonding counterpart of the valence 1b2 

orbital, along with admixture of Rydberg character. The MO’s density plots are shown 

in Figure 3.2. 

 
Vertical excitation energies and Oscillator Strengths  

 
The vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths obtained using hierarchy of 

linear response coupled cluster CCS, CC2, CCSD and CC3 methods along with the 

related EOM-CCSD, together with TD-DFT methods for the lowest singlet valence 

excited states of water monomer at its equilibrium geometry are presented in Table 3.2. 

The experimental results for the lowest lying excited states are also presented in Table 

3.2. The basis set dependence of these excitation energies and oscillator strengths using 

range of aug-cc-pVXZ with X = D, T, Q, 5, 6 basis sets is also listed in Table 3.2. 

(Note: All excited states discussed below are singlets). 

     The effect of electron correlation in the calculation of excitation energies using 

linear response (LR) coupled cluster hierarchy of models for the first five excited states 

of water have been investigated. The 1B1 state is found to be the first lowest energy 

singlet excited state followed by 1A2, 1A1, 2B1 and 1B2 states in order of increasing 

excitation energy. We have shown the coupled cluster convergence of excitation 

energies in the aug-cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, Q (See Figures. 3.3(a)-(c)). 

For a given basis set, it is seen that the lowest cost CCS largely overestimates the 

excitation energies of these states; CC2 underestimates while CCSD and CC3 converge 

monotonically to a similar result.  We will therefore limit our discussion to the CCSD 
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and CC3 methods as noticed to produce results at the desired accuracy rather than CCS 

or CC2. 

     Considering the basis set effect on these excitation energies at the CC3 level, the 

excitation energies increase by about 0.09 eV going from the augmented aug-cc-pVDZ 

to the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set for the first two low lying 1B1 and 1A2 states, while the 

energy difference is small i.e. about 0.04 eV going from the aug-cc-pVTZ to the aug-

cc-pVQZ basis set. For the 1A1 and 1B2 states, increasing the basis set size from aug-

cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVQZ does not change the results substantially, i.e. energy 

difference is within 0.04 eV. Thus excitation energies at aug-cc-pVQZ level can be 

considered as the converged values for CC3 calculations. (See Figure 3.3(d)). We find 

that the basis set effect at the CCSD level is very much similar to the CC3 level and 

produces results within 0.01-0.03 eV with each other for both aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-

pVQZ basis set.   

     For the first lowest singlet excited state 1B1 of water, the experimental estimate was 

taken as the position of the first maximum in the photoabsorption cross section at 

around 7.4-7.5 eV [61, 189]. Wave-packet calculations of the photo-absorption 

spectrum have further provided a semi-experimental estimate of vertical excitation 

energy with an average value of 7.78 eV, using a series of potentials after small 

empirical adjustments [191]. We find that CCSD and CC3 methods give the vertical 

excitation energies of about 7.40 and 7.47 eV, respectively, for the 1B1 state using aug-

cc-pVDZ basis set that is in accuracy of 0.06 eV with the experimental value. Using the 

aug-cc-pVQZ basis set, both CCSD and CC3 methods give the vertical excitation 

energy of about 7.60 eV for the 1B1 state, which is in good agreement with the 

experimental as well as semi-experimental estimate. 

     The second singlet excited state 1A2 with an excitation energy of 9.17 eV at the 

CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ level is calculated with a good accuracy of about 0.07 eV with the 

experimental values [221-223], while it is calculated with an accuracy of about 0.14 eV 

at the CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ level. The calculated excitation energy of about 9.98 eV for 

the third singlet excited state 1A1 at both CCSD and CC3 level using aug-cc-pVQZ 

basis set is in excellent agreement with the experimental result [61] within 0.01 eV. The 

excited state 1B2 with excitation energy of 11.59 eV at the CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ level is 

calculated with a good accuracy of about 0.2 eV with the experimental result [223, 

224]. It is noted that EOM-CCSD and LR-CCSD results are equivalent for all excited 

states. 
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     Also for the TD-DFT results using the M06-2X functional, we have seen the 

convergence of excitation energies in the aug-cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, 

Q, 5, 6 (See Figure 3.4 and Table 3.2). The excitation energies show convergence at 

aug-cc-pVTZ basis set with nearly similar excitation energies with increase in basis set 

cardinality from X = T to Q, 5, 6 for lowest singlet 1B1, 1A2, 1A1 and 1B2 states. For 

the lowest singlet excited state 1B1, the excitation energy is in good agreement with the 

experimental result [61, 189] within 0.04 eV at the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set level. The 

discrepancies are now larger for 1A2, 1A1 and 1B2 states, the TD-DFT excitation 

energies being 0.3-0.4 eV too low. Compared to the best available coupled cluster 

CCSD and CC3 results, TD-DFT excitation energies are too low by 0.2-0.6 eV 

depending on the state. 

  

 
 
Figure 3.2 Water monomer (C2V symmetry): Molecular orbitals involved in the electronic 
transitions for lowest energy singlet electronic excited states of different symmetry i.e. one 
excited state of each symmetry computed at the EOM-CCSD level. Isovalue used is 0.02 for the 
density plots.  
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Table 3.2 Water monomer (C2v): Excitations energies in eV and oscillator strengths f (in 
parenthesis) of the lowest energy singlet electronic excited states using the hierarchy of 
correlated coupled cluster such as CCS, CC2, CCSD, CC3 methods, EOM-CCSD, and TD-DFT 
methods (aExptl/Taken from Ref. [61], aExptl/Taken from Ref. [61], bExptl/Taken from Ref. 
[223, 224], cExptl/Taken from Ref. [221-223]). 
 

Water monomer (C2v)                             Excited States 
 1B1 1A2 1A1 2B1 1B2 
Experimental      
 7.464a 9.1c 9.991a  11.4b 
LR-CCS                                 
aug-cc-pVDZ 8.62 10.31 10.97 12.12 12.63 
 (0.0499) (0.0000) (0.1061) (0.0054) (0.0304) 
aug-cc-pVTZ 8.64 10.31 10.93 11.78 12.59 
 (0.0476) (0.0000) (0.1007) (0.007) (0.0278) 
aug-cc-pVQZ 8.64 10.31 10.92 11.59 12.58 
 (0.0466) (0.0000) (0.0967) (0.0088) (0.0262) 
LR-CC2      
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.04 8.70 9.47 10.68 11.09 
 (0.0598) (0.0000) (0.1042) (0.0001) (0.0170) 
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.19 8.85 9.56 10.33 11.19 
 (0.0568) (0.0000) (0.1012) (0.0007) (0.0149) 
aug-cc-pVQZ 7.25 9.38 9.61 10.14 11.73 
 (0.0553) (0.0000) (0.0985) (0.0022) (0.0132) 
LR-CCSD      
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.40 9.17 9.84 11.06 11.59 
 (0.0565) (0.0000) (0.1039) (0.0009) (0.0201) 
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.55 9.32 9.94 10.78 11.68 
 (0.0527) (0.0000) (0.0993) (0.0027) (0.0181) 
aug-cc-pVQZ 7.61 9.38 9.98 10.61 11.73 
 (0.0512) (0.0000) (0.0959) (0.0044) (0.0162) 
LR-CC3      
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.47 9.25 9.90 11.15 11.67 
 (0.0574) (0.0000) (0.1060) (0.0012) (0.0220) 
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.56 9.34 9.94 10.81 11.71 
 (0.0538) (0.0000) (0.1016) (0.003) (0.0198) 
aug-cc-pVQZ 7.60 9.38 9.97 10.63 11.74 
 (0.0524) (0.0000) (0.0985) (0.0047) (0.0179) 
EOM-CCSD                                                                                                           
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.40 9.17 9.84 11.06 11.59 
 (0.0566) (0.0000) (0.1046) (0.0009) (0.0202) 
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.55 9.32 9.94 10.78 11.68 
 (0.0527) (0.0000) (0.0999) (0.0027) (0.0183) 
aug-cc-pVQZ 7.61 9.38 9.98 10.61 11.73 
 (0.0512) (0.0000) (0.0964) (0.0044) (0.0164) 
TD-M06-2X                       
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.35 8.80 9.62 10.60 11.01 
 (0.0445) (0.0000) (0.0828) (0.0007) (0.0120) 
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.42 8.90 9.62 10.28 11.06 
 (0.0420) (0.0000) (0.0811) (0.0022) (0.0122) 
aug-cc-pVQZ 7.41 8.91 9.61 10.07 11.07 
 (0.0431) (0.0000) (0.0816) (0.0037) (0.0121) 
aug-cc-pV5Z 7.42 8.91 9.61 9.83 11.07 
 (0.0408) (0.0000) (0.0754) (0.0051) (0.0106) 
aug-cc-pV6Z 7.41 8.89 9.57 9.65 11.06 
 (0.0405) (0.0000) (0.0659) (0.0065) (0.0096) 
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 (a)                                                               (b) 
 

  
(c)                                                                 (d) 
 
Figure 3.3 Excitations energies (in eV) of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water 
monomer of C2V symmetry using the hierarchy of correlated coupled cluster (CC) methods with 
the (a) aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, (b) aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and (c) aug-cc-pVQZ basis set. (d) 
Basis set effect on the excitation energies using the coupled cluster CC3 method.  
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Figure 3.4 Excitations energies (in eV) of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water 
monomer of C2V symmetry using TD-DFT theory with the MO6-2X functional and the aug-cc-
pVXZ basis set with X = D, T, Q, 5, 6. 
 
 
The oscillator strengths f calculated by LR-coupled cluster CCS, CC2, CCSD, CC3 

methods for these lowest singlet excited states has also shown convergence in the aug-

cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, Q (See Figures 3.5(a)-(c)). CCS 

underestimates oscillator strength for the first lowest singlet excited state 1B1 while 

overestimates for 1B2 state. In contrast, CC2 overestimates oscillator strength for 1B1 

state while underestimate for 1B2 state. For a given basis set, CCSD and CC3 results 

converge to similar oscillator strengths, with CC3 values marginally higher. It was 

found that 1B1 state is the lowest bright state with f ≈ 0.0524, while 1A1 is the brightest 

state with highest oscillator strength f ≈ 0.0985, calculated at the CC3/aug-cc-pVQZ 

level. It is also noticed that 1A2 is the lowest dark state with zero oscillator strength for 

all coupled cluster calculations. 

     The basis set effect on the oscillator strengths shows that the f values are lowered 

with increase in basis set size from aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVQZ at each CC level of 

calculation. However the deviation noticed is small for all methods. Such basis set 

effect at the CC3 level is shown in Figure 3.5(d).  

     For the TD-DFT results, we have seen the basis set effect on the oscillator strengths 

in the aug-cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, Q, 5, 6 (See Figure 3.6 and Table 

3.2). The oscillator strengths are nearly similar for aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ 
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basis set while values are lowered slightly in going from aug-cc-pVQZ to higher aug-

cc-pV5Z, aug-cc-pV6Z basis sets. It is also seen that oscillator strengths calculated by 

TD-DFT are too low in comparison to coupled cluster results and discrepancies are 

much more significant. 

 
 

   
(a)                                                                (b) 
 

 
(c)                                                               (d) 
 
Figure 3.5 Oscillator strengths of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water monomer of 
C2V symmetry using the hierarchy of correlated coupled cluster (CC) methods with the (a) aug-
cc-pVDZ basis set, (b) aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and (c) aug-cc-pVQZ basis set. (d) Basis set 
effect on the oscillator strengths using the coupled cluster CC3 method.  
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Figure 3.6 Oscillator strengths of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water monomer of 
C2V symmetry using TD-DFT theory with the MO6-2X functional and the aug-cc-pVXZ basis 
set with X = D, T, Q, 5, 6. 
 
 
The molecular orbital (MO) analysis has been done to understand the nature of 

electronic transitions and to characterize the excited states in the water monomer at both 

TD-DFT and EOM-CCSD level of calculations.  

     The calculated lowest energy singlet excited state 1B1 (first bright state) is described 

by the electronic transition from 1b1 (HOMO) to 4a1 (LUMO) i.e. from the nonbonding 

O 2px atomic orbital to the orbital that is an admixture of the O 3s Rydberg character 

with the anti-bonding b* OH character (or anti-bonding counterpart of the valence 3a1 

orbital). The second bright state 1A1 with high oscillator strength is assigned as the 

electronic transition from 3a1 (HOMO-1) to 4a1 (LUMO) orbital. The excited state 1A2 

arises due to the electronic transition from 1b1 (HOMO) to 2b2 (LUMO+1) orbital and is 

the first dark state with zero oscillator strength. The excited state 1B2 corresponds to the 

electronic transition from 3a1 (HOMO-1) to 2b2 (LUMO+1) orbital. 

     Thus diffuse Rydberg character is noticed in the excited states of the water monomer 

as shown in Figure 3.2, which plays an important role and therefore makes it such a 

challenging system to study.  

     The excited-state second-moments of the charge distributions give useful 

information about the Rydberg character involved in the excited states and have been 

used as a main tool to investigate such states in the past [225]. The size of the isotropic 
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invariant 𝑟!"#!   of the excited state second-moment tensor relative to the 𝑋 ground state 

𝑟!"#!  is of particular relevance to the parameterization of excited state Rydberg 

character. The average of the trace of the second moment tensor gives the 𝑟!"#!   values 

for each state using the relation 

 

 𝑟!"#! =
1
3 𝑥! + 𝑦! + 𝑧!  

(3.1) 

   

It has been discussed previously by Reisler and Kryov [225] that Δ 𝑟!"#!  values for 

valence states are close to 1 Å2, whereas for 3s Rydberg states this value may be in the 

region of 12 Å2.  

     The isotropic invariant 𝑟!"#!  (in Å2) of the lowest singlet electronic excited states of 

water monomer of C2v symmetry obtained using LR-CCSD method and the ground 

state using CCSD method with the aug-cc-pVDZ and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set are 

presented in Table 3.3. For both 1A1 and 1B1 excited states, Δ 𝑟!"#!  values are close to 6 

Å2, that suggests that these states are mixed states which exhibit both valence and 

Rydberg character. However, Δ 𝑟!"#!  values increase considerably for 1B2 and 1A2 

excited states to about 10-11 Å2, which suggests strong Rydberg character of these 

states. 

 
Table 3.3 The isotropic invariant 𝑟!"#!  (in Å2) of the ground state and lowest singlet electronic 
excited states of water monomer of C2v symmetry using coupled cluster CCSD method with the 
aug-cc-pVDZ and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. 
 
 

Method: CCSD Isotropic property   𝐫𝐢𝐬𝐨𝟐   (in Å2) 

States aug-cc-pVDZ aug-cc-pVTZ 

𝑿A1 (Ground) 6.7258 6.6531 

1A1 (Excited) 12.597 12.462 

1B1 (Excited) 12.389 12.212 

1B2 (Excited) 17.094 17.228 

1A2 (Excited) 16.512 16.424 
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Dipole Moment   
 
The total electric dipole moment values obtained for the first four lowest energy excited 

states of different symmetry i.e. one of each symmetry using the hierarchy of linear 

response (LR) coupled cluster CCS, CC2 and CCSD methods are listed in Table 3.4. 

For comparison, the ground state dipole moment is also calculated using CCS, CC2 and 

CCSD method. The basis set aug-cc-pVXZ with X = D, T were employed for these 

calculations. The total electric dipole moment values calculated for ground and excited 

states are shown in Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) using the aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ 

basis set, respectively. 

The CCS calculations overestimate the ground state dipole moments compared to the 

experimental value of about 1.855 D, with the deviations from experiment being 0.162 

D with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set while slightly smaller deviation of about 0.146 D 

with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The CC2 calculations underestimate the ground state 

dipole moments, with the deviations from experiment being 0.162 D with the aug-cc-

pVDZ basis set while slightly smaller deviation of about 0.146 D with the aug-cc-pVTZ 

basis set. CCSD results are in good agreement with the experiments within the accuracy 

of 0.01D for both aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. 

     For the excited states, it is seen that dipole moment is directed in the opposite 

direction to the ground state dipole moment. Total electric dipole moment is dependent 

on the level of correlation and choosing LR-CCSD as the best reference correlated 

method, we see that CC2 results clearly overestimate dipole moments for excited states 

under study. CCS overestimates for 1B1 state, while underestimates for 1A1, 1B2, 1A2 

excited states. Similar effect is noticed for both the aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ 

basis set, although calculated excited state dipole moments are slightly smaller using 

the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set (See Table 3.4 and Figures 3.7(a)-3.7(b)). 

     Comparing excited state dipole moments with the ground state, it is seen that the 

total dipole moment for the lowest energy 1B1 state is reduced by about 13% with 

respect to the ground state, while reduction is about 32-37% for 1A1, 1B2, 1A2 excited 

states at the CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ level. Thus the significant change in charge density is 

noticed for 1A1, 1B2, 1A2 excited states with respect to ground state, while smaller 

change for 1B1 state. 
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Table 3.4 The total electric dipole moment (in D) of the ground state and lowest singlet 
electronic excited states of water monomer of C2V symmetry using the coupled cluster methods 
with the aug-cc-pVDZ and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The value in parenthesis corresponds to 
experimental ground state dipole moment of water monomer (aTaken from Ref. [226]). 
 

Electric dipole moment 
(Debye) 
Basis Set: aug-cc-pVDZ 

                                
                          Excited states 

 
Method 

(Ground) 
 
𝑿A1 1A1 1B1 1B2 1A2 

 
CCS 

     
2.016 (1.855a) 

 
-1.031  

 
-1.566 

 
-0.941 

 
-0.839 

 
CC2 

   
1.831 (1.855a) 

  
-1.456  

   
-1.665 

 
-1.402  

  
-1.176 

 
CCSD 

    
1.864 (1.855a) 

 
-1.166 

  
-1.470  

  
-1.197 

 
-1.042 

Electric dipole moment 
(Debye) 
Basis Set: aug-cc-pVTZ 

            
                         Excited states 

 
Method 

(Ground) 
 
𝑿A1 1A1 1B1 1B2 1A2 

 
CCS 

   
2.000 (1.855a) 

  
-1.080 

 
-1.698 

 
-0.989  

 
-0.943 

 
CC2 

 
1.820 (1.855a) 

   
-1.575 

   
-1.850  

 
-1.476 

   
-1.294 

 
CCSD 

   
1.861(1.855a) 

 
-1.232  

 
-1.614 

 
-1.264  

 
-1.164 

 
 

 
(a)                                                                  (b) 
 
Figure 3.7 The total electric dipole moment (in Debye) of the ground state and lowest singlet 
electronic excited states of water monomer of C2V symmetry using the hierarchy of correlated 
coupled cluster (CC) methods such as CCS, CC2 and CCSD with the (a) aug-cc-pVDZ basis set 
and (b) aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. 
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3.3.2.2 Water Dimer (Cs) 
 
The ground state molecular orbital configuration of the water dimer molecule having Cs 

symmetry, can be written as 

(1a’)2(2a’)2(3a’)2(4a’)2(1a”)2(5a’)2(6a’)2(7a’)2(8a’)2(2a”)2(𝑋1A’),  

where a’ and a” corresponds to MO’s symmetries. The highest energy occupied 

molecular orbital 2a” (HOMO) corresponds to the nonbonding O 2pz atomic orbital of 

water monomer within dimer, while 8a’ (HOMO-1) orbital corresponds to the bonding 

MO result from the linear combination of O 2px and O 2py atomic orbitals with H 1s 

orbital, respectively for each monomer within dimer. The lowest energy unoccupied 

orbital 9a’ (LUMO) is the admixture of the peak contribution from the O 3s Rydberg 

character along with some contribution from with the anti-bonding counterpart of the 

valence 8a’ orbital of a water monomer within dimer. The 10a’ (LUMO +1) orbital is 

similar to 9a’ (LUMO), primarily dominated by O 3s Rydberg character, however this 

MO is occupied by another water monomer. The MO’s density plots are shown in 

Figure 3.8. 

 
Vertical excitation energies and Oscillator Strengths 

 
Table 3.5 presents the linear response coupled cluster CCS, CC2, CCSD and CC3 

results as well as related EOM-CCSD results, together with TD-DFT results for the 

vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths for the four lowest energy singlet 

excited states i.e. two states of each symmetry A’ and A” of water dimer of Cs 

symmetry. (Note: All excited states discussed below are singlets). 

     The investigation of electron correlation effects on the excitation energies of the 

states obtained using linear response (LR) coupled cluster hierarchy of models has 

shown a significant overestimation of excitation energies by the CCS method with 

respect to highly correlated wave function CCSD and CC3 methods, which both 

converge monotonically to the similar results within a difference of 0.06 eV. CC2 

underestimates the excitation energies compared to CCSD and CC3 results. The 1A” 

state is found to be the first lowest energy singlet excited state followed by 1A’, 2A” 

and 2A’ states in order of increasing excitation energy. We choose CCSD and CC3 as 

the best reference methods to compare results with the other methods as well as for 

detailed discussion. 

   The basis set dependence of these excitation energies using aug-cc-pVXZ split 

valence series with X = D, T, Q is also listed in Table 3.5 and the coupled cluster 
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convergence of excitation energies in the aug-cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T  

is also shown in Figures 3.9(a)-(b). At CCSD level of theory, the excitation energies 

increase by about 0.15 eV going from augmented aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVTZ basis 

set for first three low lying 1A”, 1A’, 2A” excited states, while a small difference of 

about 0.07 eV in going from aug-cc-pVTZ to aug-cc-pVQZ basis set is noticed. 

Similarly at the CC3 level, the excitation energies increase by about 0.1 eV in going 

from augmented aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVTZ basis set for the first three low lying 

1A”, 1A’, 2A” excited states, while a very small increase of about 0.03 eV is noticed 

for the 2A’ state. It is seen that the basis size effect at the CC3 level is consistent to the 

CCSD level and produces results within 0.02-0.07 eV with each other for both aug-cc-

pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.     

     For the first lowest singlet excited state 1A” of water dimer, both the CCSD and 

CC3 method with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set give consistent vertical excitation energies 

of about 7.53 and 7.51 eV, respectively, whereas with the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set, the 

CCSD method gives a vertical excitation energy of about 7.60 eV for the 1A” state. The 

second singlet excited state 1A’ with excitation energy of 7.96 eV at the CCSD/aug-cc-

pVTZ level is in excellent agreement with the CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ results within about 

0.01 eV. The calculated excitation energy of about 8.88 eV for the third singlet excited 

state 2A” at the CCSD level using aug-cc-pVTZ basis set is slightly larger by 0.07 eV 

with the CC3 level, thus in satisfactory agreement with each other. The excited state 

2A’ with excitation energy of about 9.60 eV is obtained at the CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ 

level with an excellent agreement with the CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ results within about 0.01 

eV. 

    Similar to the water monomer results, we have seen the convergence of excitation 

energies in the aug-cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, Q, 5 for the TD-M06-2X 

results for the water dimer (See Figure 3.10 and Table 3.5). The excitation energies 

show convergence at the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set with nearly similar excitation energies 

with increase in basis set cardinality from X = T to 5 for lowest singlet 1A” and 1A’ 

states, while within 0.04 eV difference for 2A” and 2A’ excited states. For the lowest 

lying singlet excited states 1A” and 1A’, the TD-M06-2X excitation energies are too 

low by about 0.24 eV and 0.13 eV, respectively, as compared to results at both CCSD 

and CC3 levels using aug-cc-pVTZ level, while discrepancies are much larger for 2A” 

and 2A’ states, the TD-DFT excitation energies being about 0.6-0.8 eV too low.  
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Figure 3.8 Water dimer (Cs symmetry): Molecular orbitals involved in the electronic transitions 
for lowest energy singlet electronic excited states of different symmetry i.e. two excited states 
of each symmetry computed at the EOM-CCSD level. Isovalue = 0.02 for the density plots. 
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Table 3.5 Water dimer (Cs): Excitations energies in eV and oscillator strengths (in parenthesis) 
of the lowest energy singlet electronic excited states using the hierarchy of correlated coupled 
cluster such as CCS, CC2, CCSD, CC3 methods, EOM-CCSD, and TD-DFT methods.  
 

Water Dimer (Cs)                  Excitation energies E (eV) 
                                                                Excited States 
 1A” 1A’ 2A” 2A’  
LR-CCS                            
aug-cc-pVDZ 8.69 9.06 10.35 10.78  
 (0.0494) (0.0564) (0.0037) (0.0586)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 8.71 9.08 10.33 10.74  
 (0.0475) (0.0550) (0.0042) (0.0528)  
aug-cc-pVQZ 8.71 9.09 10.31 10.72  
 (0.0468) (0.0543) (0.0048) (0.0476)  
LR-CC2  
aug-cc-pVDZ 6.97 7.47 8.16 9.00  
 (0.0562) (0.0674) (0.0001) (0.0067)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.11 7.62 8.30 9.04  
 (0.0543) (0.0653) (0.0000) (0.0038)  
aug-cc-pVQZ 7.18 7.68 8.35 9.05  
 (0.0535) (0.0642) (0.0000) (0.0025)  
LR-CCSD  
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.37 7.81 8.73 9.52  
 (0.0546) (0.0640) (0.0000) (0.0410)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.53 7.96 8.88 9.60  
 (0.0518) (0.0614) (0.0001) (0.0311)  
aug-cc-pVQZ 7.60 8.03 8.95 9.63  
 (0.0508) (0.0602) (0.0003) (0.0224)  
LR-CC3  
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.41 7.86 8.71 9.56  
 (0.0547) (0.0659) (0.0000) (0.0400)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.51 7.95 8.81 9.59  
 (0.052) (0.0634) (0.0000) (0.0293)  
EOM-CCSD      
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.37 7.81 8.73 9.52  
 (0.0549) (0.0640) (0.0000) (0.0410)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.53 7.96 8.88 9.60  
 (0.0521) (0.0613) (0.0002) (0.0311)  
aug-cc-pVQZ 7.60 8.03 8.95 9.63  
 (0.0511) (0.0602) (0.0003) (0.0224)  
TD-M06-2X                       
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.22 7.75 8.03 8.93  
 (0.0370) (0.0517) (0.0030) (0.0012)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.29 7.83 8.12 8.97  
 (0.0366) (0.0513) (0.0023) (0.0015)  
aug-cc-pVQZ 7.30 7.84 8.15 8.96  
 (0.0385) (0.0527) (0.0018) (0.0016)  
aug-cc-pV5Z 7.30 7.84 8.14 8.93  
 (0.0367) (0.0508) (0.0017) (0.0012)  
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 (a)                                                               (b) 
 
Figure 3.9 Excitation energies (in eV) of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water dimer 
of Cs symmetry using the hierarchy of correlated coupled cluster (CC) methods with the (a) 
aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, (b) aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.  
 
 
 

        
 
Figure 3.10 Excitation energies (in eV) of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water 
dimer of Cs symmetry using TD-DFT theory with the MO6-2X functional and the aug-cc-
pVXZ basis sets with X = D, T, Q, 5. 
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The oscillator strengths f calculated by LR-coupled cluster CCS, CC2, CCSD, CC3 

methods for these lowest singlet excited states have also shown convergence in the aug-

cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, Q (See Table 3.5 and Figures 3.11(a)-(b)). 

CCS underestimates oscillator strengths for the lowest singlet excited states 1A” and 

1A’, while overestimates for 2A” and 2A’ states. CC2 slightly overestimates oscillator 

strengths for 1A” and 1A’ excited states, while underestimates for 2A’ state. For a given 

basis set, CCSD and CC3 results converge to similar oscillator strengths, with CC3 

values marginally higher for 1A” and 1A’ excited states. We observe 1A” state as the 

lowest bright state with f ≈ 0.0508, while 1A’ is the brightest state with highest 

oscillator strength f ≈ 0.0602, calculated at the CCSD/aug-cc-pVQZ level. It is also 

noticed that 2A” is a dark state with nearly zero oscillator strength for all coupled 

cluster CC2, CCSD and CC3 calculations, while 2A’ state shows larger discrepancies 

with oscillator strength ranges from f ≈ 0.003-0.04, depending on the CC method. It is 

also seen that that the f values decrease with increase in basis set size from aug-cc-

pVDZ to aug-cc-pVQZ at each CC level of calculation, however deviations noticed are 

very small for all methods.  

     Figure 3.12 shows the basis set effect on the oscillator strengths calculated by TD-

M06-2X method in the aug-cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, Q, 5 (Also see 

Table 3.5). The oscillator strengths are quite similar for all aug-cc-pVXZ basis set 

series, with X = D, T, 5 basis set except for X = Q where values are slightly higher for 

the brighter 1A” and 1A’ excited states. The dim (dark) states 2A” and 2A’ have nearly 

similar zero oscillator strengths. It is also noticed that TD-M06-2X oscillator strengths 

are too low compared to those obtained by coupled cluster CC2, CCSD and CC3 

methods. 
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(a)                                                                         (b) 
 
Figure 3.11 Oscillator strengths of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water dimer of Cs 
symmetry using the hierarchy of correlated coupled cluster (CC) methods with the (a) aug-cc-
pVDZ basis set and (b) aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.12 Oscillator strengths of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water dimer of Cs 
symmetry using TD-DFT theory with the M06-2X functional and the aug-cc-pVXZ basis sets 
with X = D, T, Q, 5. 
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It is seen from the molecular orbital (MO) analysis that the calculated lowest energy 

singlet excited state 1A” (first bright state) is described by the electronic transition from 

2a” (HOMO) to 9a’ (LUMO) in combination with the electronic transition from 2a” 

(HOMO) to 10a’ (LUMO+1) orbitals i.e. from the nonbonding O 2pz atomic orbital to 

the orbital that is an admixture of the O 3s Rydberg character with the anti-bonding b* 

OH character (See Figure 3.8). Similarly, the excited state 2A” with nearly zero 

oscillator strength arise due to combined contribution from the electronic transition 

from 2a” (HOMO) to 10a’ (LUMO+1) orbital as well as the electronic transition from 

2a” (HOMO) to 9a’ (LUMO) orbital. These excited states involving orbitals are 

localized within one or the other monomer. The second bright state 1A’ also with 

highest oscillator strength is assigned as the electronic transition from 8a’(HOMO-1) to 

9a’ (LUMO) orbital with some contribution from electronic transition from 

8a’(HOMO-1) to 12a’ (LUMO+4) orbital. The excited state 2A’ corresponds to the 

electronic transition from 2a”(HOMO) to 3a” (LUMO+2) orbital as well as some 

contribution from the electronic transition from 7a’(HOMO-2) to 9a’ (LUMO) orbital. 

The nature of molecular orbitals involved in the electronic transitions for each excited 

state is shown in Figure 3.8. The diffuse Rydberg character dominates in the excited 

states of the water dimer, which can be further analysed by calculating the moment of 

charge distribution for each excited state and comparing it with the ground state.  

     Table 3.6 presents the isotropic invariant 𝑟!"#!  (in Å2) of the lowest singlet 

electronic excited states of water dimer obtained using linear response CCSD method 

along with the ground state value obtained using CCSD method. Both aug-cc-pVDZ 

and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets were employed. We have calculated Δ 𝑟!"#!  for each 

excited state, as the size of the isotropic invariant 𝑟!"#!   of the excited state second-

moment tensor relative to the 𝑋 ground state 𝑟!"#!  is important to analyze the nature of 

the excited states as mentioned above for the water monomer. For both lowest energy 

excited states 1A” and 1A’, Δ 𝑟!"#!  values are close to 7 Å2, that indicates mixed states 

which exhibit both valence and Rydberg character. However, for 2A” and 2A’ excited 

states with higher excitation energies, Δ 𝑟!"#!  values increases considerably to about 10-

11 Å2, which suggest strong Rydberg character of these states. The results obtained are 

consistent for both aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets within 1 Å2. 
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Table 3.6 The isotropic invariant 𝑟!"#!  (in Å2) of the ground state and lowest singlet electronic 
excited states of water dimer of Cs symmetry using coupled cluster CCSD method with the aug-
cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets. 
 

Method: CCSD Isotropic property   𝒓𝒊𝒔𝒐𝟐   (in Å2) 

States aug-cc-pVDZ aug-cc-pVTZ 

𝑿A’ (Ground) 64.216 64.063 

1A’ (Excited) 71.095 70.817 

2A’ (Excited) 72.608 73.705 

1A” (Excited) 71.544 71.349 

2A” (Excited) 75.053 75.429 

 
 
Dipole Moment  
 
For the water dimer, the total electric dipole moment values obtained for the first four 

lowest energy excited states of different symmetry (i.e. two of each symmetry) using 

the hierarchy of linear response (LR) coupled cluster CCS, CC2 and CCSD methods 

with the basis set aug-cc-pVXZ with X = D, T, along with ground state dipole moments 

obtained using CCS, CC2 and CCSD method are listed in Table 3.7. Figures 3.13 (a) 

and 3.13(b) show the total electric dipole moment values calculated for ground and 

excited states using aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, respectively. 

     The CCS calculations slightly overestimate the total ground state dipole moment of 

water dimer by about 0.1 D with respect to the experimental value of about 2.608 D 

[227]. Both CC2 results and CCSD results are in good agreement with the experiment 

within an accuracy of about 0.05 D and 0.02 D, respectively. The results are quite 

consistent for both the aug-cc-pVDZ and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.  

     For the excited states, choosing LR-CCSD as the best reference correlated method to 

compare results, we see that CCS overestimate total dipole moments for 1A’, 1A” 

excited states by about 1.0 D, overestimates largely by about 3.0 D for the for 2A’ state, 

and underestimates by 0.9 D for the 2A” excited state. CC2 slightly overestimates for 

1A’, 2A” excited states, overestimates largely for 2A’ state with maximum deviation of 

about 8.0 D, and slightly underestimates for the 1A” excited state. Similar effect is 

noticed for both the aug-cc-pVDZ and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set (See Table 3.7 and 

Figures 3.13(a)-3.13(b)). 
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Now, by comparing excited state total dipole moments with the ground one at the 

CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ level, it is seen that the total dipole moment for the lowest energy 

1A” state is increased by about 82% with respect to the ground state, while small 

increment of about 7% is noticed for 1A’ state. The significant change in charge density 

is noticed for 2A’ state where total dipole moment changes by about 120% with respect 

to ground state, whereas 2A” excited state gives a increment of about 45% with respect 

to ground state. 

 
Table 3.7 The total electric dipole moment (in Debye) of the ground state and lowest singlet 
electronic excited states of water dimer of Cs symmetry using coupled cluster methods with the 
aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets. The value in parenthesis corresponds to 
experimental ground state dipole moment of water monomer (a Taken from Ref. [227]). 
 

Electric dipole moment 
(Debye) 
Basis Set: aug-cc-pVDZ 

                            Excited states 

 
Method 

Ground 
state 

 
𝑿A’ 1A’ 1A” 2A’ 2A” 

CCS 
 2.714 (2.608a) 2.929 5.863 4.195 4.744 
 
 

   
 

  

CC2 2.575 (2.608a) 2.895 4.367 9.107 5.875 
  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

CCSD 
 2.593 (2.608a) 2.722 4.639 1.596 5.583 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 

Electric dipole moment 
(Debye) 
Basis Set: aug-cc-pVTZ 

             
                       Excited states 

 
Method 

Ground 
state 

 
𝑿A’ 1A’ 1A” 2A’ 2A” 

CCS 
 2.702 (2.608a) 2.955 5.899 3.786 4.937 
 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

CC2 
 2.563 (2.608a) 2.960 4.407 8.834 5.886 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

CCSD 
 2.588 (2.608a) 2.762 4.702 1.401 5.610 
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(a)                                                                (b) 
 
Figure 3.13 The total electric dipole moment (in Debye) of the ground state and lowest singlet 
electronic excited states of water dimer of Cs symmetry using the hierarchy of correlated 
coupled cluster (CC) methods such as CCS, CC2 and CCSD with the (a) aug-cc-pVDZ basis set 
and (b) aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. 
 

3.3.2.3 Water Trimer (C2v) 
 
Vertical excitation energies and Oscillator Strengths 
 
For the water trimer with C2v symmetry, the effect of electron correlation on the 

excitation energies have been investigated using linear response (LR) coupled cluster 

hierarchy of models CCS, CC2, CCSD and CC3 methods along with the related EOM-

CCSD for first four excited states (i.e. one state of each symmetry) are presented in 

Table 3.8. The results obtained using both aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis set are 

also listed in Table 3.8. (Note: All excited states discussed below are singlets).  

     For all coupled cluster calculations, it is found that 1B1 state is the first lowest 

energy singlet excited state in water trimer. 1B2 is the second lowest energy excited 

state followed by energetically very close lying 1A1 excited state and then energetically 

slightly higher 1A2 excited state. For a given basis set, it is seen that CCS largely 

overestimates the excitation energies of these states; CC2 underestimates, while CCSD 

excitation energies are slightly higher (for larger basis set) with respect to those 

obtained by CC3 method, as also shown in Figures 3.14(a) and 3.14(b) for aug-cc-

pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets, respectively.  

Now investigating the basis set effect on these excitation energies, we find that there is 

no substantial difference in results obtained by using aug-cc-pVDZ or aug-cc-pVTZ 

basis set at the CCS level, while at both CC2 and CCSD levels, excitation energies 
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increases within 0.15 eV going from the aug-cc-pVDZ to the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. At 

the CC3 level, the excitation energies increase by about 0.10 eV in going from 

augmented aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVTZ basis set for all excited states under study.  

     For the first lowest singlet excited state 1B1, both CCSD and CC3 methods using 

aug-cc-pVDZ basis set give consistent vertical excitation energy of about 7.47 and 7.45 

eV, respectively, whereas using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, CCSD excitation energy is 

slightly higher by about 0.07 eV compared to CC3. For both close lying second and 

third excited states 1B2 and 1A1, the calculated excitation energies are about 7.91 eV 

and 7.94 eV respectively, at the CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ level, which are in excellent 

agreement with the CC3/ aug-cc-pVTZ result within 0.01 eV. The calculated excitation 

energy of about 8.42 eV for the 1A2 excited state at the CCSD level is slightly larger by 

0.07 eV with the CC3 level using aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, while difference is about 0.13 

eV using aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, thus in satisfactory agreement with each other. It is 

noted that EOM-CCSD and LR-CCSD excitation energies results are equivalent for all 

excited states. 

     Also for the TD-M06-2X results, we have seen the convergence of excitation 

energies in the aug-cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, Q, 5 (See Figure 3.15 and 

Table 3.8). The excitation energies are underestimated by smaller aug-cc-pVDZ basis 

set compared to larger aug-cc-pVXZ basis set, with X = T, Q, 5. For all excited states 

under study, excitation energies don’t change substantially and similar values are 

noticed with increase in basis set cardinality from X = T to Q, 5. Some discrepancies 

are observed in energetic ordering of states with respect to the coupled cluster results, 

as states are closely spaced within 1 eV. 1B1 state is the first lowest excited state 

followed by 1A2 1B2 and 1A1 excited states in increasing order of energy. For the 

lowest lying singlet excited state 1B1, the TD-M06-2X excitation energy is too low by 

about 0.44 eV and 0.37 eV, respectively, as compared to results at both CCSD and CC3 

levels using aug-cc-pVTZ level, while discrepancies are much larger for 1A2 state, the 

TD-DFT excitation energies being about 0.9-0.7 eV too low.  For 1B2 and 1A1 excited 

states, TD-M06-2X excitation energies are in satisfactory agreement with both CCSD 

and CC3 results using aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, with energies being low by about 0.15 

eV. 
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Table 3.8 Water trimer (C2v): Excitations energies (in eV) of the lowest energy singlet 
electronic excited states using the hierarchy of correlated coupled cluster such as CCS, CC2, 
CCSD, CC3 methods, EOM-CCSD, and TD-DFT methods. 
 

Water trimer (C2v)                  Excitation energies E (eV) 
                                                                Excited States 
 1B1 1B2 1A1 1A2  
LR-CCS                            
aug-cc-pVDZ 9.02 9.01 9.04 10.21  
 (0.0577) (0.0611) (0.0548) (0.0000)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 9.03 9.03 9.06 10.19  
 (0.0565) (0.0614) (0.0527) (0.0000)  
LR-CC2  
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.00 7.42 7.45 7.84  
 (0.0518) (0.0725) (0.0637) (0.0000)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.14 7.57 7.59 7.97  
 (0.0511) (0.0725) (0.061) (0.0000)  
LR-CCSD  
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.47 7.76 7.78 8.42  
 (0.0527) (0.0700) (0.0604) (0.0000)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.62 7.91 7.94 8.58  
 (0.0516) (0.0695) (0.0572) (0.0000)  
LR-CC3  
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.45 7.80 7.83 8.35  
 (0.0505) (0.0739) (0.0616) (0.0000)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.55 7.90 7.93 8.45  
 (0.0497) (0.0735) (0.0585) (0.0000)  
EOM-CCSD      
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.47 7.76 7.78 8.42  
 (0.0534) (0.0697) (0.0605) (0.0000)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.62 7.91 7.94 8.58  
 (0.0523) (0.0690) (0.0573) (0.0000)  
TD-M06-2X                       
aug-cc-pVDZ           7.10 7.68 7.71 7.63  
 (0.0285) (0.0582) (0.0473) (0.0000)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.18 7.77 7.79 7.73  
 (0.0297) (0.0586) (0.0471) (0.0000)  
aug-cc-pVQZ 7.19 7.77 7.80 7.76  
 (0.0324) (0.0610) (0.0484) (0.0000)  
aug-cc-pV5Z 7.19 7.78 7.80 7.75  
 (0.0311) (0.0593) (0.0464) (0.0000)  
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(a)                                                               (b) 
 
Figure 3.14 Excitations energies (in eV) of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water 
trimer of C2v symmetry using the hierarchy of correlated coupled cluster (CC) methods with the 
(a) aug-cc-pVDZ basis set and (b)  aug-cc-pVTZ  basis set. 
 
 
 

           
 
Figure 3.15 Excitations energies (in eV) of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water 
trimer of C2v symmetry using TD-DFT theory with the MO6-2X functional and the aug-cc-
pVXZ basis sets with X = D, T, Q, 5. 
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The oscillator strengths f calculated by using LR-coupled cluster CCS, CC2, CCSD, 

CC3 methods for these lowest singlet excited states are shown in Figure 3.16(a) and 

Figure 3.16(b), using aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, respectively (Also See 

Table 3.8). CCS underestimates oscillator strengths for the excited states 1A1 and 1B2 

while overestimates for 1B1 state. For a given basis set, CC2, CCSD and CC3 results 

generally are in good agreement, with CC3 oscillator strength values slightly lower for 

the 1B1 state, and slightly higher for the 1B2 state with respect to CC2 and CCSD 

values.  At the CC3/aug-cc-pVDZ level, oscillator strengths calculated for the lowest 

bright state 1B1 is f ≈ 0.0505, while 1B2 is calculated as the brightest state with highest 

oscillator strength f ≈ 0.0739. Similar to water monomer results, 1A2 is calculated as the 

lowest dark excited state with zero oscillator strength by all coupled cluster 

calculations. The basis set effect on the oscillator strengths shows that the f values 

decrease slightly with increase in basis set size from aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVTZ and 

is true for all coupled cluster methods used above. 

  

 
(a)                                                               (b) 
 
Figure 3.16 Oscillator strengths of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water trimer of C2v 
symmetry using the hierarchy of correlated coupled cluster (CC) methods with the (a) aug-cc-
pVDZ  basis set and (b) aug-cc-pVTZ  basis set . 
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For the TD-M06-2X results, the basis set effect on the oscillator strengths in the aug-cc-

pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, Q, 5 is shown in Figure 3.17. The oscillator 

strengths obtained are quite similar for all aug-cc-pVXZ basis sets, X= D, T, Q, 5. The f 

values slightly increases with increase in basis set cardinality from X = D to Q, but then 

decreases slightly at X = 5, however no substantial effect of basis set on oscillator 

strengths are observed. It is also seen that TD-DFT oscillator strengths are too low in 

comparison to coupled cluster results and large discrepancies are noticed. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.17 Oscillator strengths of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water trimer of C2v 
symmetry using TD-DFT theory with the MO6-2X functional and the aug-cc-pVXZ basis sets 
with X = D, T, Q, 5. 
 

The molecular orbital (MO) analysis has investigated the nature of electronic transitions 

for 1A1, 1B1, 1B2 and 1A2 excited states and diffuse Rydberg character is observed in 

the excited states of the water trimer as shown in Figure 3.18. 
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Figure 3.18 Water trimer (C2v symmetry): Molecular orbitals involved in the electronic 
transitions for four lowest energy singlet electronic excited states of different symmetry i.e. one 
excited state of each symmetry computed at the EOM-CCSD level. Isovalue = 0.02 for the 
density plots. 
 

  Table 3.9 shows the isotropic invariant 𝑟!"#!  (in Å2) for the lowest singlet electronic 

excited states of water trimer of C2v symmetry using coupled cluster CCSD method 

obtained using the coupled cluster LR-CCSD method with aug-cc-pVXZ basis set for X 

= D, T, along with ground state values obtained by CCSD method. We have calculated 

Δ 𝑟!"#!  for each excited state, which gives the difference of the size of the isotropic 

invariant 𝑟!"#!   of the excited state second-moment tensor relative to the 𝑋 ground state 

𝑟!"#! . For singlet excited states 1A1, 1B1, and 1B2, Δ 𝑟!"#!  values are close to 9 Å2, 

which suggests that these states exhibit Rydberg character with some mixing of valence 

character. However, Δ 𝑟!"#!  values are considerably large for 1A2 excited state of about 

18 Å2, which suggest strong Rydberg character of these states. 
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Table 3.9 The isotropic invariant 𝑟!"#!  (in Å2) for the ground state and lowest singlet electronic 
excited states of water trimer of C2v symmetry using coupled cluster CCSD method with the 
aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets. 
 
 

Method: CCSD Isotropic property   𝒓𝒊𝒔𝒐𝟐   (in Å2) 

States aug-cc-pVDZ aug-cc-pVTZ 

𝑿A1 (Ground) 206.282 206.054 

1A1 (Excited) 215.347 214.988 

1B1 (Excited) 215.600 215.628 

1B2 (Excited) 215.226 214.870 

1A2 (Excited) 224.199 224.735 

 
 
 Dipole Moment  
 
The total electric dipole moment values for first four lowest energy excited states of 

different symmetry (i.e. one of each symmetry) of water trimer (C2v symmetry), 

obtained using the hierarchy of linear response (LR) coupled cluster CCS, CC2 and 

CCSD methods with the basis set aug-cc-pVXZ for X = D, T are listed in Table 3.10. 

For comparison, the ground state dipole moment is also calculated using CCS, CC2 and 

CCSD method. The total electric dipole moment values calculated for ground and 

excited states are shown in Figures 3.19 (a) and 3.19 (b) using aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-

cc-pVTZ basis sets, respectively.  

     The CCS calculations overestimate the ground state dipole moments slightly with 

respect to the best reference value of 0.44 D calculated by correlated CCSD method, 

with the deviations being 0.081 D with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, and a slightly 

smaller deviation of about 0.072 D with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The CC2 

calculations underestimate the ground state dipole moments, which are within 0.022 D 

of the values calculated by CCSD using both aug-cc-pVDZ as well as aug-cc-pVTZ 

basis set. The CCSD total dipole moment value calculated using aug-cc-pVDZ basis set 

is in good agreement with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set within the accuracy of 0.01D. 

     For the excited states, choosing LR-CCSD as the best reference correlated method, 

we see that the total dipole moments calculated by CCS and CC2 methods are generally 

in good agreement with the CCSD results (See Table 3.10 and Figures 3.19(a)-(b)). 

CCS overestimates total dipole moments slightly for 1A1 and 1B2 excited states by 
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about 0.2 D, while underestimates by about 0.3 D for the 1A2 state with respect to 

CCSD results. CC2 results clearly overestimate dipole moments for all excited states 

under study, however maximum deviation is within 0.3 D of the values calculated by 

CCSD. The calculated excited state dipole moments are slightly smaller using aug-cc-

pVDZ basis set for 1A1 and 1B2 states, while values are slightly higher for 1B1 and 1A2 

states, with respect to those calculated by aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. 

      
Table 3.10 The total electric dipole moment (in Debye) of the ground state and lowest singlet 
electronic excited states of water trimer of C2v symmetry using coupled cluster methods with 
the aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets. 

 
Electric dipole moment 

(Debye) 
Basis Set: aug-cc-pVDZ 

                      Excited states 

 
Method 

Ground 
state 

 
𝑿A1 1A1 1B1 1B2 1A2 

 
CCS 

 
0.515 

 
-1.545 

 
2.042 

 
-1.517 

 
1.246 

 
 

CC2 
 

0.413 
 

 
-1.410 

 
2.315 

 
-1.403 

 
1.819 

 
CCSD 

 
0.434 

 
-1.3460 

 
 

 
2.098 

 
-1.323 

 
1.583 

Electric dipole moment 
(Debye) 

Basis Set: aug-cc-pVTZ 

                          Excited states 

 
Method 

Ground 
state 

 
𝑿A1 1A1 1B1 1B2 1A2 

 
CCS 

 
0.515 

 
-1.573 

 
1.660 

 
-1.538 

 
0.612 

 
 

CC2 
 

0.421 
 

 
-1.481 

 
2.052 

 
-1.464 

 
1.354 

 
CCSD 

 
0.443 

 
-1.394 

 
 

 
1.836 

 
-1.363 

 
1.094 
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(a) (b) 

 
Figure 3.19 The total electric dipole moment (in Debye) of the ground state and lowest singlet 
electronic excited states of water trimer of C2v symmetry using hierarchy of correlated coupled 
cluster (CC) methods such as CCS, CC2 and CCSD with the (a) aug-cc-pVDZ basis set and (b) 
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. 
 
 
Comparing excited state dipole moments with the ground one, it is seen that the total 

dipole moment for the lowest energy 1B1 excited state is increased largely and becomes 

about five times the ground state dipole moment. Similarly, a large increment is also for 

seen for 1A1, 1B2, and 1A2 excited states and total excited state dipole moments is about 

three times the ground state dipole moment. Thus the significant change in charge 

density is noticed in all excited states with respect to ground state. 

 
Evolution of 𝜟 𝒓𝒊𝒔𝒐𝟐  with size of water cluster 
 
The evolution of Δ 𝑟!"#!  for the first lowest energy singlet electronic excited state of 

water cluster with increase in cluster size from the monomer up to the trimer is also 

investigated using the linear response coupled cluster CCSD method with the aug-cc-

pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and shown in Figure 3.20. It is clearly seen that value 

of Δ 𝑟!"#!  increases with increase in size of cluster from the monomer (≈ 6 Å2) to the 

trimer C2v (≈ 10 Å2), illustrating the increase in Rydberg character of the lowest energy 

excited state with increase in cluster size. It is also noticed that results are consistent for 

both aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets.  
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Figure 3.20 The evolution of Δ 𝑟!"#!  for the first lowest singlet electronic excited state of water 
cluster with increase in cluster size from monomer up to trimer using coupled cluster LR-CCSD 
method with aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. 
 

3.3.2.4 Water Tetramer (S4) 
 
Vertical excitation energies and Oscillator Strengths  
 
For the water tetramer of S4 symmetry, the excitation energies obtained using linear 

response (LR) configuration interaction singles CIS, CIS(D), EOM-CCSD method 

along with the TD-DFT method using M06-2X functional for the first four excited 

states (i.e. one state of each symmetry), and with both aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ 

basis sets are presented in Table 3.11 and Figures 3.21(a)-(b). (Note: All excited states 

discussed below are singlets).  

     For all methods, it is found that 1E is the first lowest energy singlet excited state in 

the water tetramer, which is doubly degenerate state with two E states having the same 

energy. 1B and 1A are energetically very close lying excited states with 1A state 

marginally higher in energy than 1B excited state by ≤  0.02 eV. All excited states 

under study are very close lying in energy i.e. within 0.03 eV difference to each other. 

It is calculated that the excitation energies of these states are largely overestimated by 

CIS method while CIS(D) underestimates with respect to those obtained by highly 

correlated EOM-CCSD method (See Figure 3.21). 

     At the CIS level, the increase in size of basis set from aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVTZ 

doesn’t produce substantial difference in excitation energies, while for both CIS(D) and 

EOM-CCSD level of calculations, excitation energies increases  by about ≤  0.20 eV 

going from aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, depending on the excited state. For 
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the first lowest doubly degenerate excited state 1E, the vertical excitation energy of 

about 7.95 is calculated by EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory, whereas for the 

close lying excited states 1B and 1A, the calculated excitation energies are about 7.96 

eV and 7.97 eV, respectively. The EOM-CCSD excitation energies increase slightly by 

about 0.15 eV using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set for these excited states. 

 

Table 3.11 Water tetramer (S4): Excitations energies in eV and oscillator strengths (in 
parenthesis) of the lowest energy singlet electronic excited states using LR-CIS, EOM-CCSD, 
and TD-DFT using M06-2X functional. 
 

 1E 1B 1A  
LR-CIS                              
aug-cc-pVDZ 9.27 9.28 9.29  
 (0.0739) (0.0634) (0.0000)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 9.29 9.30 9.31  
 (0.0726) (0.0604) (0.0000)  
LR-CIS(D)                                
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.47 7.48 7.50  
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.68 7.69 7.71  
EOM-CCSD     
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.95 7.96 7.97  
 (0.0856) (0.0692) (0.0000)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 8.10 8.11 8.13  
 (0.0834) (0.0653) (0.0000)  
TD-M06-2X                      
aug-cc-pVDZ           7.85 7.87 7.87  
 (0.0699) (0.0485) (0.0000)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.92 7.94 7.95  
 (0.0701) (0.0490) (0.0000)  
aug-cc-pVQZ 7.94 7.95 7.96  
 (0.0724) (0.0509) (0.0000)  
aug-cc-pV5Z 7.94 7.95 7.96  
 (0.0707) (0.0490) (0.0000)  

      

     For the TD-M06-2X results, the basis set effect on excitation energies in the aug-cc-

pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, Q, 5 is studied (See Table 3.11). The excitation 

energies calculated by aug-cc-pVDZ basis set are slightly low by < 0.1 eV as compared 

to larger aug-cc-pVXZ basis set, with X = T, Q, 5. For all the excited states under 

study, the excitation energies don’t change substantially with an increase in basis set 

cardinality from X = T to Q, 5. Consistent with the EOM-CCSD results, the doubly 

degenerate 1E is again the lowest energy excited state, which is followed close lying 

nearly iso-energetic 1B and 1A excited states. For excited states 1E, 1B and 1A, TD-

M06-2X excitation energies are in satisfactory agreement with EOM-CCSD results 

using aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, with energies being low by about 0.10 eV, while 
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deviation is slightly more by about  0.20 eV using aug-cc-pVTZ basis set (Also See 

Figure 3.21). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
Figure 3.21 Excitation energies (eV) of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water 
tetramer of S4 symmetry using CIS, CIS(D), EOM-CCSD and TD-M06-2X methods with (a) 
aug-cc-pVDZ basis set (b) aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. 
 

The oscillator strengths f calculated by using LR-configuration interaction CIS, EOM- 

CCSD, and TD-DFT using the M06-2X functional for these lowest singlet excited 

states are shown in Figure 3.22(a) and Figure 3.22(b), and employing the aug-cc-pVDZ 

and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets, respectively (Also See Table 3.11). CIS underestimates 

oscillator strengths with respect to EOM-CCSD values for all excited states under 

study.  At the EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ level, oscillator strengths calculated for the 

lowest bright state 1E is f ≈ 0.0856, while f ≈ 0.0692 for 1B excited state. The excited 

state 1A is calculated as a lowest dark excited state with zero oscillator strength by all 

above used methods. For both CIS and EOM-CCSD methods, the f values decrease 

slightly with increase in basis set size from aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVTZ.  

     For the TD-DFT results using M06-2X functional results, the basis set effect on the 

oscillator strengths is investigated using aug-cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, 

Q, 5. The oscillator strengths obtained are quite consistent for all aug-cc-pVXZ basis 

set, with X= D, T, Q, 5, indicating very minor effect on oscillator strengths as we 

increase cardinality of basis set from X = D to 5 (See Table 3.11). Comparing with 

EOM-CCSD results, it is noticed that the TD-DFT oscillator strengths are too low with 

respect to those generated by EOM-CCSD method, as shown in Figure 3.22. 
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  (a)                                                               (b) 
   
Figure 3.22 Oscillator strengths of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water tetramer of 
S4 symmetry using CIS, EOM-CCSD and TD-M06-2X methods with (a) aug-cc-pVDZ basis set 
(b) aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. 
    

The localized valence character with mixing of some diffuse Rydberg character is 

observed in the excited states of the water tetramer by checking the nature of the 

molecular orbital (MO) involved in the electronic transitions for 1E, 1B and 1A excited 

states, as shown in Figure 3.23. 

   
 
Figure 3.23 Water tetramer (S4 symmetry): Molecular orbitals involved in the electronic 
transitions for lowest energy singlet electronic excited states of different symmetry i.e. one 
excited state of each symmetry computed at the EOM-CCSD level. Isovalue = 0.02 for the 
density plots. 
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3.3.2.5  Water Pentamer (C1) 
 
Vertical excitation energies and Oscillator Strengths  
 
For the cyclic water pentamer with C1 symmetry, Table 3.12 depicts the excitation 

energies and oscillator strengths obtained using linear response (LR) coupled cluster 

hierarchy of models CCS, CC2 and CCSD methods along with the related CIS, EOM-

CCSD methods for the first three excited states. We employ the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set 

for our calculations. All excited states discussed below are singlets.  

     For all coupled cluster calculations, it is seen that 1A, the lowest energy excited state 

is followed by very close lying 2A and 3A excited states within 0.02 eV with each 

other. As compared to CCSD results, CCS largely overestimates while CC2 

underestimates the excitation energies of these states. 

     The LR-CIS excitation energies are equivalent to LR-CCS results, whereas EOM-

CCSD results are equivalent to LR-CCSD results. We find that there is no substantial 

difference in excitation energies by increasing basis set size from aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-

cc-pVTZ at the CIS level i.e. within 0.02 eV, for all excited states under study, as also 

shown in Figure 3.24.  

     For the lowest singlet excited state 1A, the EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations 

give vertical excitation energy of about 7.72 eV, whereas 2A and 3A excited states give 

slightly higher excitation energies of about 7.87 eV and 7.89 eV, respectively.  

     For TD-M06-2X results, we have seen the convergence of excitation energies in the 

aug-cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, Q, 5 (See Table 3.12). The aug-cc-pVDZ 

basis set gives slightly lower excitation energies as compared to larger aug-cc-pVXZ 

basis set, with X = T, Q, 5. For all excited states under study, similar excitation energies 

are noticed as we increase the basis set cardinality from X = T to Q, 5. For all singlet 

excited states under study, the TD-M06-2X excitation energies obtained using aug-cc-

pVXZ basis set series with X = T, Q, 5 are in good agreement with the results obtained 

at the EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ level. 

      Now for oscillator strengths, we find that CCS underestimates oscillator strengths 

for 1A and 3A excited states, while overestimates for 2A excited state as compared to 

CCSD results. In contrast, CC2 overestimates oscillator strengths for all excited states 

under study. The oscillator strengths obtained using LR-CCS and LR-CCSD methods 

are consistent with the CIS and EOM-CCSD results, respectively. At the EOM-

CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ level, oscillator strengths calculated for the lowest bright state 1A 

is f ≈ 0.0296, while 4A is the brightest state with highest oscillator strength of f ≈ 
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0.0726. The oscillator strengths observed for excited states 2A and 3A are f ≈ 0.0458 

and f ≈ 0.0512, respectively.  

     For the TD-M06-2X results, oscillator strengths obtained are quite consistent for all 

aug-cc-pVXZ basis set, X= D, T, Q, 5. However, very small deviations i.e. slightly 

higher f values are obtained by using aug-cc-pVQZ basis set. The oscillator strengths 

obtained by TD-M06-2X are too low in comparison to CIS and EOM-CCSD results for 

all excited states, as also shown in Figure 3.25. Also, we observe that for TD-M06-2X 

results, 4A is the brightest excited state, while lowest oscillator strength is noticed for 

2A excited state. 

     The molecular orbital analysis shows that all excited states of the cyclic water 

pentamer (C1) exhibit diffuse Rydberg character, as shown in Figure 3.26.  

 
Table 3.12 Water pentamer (C1): Excitation energies in eV and oscillator strengths (in 
parenthesis) of the lowest energy singlet electronic excited states using hierarchy of correlated 
coupled cluster such as CCS, CC2, CCSD methods, CIS, EOM-CCSD, and TD-DFT methods. 
 

 Water pentamer (C1)                   Excitation energies E (eV) 
                                                                Excited States 
 1A 2A 3A   
LR-CCS  
aug-cc-pVDZ 9.10 9.21 9.23   
 (0.0263) (0.0535) (0.0461)   
LR-CC2  
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.33 7.49 7.50   
 (0.0298) (0.0491) (0.0532)   
LR-CCSD  
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.72 7.87 7.89   
 (0.0295) (0.0456) (0.0507)   
 1A 2A 3A 4A  
LR-CIS                                 
aug-cc-pVDZ 9.10 9.21 9.23 9.25  
 (0.0262) (0.0536) (0.047) (0.0827)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 9.12 9.23 9.25 9.27  
 (0.0260) (0.0508) (0.0458) (0.0803)  
EOM-CCSD      
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.72 7.87 7.89 7.91  
 (0.0296) (0.0458) (0.0512) (0.0726)  
TD-M06-2X                       
aug-cc-pVDZ           7.65 7.79 7.81 7.83  
 (0.0246) (0.0192) (0.0436) (0.0554)  
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.72 7.86 7.88 7.90  
 (0.0245) (0.0192) (0.0431) (0.0569)  
aug-cc-pVQZ 7.73 7.87 7.89 7.91  
 (0.0252) (0.0203) (0.0445) (0.0604)  
aug-cc-pV5Z 7.73 7.87 7.89 7.91  
 (0.0245) (0.0191) (0.0434) (0.0589)  
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Figure 3.24 Excitation energies (eV) of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water 
pentamer of C1 symmetry using CIS, EOM-CCSD and TD-M06-2X methods with the aug-cc-
pVXZ basis sets with X = D, T. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.25 Oscillator strengths of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water pentamer of 
C1 symmetry using CIS, EOM-CCSD and TD-M06-2X methods with the aug-cc-pVXZ basis 
sets with X = D, T. 
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Figure 3.26 Water pentamer (C1 symmetry): Molecular orbitals involved in the electronic 
transitions for four lowest energy singlet electronic excited states of different symmetry i.e. one 
excited state of each symmetry computed at the EOM-CCSD level. Isovalue = 0.02 for the 
density plots. 
 

3.3.2.6  Water Pentamer (C2v) 
 
Vertical excitation energies and Oscillator Strengths  
 
For the water pentamer with C2v symmetry, the excitation energies obtained using linear 

response (LR) coupled cluster hierarchy of models CCS, CC2 and CCSD methods 

along with the related CIS, EOM-CCSD methods with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set for 

the first four excited states (i.e. one state of each symmetry) are presented in Table 3.13. 

(Note: All excited states discussed below are singlets).  

     For all coupled cluster calculations, it is found that the 1A2 and 1B1 excited states are 

the lowest energy excited states that lie very closely to each other within 0.01 eV energy 

difference, followed by 1A1 and 1B2 excited states. CCS largely overestimates while 

CC2 underestimates the excitation energies of these states with respect to CCSD results. 

The excitation energies obtained using the uncorrelated wavefunction CIS method are 

consistent to LR-CCS results; whereas EOM-CCSD results are consistent to LR-CCSD 

results. Now investigating the basis set effect on these excitation energies, we find that 

there is no substantial difference in results by increasing basis set size from aug-cc-
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pVDZ to aug-cc-pVTZ at the CIS level, while at the EOM-CCSD level, excitation 

energies increases by about 0.15 eV in going from aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVTZ basis 

set for all excited states under study, as also shown in Figure 3.27. 

     For the lowest close lying singlet excited states 1A2 and 1B1, the EOM-CCSD/aug-

cc-pVDZ calculations give consistent vertical excitation energies of about 7.28 and 7.29 

eV, respectively, whereas for excited states 1A1 and 1B2, the calculated excitation 

energies are about 8.03 eV and 8.14 eV, respectively. The excitation energies are 

slightly higher by about 0.15 eV using aug-cc-pVTZ basis set with respect to those 

calculated by aug-cc-pVDZ basis set for all excited states.  

     For TD-M06-2X results, we have seen the convergence of excitation energies in the 

aug-cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, Q, 5 (See Table 3.13). The excitation 

energies calculated by aug-cc-pVDZ basis set are slightly low as compared to the larger 

aug-cc-pVXZ basis set, with X = T, Q, 5. For all excited states under study, excitation 

energies don’t change substantially with increase in basis set cardinality from X = T to 

Q, 5. 1A2 and 1B1 states are again close lying lowest energy excited states followed by 

1B2 and 1A1 excited states in increasing order of energy, however some discrepancies 

are observed in energetic ordering of 1B2 and 1A1 excited states with respect to the 

coupled cluster results. For the lowest lying singlet excited states 1B1 and 1A2, the TD-

M06-2X excitation energy is too low by about 0.27 eV and 0.23 eV, respectively, as 

compared to results at EOM-CCSD level using aug-cc-pVTZ level, while discrepancies 

are much larger for 1B2 state, the TD-DFT excitation energies being about 0.40 eV too 

low.  For 1A1 excited state, TD-M06-2X excitation energies are in satisfactory 

agreement with CCSD results using aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, with energies being low by 

about 0.15 eV. 

     The oscillator strengths f calculated by using LR-coupled cluster CCS, CC2, CCSD, 

along with the related CIS and EOM-CCSD methods for these lowest singlet excited 

states are listed in Table 3.13. Considering CCSD as a reference method, CCS 

underestimates oscillator strengths for all excited states under study. In contrast, CC2 

overestimates oscillator strengths for the 1A1 and 1B1 excited states while 

underestimates for the 1B2 excited state. For a given basis set, oscillator strengths 

obtained using LR-CCS method are consistent with the CIS results, whereas EOM-

CCSD results are equivalent to the LR-CCSD results. It is seen that the lowest excited 

state 1A2 is a dark excited state with zero oscillator strength calculated by all coupled 

cluster calculations. At the EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ level, oscillator strengths 
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calculated for the lowest bright state 1B1 is f ≈ 0.1110, which is also the brightest state 

with highest oscillator strength. Similar oscillator strengths are observed for excited 

states 1A1 and 1B2 with f ≈ 0.0665 and f ≈ 0.0657, respectively. It is noticed that that the 

f values decrease slightly with increase in basis set size from aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-

pVTZ and holds for all methods used above (See Figure 3.28).  

     For the TD-M06-2X results, oscillator strengths obtained are quite consistent for all 

aug-cc-pVXZ basis set, X= D, T, Q, 5, therefore very minor deviations in oscillator 

strengths f are noticed with increase in basis set size. TD-DFT gives lower oscillator 

strengths in comparison to EOM-CCSD results, as also shown in Figure 3.28. 

 

Table 3.13 Water pentamer (C2v): Excitation energies E in eV and oscillator strengths (in 
parenthesis) of the lowest energy singlet electronic excited states using hierarchy of correlated 
coupled cluster such as CCS, CC2, CCSD methods, EOM-CCSD, and TD-DFT methods. 
 

Water pentamer (C2v)                  Excitation energies E (eV) 
                                                                Excited States 
LR-CCS 1A1 1B1 1B2 1A2 
aug-cc-pVDZ 9.30 8.61 9.84 8.60 
 (0.0590) (0.0966) (0.0644) (0.0000) 
LR-CC2     
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.71 6.88 7.68 6.87 
 (0.0708) (0.1153) (0.0625) (0.0000) 
LR-CCSD     
aug-cc-pVDZ 8.03 7.29 8.14 7.28 
 (0.0664) (0.1101) (0.0655) (0.0000) 
LR-CIS     
aug-cc-pVDZ 9.30 8.61 9.84 8.60 
 (0.0585) (0.0983) (0.0637) (0.0000) 
aug-cc-pVTZ 9.32 8.63 9.85 8.62 
 (0.0565) (0.0951) (0.0619) (0.0000) 
EOM-CCSD     
aug-cc-pVDZ 8.03 7.29 8.14 7.28 
 (0.0665) (0.1110) (0.0657) (0.0000) 
aug-cc-pVTZ 8.18 7.44 8.30 7.43 
 (0.0634) (0.1058) (0.0655) (0.0000) 
TD-M06-2X                      
aug-cc-pVDZ 7.94 7.10 7.82 7.09 
 (0.0530) (0.0809) (0.0429) (0.0000) 
aug-cc-pVTZ 8.02 7.17 7.89 7.20 
 (0.0536) (0.0794) (0.0440) (0.0000) 
aug-cc-pVQZ 8.03 7.17 7.91 7.16 
 (0.0550) (0.0832) (0.0464) (0.0000) 
aug-cc-pV5Z 8.03 7.17 7.91 7.16 
 (0.0531) (0.0800) (0.0456) (0.0000) 
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Figure 3.27 Excitation energies (eV) of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water 
pentamer of C2v symmetry using CIS, EOM-CCSD and TD-M06-2X methods with the aug-cc-
pVXZ basis sets with X = D, T. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.28 Oscillator strengths of lowest singlet electronic excited states of water pentamer of 
C2v symmetry using CIS, EOM-CCSD and TD-M06-2X methods with the aug-cc-pVXZ basis 
sets with X = D, T. 
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It is also noticed that diffuse Rydberg character is involved in the electronic transitions 

of 1A2, 1B1, 1A1 and 1B2 excited states of the water pentamer (C2v), as shown in Figure 

3.29. The 1A1 excited state is associated with the excitation from the central water 

molecule, which we are more interested so as to check the effect of aggregation on 

excitation energies of the water monomer as discussed below. 

 

  
 
Figure 3.29 Water pentamer (C2v symmetry): Molecular orbitals involved in the electronic 
transitions for four lowest energy singlet electronic excited states of different symmetry i.e. one 
excited state of each symmetry computed at the EOM-CCSD level. Isovalue = 0.02 for the 
density plots. 
 
 
Effect of aggregation  
 
Finally, we consider the effect of aggregation on the water monomer. It is found 

experimentally that condensation produces a blue shift of ~1 eV in the absorption 

maximum found at 7.4-7.5 eV in the water vapour spectrum [60, 228, 229]. Comparing 

monomer (C2v) to trimer (C2v), our coupled cluster CCSD and related EOM-CCSD 

calculations show a very small blue shift of ~ 0.07 eV in lowest excitation energy 

associated with the excitation of the central water in water trimer relative to water 

monomer, while CCS calculations give a slightly larger singlet blue shift of up to 0.4 
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eV. TD-DFT calculations show discrepancies and a small red shift of about 0.2 eV is 

noticed, while CC2 and CC3 calculations give unnoticeable singlet red shift of ~ 0.04 

eV relative to water monomer. Comparing the monomer (C2v) to the pentamer (C2v), the 

substantial blue shift of ~ 0.7 eV relative to water monomer is calculated by CCS, CC2, 

CCSD and EOM-CCSD methods, which are comparable to the experimental blue shifts 

of ~ 1 eV found in condensed phases. TD-M06-2X calculations also show a blue shift 

of about ~ 0.6 eV. 

 

3.4 Conclusions 
 
     We have performed benchmark computations to examine the vertical excitation 

energies and oscillator strengths of small water clusters from the monomer up to the 

pentamer using a wide range of electronic structure methods including the linear 

response coupled cluster hierarchy of CCS, CC2, CCSD, and CC3 methods and related 

EOM-CCSD method. The configuration interaction method CIS (D) is also used for the 

water tetramer and the pentamer. Our results show that electron correlation effects are 

very important to examine carefully in such systems. In general, CCS method often 

calculates excitation energies that are too high by about ≤ 2 eV, while CC2 

underestimates excitation energies as compared to best-coupled cluster results obtained 

by CCSD and CC3 methods. Similarly, large discrepancies in oscillator strengths f are 

noticed by CCS calculations with respect to CCSD and CC3 methods, mainly CCS 

underestimates the f values for low lying excited states. The large error in CCS 

calculations clearly shows the significant contribution of double and triple excitations in 

excitation energies and strong correlation effects dominating these small water clusters.  

     Furthermore, for all coupled cluster results, basis set dependence of these excitation 

energies and oscillator strengths has shown the convergence of excitation energies and 

oscillator strengths in the aug-cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, Q depending on 

the size of water cluster. For these water clusters, the excitation energies don’t change 

substantially with increase in basis set cardinality X, and deviations noticed are within 

0.15 eV. We also show the minor effect of size of basis set on the oscillator strengths f 

in the aug-cc-pVXZ basis set series, where f values decrease slightly with increase in 

size of basis set size and is true for all coupled cluster methods. 

     We have also compared the best benchmark coupled cluster results with the TD-

DFT using the M06-2X functional. Compared to the best available coupled cluster 
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CCSD and CC3 results, TD-DFT excitation energies are often too low by few eV 

(about 0.1-0.8 eV) depending on the excited state and the size of the water cluster. In 

general, TD-M06-2X results are in better agreement with the EOM-CCSD and coupled 

cluster CCSD and CC3 results than the CCS and CIS results. We find that oscillator 

strengths calculated by TD-DFT are too low in comparison to coupled cluster results 

and discrepancies are significant. 

     For TD-M06-2X results, we have seen the convergence of excitation energies in the 

aug-cc-pVXZ basis set series, with X = D, T, Q, 5. In general, excitation energies 

calculated by aug-cc-pVDZ basis set are slightly low and underestimated by about < 0.1 

eV as compared to larger aug-cc-pVXZ basis set, with X = T, Q, 5. However, excitation 

energies are generally in good agreement with nearly similar excitation energies within 

0.05 eV difference with increase in basis set cardinality from X = T to Q, 5. It is also 

seen that oscillator strengths obtained are quite consistent for all aug-cc-pVXZ basis 

set, with X= D, T, Q, 5, showing quite small deviations as we increase cardinality of 

basis set from X = D to 5.  

     Further, coupled cluster calculations for ground state dipole moment has shown 

excellent performance of the CCSD method, where results are in good agreement with 

experiment within the accuracy of about < 0.01 D for both water monomer and about < 

0.02 D for water dimer, while CCS calculations generally overestimate the ground state 

dipole moments. The excited state dipole moment obtained using the hierarchy of linear 

response (LR) coupled cluster CCS, CC2 and CCSD methods for lowest excited states 

has shown a reduction in dipole moment with respect to ground state in the water 

monomer, while in both dimer and trimer, a very large increment in total dipole 

moment is noticed in all excited states with respect to the ground state dipole moment. 

Thus significant change in charge density is observed in water dimer and the trimer.  

     It is also evident that excited states of water clusters exhibit a diffuse Rydberg type 

character, which make it a challenging system to study. From our second moment of 

charge distribution calculations, it is observed that diffuse Rydberg character involved 

in the first lowest excited state increases with increase in size of water cluster (H2O)n 

from the water monomer (n=1) to the water trimer (n=3).  

     The effect of aggregation on lowest excited state of water monomer is also 

investigated using coupled cluster and TD-DFT methods. We show that the CCSD and 

TD-M06-2X calculations give a blue shift of ~ 0.7 eV and ~ 0.6 eV, respectively, in the 

lowest energy excitation associated with the central water molecule in water pentamer 
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(C2V) relative to water monomer (C2v), and are in good agreement with blue shift of ~ 1 

eV in condensed phase as observed experimentally [60, 229]. However, such effect is 

unnoticeable in the comparatively smaller water trimer (C2v) cluster. 
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Chapter 4 - The Structure and UV Spectroscopy of 
Benzene-Water (Bz-W6) Clusters using Time-Dependent 
Density Functional Theory* 
 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 
Water clusters are of fundamental importance in many areas of chemistry, and are also 

a useful model system to understand the relation of the properties of the gas phase 

clusters to the condensed phase, ice, and liquid water. The structures and properties of 

water Wn clusters have been studied extensively both theoretically and experimentally 

because of their importance in many physical, chemical and biological fields, such as in 

the understanding of cloud and ice formation, bio-chemical processes, etc [230-240]. 

The interactions of aromatic molecules with water solvents, and the role of these weak 

interactions to determine the physical and chemical properties of such systems is an 

area of particular interest for many theoretical and experimental studies.  In this context, 

the simplest system of this type, benzene-water complexes, considering benzene as a 

prototype of intermolecular interactions involving aromatic systems, has been studied 

extensively [65, 67, 230, 241-250]. The study of complexes of benzene (Bz) with water 

clusters is also of considerable astrophysical importance and can replicate polycyclic 

aromatics-ice systems to gain better understanding on the interactions of polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which may account for up to 20 % of galactic carbon 

[25, 251], with water being the most abundant molecule in icy grain mantles [11]. 

Benzene has been detected in the proto-planetary nebula CRL 618 [33, 252] and is 

amongst the list of known interstellar molecules. Benzene may be thought of as a 

prototypical PAH compound that plays an important role as an intermediate in the 

formation of PAHs from acetylene [252-255], and water clusters can be a good 

representation of interstellar ice surfaces. It has been observed that UV irradiation of 

water ice containing PAHs may play an important role in the formation of complex 

organic species such as alcohols, quinones and ethers [58].         

     Photo-desorption is an important process to account for the high gas phase 

abundances of water under astrophysically relevant conditions [23, 256]. Benzene and 

its derivatives, also being environmental pollutants [257, 258] and the constituents of 

                                                
* D. Sharma and M. J. Paterson, Photochem. Photobiol. Sci., 2014, 13, 1549-1560 
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many organic products, e.g. solvents, perfumes, etc. can be efficiently excited 

electronically by UV radiation present in the environment. Therefore, the computational 

study of the ground and excited states of the complexes of benzene with water clusters 

is of possible environmental as well as astrophysical relevance.  

     Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have been performed on the ground 

state properties such as binding energies and IR spectra of Bz-Wn clusters, and also on 

non-covalent interactions such as hydrogen bonding interactions that dominate such 

systems [65, 66, 230, 235, 240, 245-247, 259-262]. Zwier and their co-workers [65-67, 

246, 247, 249, 250] have undertaken detailed experimental studies on Bz-Wn clusters 

using resonant ion-dip spectroscopy (RIDIRS) and resonant two-photon ionization 

(R2PI) techniques. It was observed that the water O-H stretch spectra depends on the 

size of cluster and is sensitive to the number, strength and the type of hydrogen bonds 

in which it participates while C-H stretch in benzene was found insensitive to the size 

of water cluster with n ≤ 7 [65]. For n = 3-5, the water cluster was considered to bind to 

benzene primarily through single water molecule on or near benzene six-fold axis and 

the O-H spectra was consist of free O-H stretches, 𝜋 H-bonded O-H stretches and the 

single donor O-H stretches. The significant spectral signature was observed at n ≥ 6 in 

O-H stretch spectra, showing new transitions that are associated with the double-donor 

O-H stretches, which exist, in the more compact large Bz-Wn clusters. Experimental 

evidence predicted the change in shape of cluster from cyclic to non-cyclic at n = 6 

such that Bz-W6 cluster was found likely to exist as a cage shaped arrangement of six 

water molecules giving the lowest energy structure. 

     A detailed computational study on geometries, binding energies and infrared (IR) 

spectra of Bz-Wn (n = 1-10) clusters has been carried out by Prakash et al. [245] using 

hybrid meta DFT based M05-2X method with the 6-31+G** basis set. Using Bader's 

theory of atoms in molecule (AIM) approach, it is found that the nonconventional H-

bonding interactions, such as O-H….  𝜋 interactions are present in all these clusters with 

additional contributions from C-H….O and lone pair (lp)….𝜋  interactions, leads to 

overall stability of these clusters. It is also noted that 𝜋 H-bonded O-H stretching 

vibrational frequencies are red shifted in all the clusters. The inverted book conformer 

of water hexamer is found to have highest binding energy in compared to all other 

water clusters [245]. 

     Slipchenko et al. [263] investigated the structures and bonding in water Wn (n = 1-

8)-Bzn (n = 1-2) complexes computationally using an effective fragment potential (EFP) 
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method. It is predicted that benzene can act both as an H-bond donor and acceptor in 

the water-benzene complexes and all of the larger water-benzene complexes are 

dominated by H-bonding interactions i.e. O-H….𝜋  and C-H….O interactions. The 

interactions between such systems are considered complicated due to the existence of 

various possible structures that depend on the number and type of hydrogen bonds 

involved in these complexes as the benzene-water interactions are weaker than the 

water-water interactions and the very small energy differences between different 

isomers are involved in such complexes. 

     Excited state properties of such systems have received very little attention as of yet. 

Computational studies on low lying excited states of Bz-Wn (n=1-6) complexes have 

been performed by Upadhyay et al. [75] using configuration interaction method 

involving all the singly excited configurations (CIS). The binding energies of these 

clusters were also calculated and complex of water dimer with benzene (Bz-W2) is 

found to be the most stable among various complexes, with a high stability of Bz-W6 

complex as well. It is found that the whole Bz-Wn complex as well as the water cluster 

Wn undergoes an expansion in size following excitation to lowest singlet excited states. 

The small blue shifts in the excitation energies are observed in the electronic absorption 

spectra in going from Bz to higher complexes (Bz-Wn, (n = 4-6)). Photon-stimulated 

desorption in an astrophysical context has not been studied extensively until recently. A 

few experiments have been performed on photo processing of laboratory models of Bz-

ice complexes by UV radiation [70-72]. Experimental study [72] on photo-processes in 

model interstellar ices by modelling multilayer films of benzene & water deposited on a 

sapphire substrate at a temperature of around 80 K has investigated three distinct photo-

desorption mechanisms in such systems: (i) Direct adsorbate-mediated desorption of 

benzene; (ii) Indirect adsorbate–mediated desorption of water; (iii) Substrate-mediated 

desorption of both benzene and water. The translational temperature of both desorbed 

species i.e. benzene and water molecule is found to be more than the ambient 

temperature of the complex system. Recent experimental study on photon- and 

electron- induced desorption from laboratory models of interstellar ice grains by 

mimicking the conditions found in dense interstellar clouds has been performed by 

Thrower et al. [70]. The desorption cross sections and first order rate coefficients for 

the desorption processes in benzene-water (Bz-Wn) complexes have been obtained. It is 

observed that photon absorption by benzene can make H2O desorption possible at 

wavelengths where photon-absorption cross-section for H2O is negligible.    
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The electronically excited states play an important role in the photochemistry and 

electronic spectroscopy and are the subject of our investigations detailed below. The 

main aim of the work presented in this chapter is to investigate the spectroscopy and 

photochemistry of interstellar ice analogs i.e. Bz-W6 cluster quantum mechanically to 

provide insight into elementary process involved in their processing, and to study 

important electronic transitions involved in such systems using time dependent DFT 

with a range of well developed DFT functionals for response theory.  

 

4.2 Computational Details 
 

4.2.1 Computational Model 
 
    Since it has been observed from earlier studies that the water hexamer (H2O)6 cluster 

is the smallest water cluster that allows non-cyclic structures and a more three 

dimensional structure, it can be considered as the building block of many ice forms 

[230, 232].  So, to make the choice of water cluster to start with, we have chosen a 

water hexamer (W6) clusters and are also taken as a benchmark system for many 

computational chemistry studies [207, 230-232, 264, 265]. The hydrogen-bond 

arrangements of these six water molecules in the cluster determine the shape and 

stability of the cluster. A few low-lying iso-energetic conformers of the water hexamer 

cluster are ring, book, cage and prism with 6, 7, 8 and 9 number of hydrogen bonds, 

respectively (Figure 4.1).  

 

           
 

Figure 4.1 Lowest energy conformers of the water hexamer [266]. 
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There have been uncertainties in the literature on predicting the exact order in 

energetics of very close lying water hexamer conformers. Previous theoretical 

investigations have found the cage shaped water W6 cluster, with four dangling 

hydrogen atoms (non-hydrogen bonded atoms) and eight hydrogen bonds, to be the 

most stable one giving the minimum energy, among the other low lying conformers i.e. 

prism, book, ring and chair forms [231, 234, 240, 265]. DFT-D calculations on the 

water hexamer has predicted the energetic order Prism < Cage < Book < Chair [267, 

268]. Most recent computational studies have predicted prism, cage and book 

conformers as the three lowest energy conformers with ZPE correction, with prism as 

the lowest energy structure, and cage conformer is found to be very closer to prism in 

energy [207, 238]. A very recent theoretical study on the water hexamer using full 

dimensional Diffusion Quantum Monte-Carlo simulations has predicted the presence of 

cage and prism conformers at low temperatures [239], in agreement with the 

experimental measurements of broadband rotational spectra of the water hexamer 

formed in supersonic expansion [264]. Experimental study by Pate et al. has also 

established the cage conformer of water hexamer as the global minimum energy 

structure [264]. Taking account of both theoretical [238] and experimental [264] 

evidences of existence of cage and prism conformers at low temperatures, that are 

relevant to astrophysical interstellar conditions, and are also established as lowest 

energy conformers of water hexamer by very recent studies [207, 238, 264], we have 

chosen both the cage and prism structures as model systems in our present study. We 

have used flexible water W6 cluster i.e. all the water molecules of the water W6 cluster 

are moving. 

     The benzene (Bz) molecule is then brought closer to the water W6 cluster and it 

binds to the water cluster through hydrogen-bonded interactions and thus form Bz-W6 

complex system. The benzene molecule binds to the water cluster mainly through O-

H….𝜋 hydrogen bonds where one of the free dangling hydrogen atom of the water 

cluster points toward the 𝜋 electron cloud of the benzene ring [245, 261, 263]. Small 

contributions from C-H…O and lone pair (lp)…..𝜋 hydrogen bonded interactions also 

stabilize the Bz-(H2O)6 cluster [245]. Both cage and prism geometries of water W6 

cluster interact with Bz to give Bz-W6 cluster and are predicted to retain their cage and 

prism structures in Bz-W6 cluster too. 
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4.2.2 Computational Methods 
 
The ground state geometries of both the cage and prism conformers of W6 clusters and 

Bz-W6 clusters were optimized using density functional theory with Truhlar’s meta 

hybrid functional M05-2X functional and the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set. M05-2X and M06-

2X are non-local functionals with double the amount of non-local (Hartree-Fock) 

exchange with respect to M05 and M06 functionals, respectively. They are found to 

perform better than standard hybrid functionals for systems involving non-covalent 

interactions, and modelling electronic excitation energies to both valence and Rydberg 

states [128, 129]. 

     In order to properly investigate any long range correction due to dispersion effects in 

such complex systems, the obtained optimized ground state geometries were further re-

optimized using the following range of hybrid functionals LC-wPBE, wB97X, 

wB97XD, B2PLYP, B2PLYPD, in addition to second order MØller-Plesset perturbation 

theory (MP2), and employing the augmented correlation-consistent polarized-valence 

double zeta basis set (aug-cc-pvDZ). Long range corrected functionals such as LC-

wPBE, CAM-B3LYP, wB97X, wB97XD functionals account the non-Coulomb part of 

exchange functionals, which typically dies off too rapidly and gives inaccurate results at 

large distances, where wB97XD functional also includes an empirical atom-atom 

dispersion corrections [130-132]. Harmonic vibrational frequency calculations were 

carried out to check the nature of stationary points, and confirmed as minima for all 

ground state structures. 

    We then used TD-DFT linear response theory [184-187], one of the most popular and 

widely used electronic structure methods to calculate electronic excitation energies and 

oscillator strengths by performing time-dependent DFT calculations on both MP2/aug-

cc-pVDZ and wB97XD/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized ground state geometries of Bz, W6 

and Bz-W6 clusters using three different functionals i.e. B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP and 

M06-2X. The 6-31++G(d,p) as well with aug-cc-pVTZ basis set were used for 

computations.  

The Gaussian09 program [214] was used for all computations. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 
 

4.3.1 Ground State Structures 
 
MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized geometries of cage and prism form of Bz-W6 cluster are 

shown in Figure 4.2(a) and Figure 4.2(b), respectively. We have studied different 

orientations of benzene with respect to the cage and prism conformers of water W6 

clusters. We have chosen the most stable cage and prism Bz-W6 complexes out of many 

fully optimized Bz-W6 complexes. 

 

 

 
(a)                                                                (b) 
 

Figure 4.2 MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized geometries of C6H6-(H2O)6 clusters, (a) cage form (b) 
prism form. 

 

 
The binding energy (BE) of the Bz-W6 cluster is calculated using 

 

𝐵𝐸 = (𝐸!"!!! − (𝐸!! +𝐸!"))                                                    (4.1) 

 

where  𝐸!"!!! ,  𝐸!! and 𝐸!" denote the total energy of Bz-W6 cluster, W6 cluster and 

benzene, respectively. Table 4.1 shows the optimized total energies of the W6 clusters, 

Bz-W6 clusters, benzene (Bz) and absolute values of binding energies (BE’s) of Bz-W6 

clusters (with and without zero point energy (ZPE) correction). It is seen that BE’s of 

the Bz-W6 cluster (with ZPE) ranges from 2.91-8.73 kcal mol-1 for cage conformer and 

2.69-8.08 kcal mol-1 for the prism conformer.  

    In order to get correct energetics of both the cage and prism forms of Bz-W6 clusters, 

basis set superposition error (BSSE) is also calculated using the counterpoise (CP) 
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method and corrected binding energies are also listed in Table 4.1. Here BSSE or 

counterpoise correction is for single-point (SP) energy calculation on optimized Bz-W6 

clusters. Bindings energies are reduced noticeably after applying BSSE correction and 

it ranges from 2.67-6.14 kcal mol-1 for the cage conformer and 2.47-5.65 kcal mol-1 for 

the prism conformer. 

 Table 4.1 depicts the variation of BE’s of the prism and cage forms of Bz-W6 clusters 

versus different DFT hybrid functionals and MP2 with ZPE and BSSE correction, 

respectively. It is clearly seen from these results that the cage conformer is more stable 

than the prism conformer, for all of the various functionals employed, as the cage form 

is found to have higher binding energy (BE) than the prism form, which is also 

consistent with previous computational studies [245, 261, 265]. The magnitude of BE’s 

of Bz-W6 cluster (with ZPE correction) for both the cage and prism forms with different 

computational methods vary in the following order: LC-wPBE < B2PLYP < wB97X < 

wB97XD < B2PLYPD < MP2. With ZPE correction, Bz-W6 cluster is found to be most 

stable at the MP2 level with the highest BE, and least stable at the LC-wPBE level of 

calculation. However with BSSE correction, the ‘wB97XD’ functional gives higher 

binding energies than MP2, that clearly indicates that BSSE error is higher for 

wavefunction methods and energies are overestimated by MP2 level of calculations for 

both prism and cage conformers, respectively. 

     Since MP2 method is used extensively in computational chemistry and is considered 

reliable for ground state geometry optimizations and to estimate the energies of the 

loosely bound hydrogen bonded and dispersion bound complexes by accounting the 

electron-correlation effects including dispersion[112]. Taking into account the 

reliability and success of MP2 method in the past, and highest BE values with ZPE 

correction for our Bz-W6 clusters, we have used MP2 optimized ground state 

geometries for main discussion on TD-DFT studies. 
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Table 4.1 Optimized total energies of the W6 clusters, Bz-W6 clusters, benzene (Bz) and 
calculated absolute values of binding energies (BEs) of Bz-W6 clusters for both cage and prism 
geometries (with and without zero point energy (ZPE) correction) at different levels of theory 
with aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. (Value in the parenthesis corresponds to BSSE corrected binding 
energy). 

 
PRISM LC-wPBE wB97X wB97XD MP2 B2PLYP B2PLYPD 

EBz-W6  (au) -690.5773 -690.8295 -690.7965 -689.197 -690.377 -690.3948 

EW6 (au) -458.4780 -458.6150 -458.5969 -457.6430 -458.351 -458.3600 

EBz  (au) -232.0941 -232.2051 -232.1888 -231.540 -232.019 -232.0236 

BE (kcal 

mol-1) 

3.24 

(2.47) 

5.84(4.76) 6.80 

(5.65) 

9.04 (4.35) 3.93 (2.54) 7.03 (4.79) 

ZPE corrected 

EBz-W6  (au) -690.3237 -690.5751 -690.5415 -688.946 -690.126 -690.1432 

EW6 (au) -458.3271 -458.4630 -458.4445 -457.492 -458.201 -458.2097 

EBz  (au) -231.9923 232.10382 -232.0878 -231.440 -231.919 -231.9237 

BE (kcal 

mol-1) 

2.69 5.20 

 

5.76 

 

8.08 

 

3.20 

 

6.12 

BE (kcal mol-1) from Previous Computational Studies: 4.63 a, 4.70 b, 5 .0 d 

CAGE LC-wPBE wB97X wB97XD MP2 B2PLYP B2PLYPD 

EBz-W6  (au) -690.578 -690.830 -690.797 -689.198 -690.378 -690.396 

EW6 (au) -458.478 -458.614 -458.597 -457.642 -458.351 -458.359 

EBz  (au) -232.094 -232.205 -232.189 -231.540 -232.019 -232.024 

BE (kcal 

mol-1) 

3.69 

(2.67) 

6.41(5.41) 7.35 

(6.14) 

9.91 (5.18) 4.68 (2.94) 7.88 (5.58) 

ZPE Corrected 

EBz-W6 (au) -690.325 -690.575 -690.541 -688.947 -690.127 -690.144 

EW6 (au) -458.328 -458.463 -458.444 -457.492 -458.201 -458.209 

EBz  (au) -231.992 232.104 -232.087 -231.440 -231.919 -231.923 

BE (kcal 

mol-1) 

2.91 5.66 6.19 8.73 3.74 6.76 

BE (kcal mol-1) from Previous Computational Studies: 5.65 a, 4.94 b, 5.69 c, 6.62 d 

aTaken from Ref. [245] , aMethod: M05-2X/6-31+G** and ZPE correction; 
bTaken from Ref. [265] ,bMethod: MP2/6-31+G** with 50% BSSE correction; 
cTaken from Ref. [75] , cMethod: B3LYP/6-31+G** and MP2 single point; 
dTaken from Ref. [245], dMethod: M05-2X/6-31+G** and BSSE correction. 
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4.3.2 Electronic excitations in Bz-W6 clusters 
 
In recent years, TD-DFT linear response theory [184-187] has become the most widely 

used electronic structure method for calculating vertical electronic excitation energies. 

These TD-DFT calculations provide the Ultraviolet (UV) absorption spectra giving the 

information about the excitation wavelength and oscillator strength (f) of each excited 

state.  

The oscillator strength can be written as [269]: 

 

𝑓 = !
!
𝜔!"    𝑖|𝜇|𝑗 !                                                               (4.2) 

 

where  𝜔!" is the frequency of transition from ith to jth quantum state and 𝑖|𝜇|𝑗 !  is 

the associated transition dipole moment. 

     UV spectrum of benzene shows three well-known absorption bands at 4.9, 6.20, and 

6.94 eV related to three electronic excitations from the ground state to the excited states 

with symmetries 1B2U, 
1B1U, and 

1E1U, respectively [37]. The calculated valence 𝜋 →

𝜋∗  excitation energies (experimental values in parenthesis) using M06-2X functional 

are 1B2U: 5.47(4.9 [37, 38]), 1B1U: 6.17(6.20 [37], 6.19 [38]), and 1E1U: 6.98(6.94 [37], 6.96 
[38]) eV, respectively. Our results show good agreement with the experiments. 1B1U and 
1E1U excited states are computed with an accuracy of about 0.03 eV, while 

overestimated by about 0.5 eV for 1B2U. CAM-B3LYP with long-range correction and 

B3LYP functional also compare well with the experiments and values are listed in 

Tables 4.2 and 4.3.  

     For Bz-W6 prism shaped geometry, the UV spectra results obtained from TD-DFT 

calculations on MP2 optimized ground state Bz-W6 prism shaped cluster, using all three 

functionals are presented in Figure 4.3(a).  Figure 4.3(a) shows the diverse spectra for 

three different functionals where B3LYP functional generates the strongest peak at 

around 182 nm, with other less intense peaks within the range 174-190 nm, while 

CAM-B3LYP functional predicts transitions over the spectral range 157-180 nm, with 

strongest one centred around 180 nm and less intense peaks at around 157 nm and 175 

nm. M06-2X and CAM-B3LYP functionals are consistent to generate the strongest 

intensity peak at 180 nm. It is also noted that B3LYP predicts few less intense peaks 

above 180 nm. In order to investigate the effect of Bz interaction with isolated water 

cluster W6 and also to investigate how it affects excitation features in Bz-W6 cluster, it 
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is important to compare the UV spectra of Bz-W6 cluster with UV spectra of isolated 

water cluster W6 and benzene Bz. The performances of all three functionals i.e. B3LYP, 

CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X are also tested on prism-shaped W6 & Bz-W6 clusters and 

Bz molecule (See Figures 4.3(b)-(d)).  

 

 
(a)                                                               (b) 

 

 
(c)                                                               (d) 
 
Figure 4.3 Simulated UV spectra obtained from TD-DFT calculations on MP2 optimized 
ground state geometries of prism shaped water W6 cluster, Bz-W6 cluster and Bz. (a) 
Comparison of B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X functionals performance on Bz-W6 prism 
cluster (b) Performance of B3LYP functional (c) Performance of CAM-B3LYP functional (d) 
Performance of M06-2X functional. 
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It is also important to investigate the nature of these transitions and to understand 

whether Bz or W6 cluster excitations, plays the dominant role in Bz-W6 clusters. So, we 

have also analyzed the orbital transformations for those excitations that are associated 

with the high oscillator strengths or high intensity peaks found in the prism Bz-W6 

spectra for all three functionals, and are presented in Table 4.2. 

     Figure 4.3(b) clearly indicates different excitation features in Bz-W6 prism cluster 

with respect to excitation features in isolated W6 prism cluster and Bz molecule given 

by B3LYP functional. The excitations in Bz-W6 cluster are shifted towards longer 

wavelengths (above 174 nm extended up to 193 nm) with respect to W6 cluster where 

electronic excitations are dominant only in shorter wavelength region i.e. below 176 

nm. The Bz excitation feature at around 181 nm is of very high intensity, with another 

less intense peak at 190 nm. In Bz-W6 prism cluster, it is interesting to see that one of 

the strong intensity peak at around 182 nm is due to a charge transfer feature of the W6 

cluster to Bz system. Another strong peaks at around 184 nm and 185 nm is identified 

as the 𝜋 → 𝜋∗electronic transition of benzene. Few weak excitations showing partial 

charge transfer from benzene to W6 moiety and Bz locally diffuse excitations are also 

seen at wavelengths around 179 nm and 190 nm, respectively. It is interesting to note 

that presence of Bz enhances the excitations in W6 cluster towards longer wavelengths 

above 176 nm, not present in isolated W6 cluster. The intensity of peaks associated with 

water excitations in Bz-W6 prism cluster are also found to be higher than in isolated 

water W6 cluster. 

     Figure 4.3(c) shows that the CAM-B3LYP functional predicts a few excitations 

below 170 nm region in Bz-W6 cluster which are in close proximity to excitations in W6 

cluster. Similarly peaks observed at longer wavelengths at around 175 nm and 180 nm 

in the Bz-W6 cluster (completely absent in W6 cluster) are found to be closer to Bz 

excitation feature at 178 nm. Using the CAM-B3LYP functional, it is found that the 

strongest peak at around 180 nm is the    𝜋 → 𝜋∗  electronic transition of benzene. A 

second intense peak at 157 nm is predicted due to the combined influence of 𝜎 → 𝜋∗ 

transition from 𝜎 bonding orbital to 𝜋 anti-bonding orbital of the benzene at 157.1 nm 

and the benzene charge transfer (CT) state at 157.4 nm, while third peak at around 175 

nm corresponds to locally diffuse charge state associated with Bz excitation. We can 

also see that Bz excitations in Bz-W6 prism cluster are red-shifted as compared to 

isolated Bz spectra. Thus, it is realized that Bz excitations are also influenced by 

presence of W6 cluster around it. 
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Table 4.2 List of lowest energy 𝝅 → 𝝅∗  singlet electronic transitions and important electronic 
transitions corresponding to highest peak intensities (or oscillator strengths) obtained using 
B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X hybrid functional on MP2 optimized Bz-W6 prism shaped 
clusters. (Value in parenthesis correspond to singlet 𝝅 → 𝝅∗  transitions of an isolated benzene 
molecule). 

 
DFT 

functional 

E (eV) λ (nm) Oscillator 

strength (f) 

Electronic        

transition 

M06-2X 5.45  

(5.47, 4.9a,b) 

6.24 

(6.27, 6.20a,c, 6.19b) 

6.88 

 (6.99, 6.94a, 6.96b) 

6.87 

6.99 

7.02 

227.6  

(226.8) 

198.6  

(197.5) 

180.2  

(177.3) 

180.4 

177.4 

176.6 

0.0001 

(0.0000) 

0.00014  

(0.0000) 

0.3967 

(0.6084, 1.25d) 

0.2920 

0.1871 

0.0882 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

                    𝜋 → 𝜋∗        

        Bz CT state 

CAM-B3LYP 5.38 

(5.40, 4.9a,c) 

6.08 

(6.10, 6.20a,c, 6.19b) 

6.88  

(6.98, 6.94a, 6.96b) 

6.90 

7.09 

7.89 

7.88 

230.3  

(229.8) 

204.0 

(203.3) 

180.2 

 (177.7) 

179.7 

174.9 

157.1 

157.4 

0.0002  

(0.0000) 

0.0006 

(0.0000) 

0.4353 

(0.6301,1.25d) 

0.4323 

0.1133 

0.0851 

0.0312 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

   Bz Diffuse state 

𝜎 → 𝜋∗ 

        Bz CT state 

B3LYP 5.28 

 (5.30, 4.9a,b) 

5.96 

(5.98, 6.20a,c, 6.19b) 

6.71 

(6.86, 6.94a, 6.96b) 

6.75 

6.80 

6.94 

7.13 

6.51 

234.7  

(233.9) 

208.1 

 (207.4) 

184.7 

(180.7) 

183.6 

182.4 

178.7 

174.0 

190.4 

0.0002 

 (0.0000) 

0.0003 

 (0.0000) 

0.1747 

(0.6064, 1.25d) 

0.1719 

0.1622 

0.1056 

0.0527 

0.0489 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

        W-CT state 

       Bz CT state 

        W-CT state 

   Bz Diffuse state 

Previous work:  aExptl/Taken from Ref. [37], bExptl/Taken from Ref. [38], cExptl/Taken from Ref. 

[270], dExptl/Taken from Ref. [271] 
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It is seen from Figure 4.3(d) that Bz-W6 spectra are red shifted with respect to W6 

spectra, using M06-2X functional. Since, excitations observed in Bz system are above 

175 nm wavelength region and therefore more likely to influence excitations at longer 

wavelengths in Bz-W6 cluster rather than W6 cluster. The M06-2X functional predicts 

the 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ transition feature of benzene at around 180 nm for the strongest peak, while 

another strong peak at around 177 nm is due to combined effect of 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ transition 

feature of benzene at 177.36 nm, and benzene charge transfer (CT) state at 176.56 nm, 

in which charge from Bz ring is transferred to W6 cluster in prism shaped Bz-W6 

complex system.  

     It is found that most of the peak excitations in Bz-W6 prism cluster are influenced by 

Bz excitations as compared to water W6 excitations. It is also noted that intensity of the 

strongest peak is much higher in Bz and Bz-W6 cluster than those in W6 cluster, which 

hold for all three functionals.  

     Among various long range corrected functionals, wB97XD functional is found to be 

one of the most promising DFT functional used for systems involving general non-

covalent interactions [272]. It is already mentioned above that wB97XD provides 

highest binding energies among all DFT functionals on Bz-W6 clusters with BSSE 

correction, and it is same for both cage and prism conformers (See Table 4.1). 

Therefore, TD-DFT calculations on wB97XD-optimized ground state geometries of Bz-

W6 clusters with three functionals i.e. B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X are also 

performed.  

     Similar UV spectral characteristics are obtained from TD-DFT calculations on the 

wB97XD optimized ground state Bz-W6 prism shaped cluster, where UV spectra 

undergo a red shift in going from the CAM-B3LYP to the B3LYP functional. Again we 

clearly see that the strongest intensity peak associated with the benzene 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

transition undergoes a small red shift in going from Bz to Bz-W6 cluster for both CAM-

B3LYP and M06-2X functionals, and the magnitude of shift is slightly larger for MP2 

optimized geometries than wB97XD optimized geometries. The intensities are also 

found to be much stronger in Bz-W6 cluster than those in W6 cluster. It is again noted 

that presence of Bz enhances the excitations in W6 cluster towards wavelengths above 

170 nm. The strong intensity 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ transition features of Bz has shown small blue 

shift of order of around 2-3 nm in wB97XD optimized ground state geometries of Bz-

W6 cluster with respect to MP2 geometries. 
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 Now, focusing on cage form of Bz-W6 geometry, UV spectra results obtained from 

TD-DFT calculations on the MP2 optimized Bz-W6 cage cluster using all three B3LYP, 

CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X functional are shown in Figure 4.4(a). The important 

electronic transitions corresponding to high oscillator strengths or strong intensity peaks 

in UV spectra of cage shaped Bz-W6 cluster for all three functionals, are presented in 

Table 4.3. 

     Figure 4.4(a) shows that in Bz-W6 cage cluster, electronic excitations predicted by 

B3LYP functional are red shifted with respect to excitations in M06-2X and CAM-

B3LYP level of calculations. Both CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X functionals are 

consistent to find strong intensity peaks very close to each other at wavelength around 

179-180 nm. However, a few less intense peaks at shorter wavelengths below 174 nm 

are also observed in CAM-B3LYP level of calculations. 

     Figure 4.4(b) shows that excitations in Bz-W6 cage cluster are shifted towards longer 

wavelengths (region above 180 nm) with respect to W6 cluster using B3LYP functional. 

It is interesting to notice that excitations in isolated water W6 cluster above 170 nm 

wavelength range are rarely observed, however the B3LYP functional generates some 

weaker transitions at around 180-181 nm. It is found that strongest peaks generated at 

around 183 nm in UV spectra corresponds to contributions from 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ transition of 

benzene, and from a locally diffuse state due to Bz excitation. The another strong peak 

at around 182 nm is associated with 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ transition of benzene while other peaks at 

around 180 nm and 181nm correspond to Bz charge transfer excitation and to local 

Rydberg type state associated with W6 cluster excitation, respectively. It is also again 

evident from spectra that intensity of water excitations increases in Bz-W6 cluster as 

compared to the isolated water W6 cluster. 

     Figure 4.4(c) indicates that excitations found in Bz-W6 cage cluster do not overlap 

with the peaks found in isolated W6 cage cluster for CAM-B3LYP functional. 

However, some weak excitation peaks at shorter wavelengths below 170 nm lie close to 

the W6 cluster excitation region and some of the strong peaks at longer wavelengths  

(above 170 nm) lie close to Bz strongest intensity peak centred at around 178 nm. The 

analysis of these excitations has shown that with CAM-B3LYP, two close lying peaks 

with strong intensities at around 179 nm and 180 nm are associated with 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

transition of benzene. The third peak at around 161 nm corresponds to locally diffuse 

Rydberg state due to W6 cluster excitation while another peak at around 174 nm seems 

like Bz charge transfer state. The molecular orbital plots are shown in Figure 4.5, which 
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illustrates the nature of the molecular orbitals involved in the electronic transitions for 

some of the electronic excited states computed at the TD-DFT level for both cage and 

prism conformers of benzene-W6 clusters. 

     From Figure 4.4(d) we see that peaks in Bz-W6 cluster are red shifted (above 170 

nm) with respect to W6 cluster with W6 excitations lies below 161 nm as given by M06-

2X functional. The M06-2X functional accounts for the 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ transition of benzene at 

around 180 nm and 179 nm which corresponds to strong intensities too, while another 

weak excitation at around 178 nm seems to be due to a benzene charge transfer 

excitation. 

     Benzene is found to dominate all the excitations in the Bz-W6 cage cluster with 

M06-2X. It is again noted that once again the intensities of peaks are much stronger in 

Bz-W6 cage cluster than isolated water cage W6 cluster.  

     The UV spectra results obtained from TD-DFT calculations on the wB97XD 

optimized ground state Bz-W6 cage shaped cluster, using all three functionals are 

generally consistent with the one obtained on MP2 optimized geometries. Most of the 

strong intensity peaks are found around the wavelength range 175-180 nm for all three 

hybrid functionals. UV spectra obtained by M06-2X is quite similar to those predicted 

by CAM-B3LYP functional. B3LYP again shows transitions towards longer 

wavelengths with respect to transitions given by CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X 

functionals.  

     It is interesting to see that the peaks are slighly red-shifted for TD-DFT calculations 

on MP2 optimized geometries as compared to wB97XD optimized ground state 

geometries for both prism and cage Bz-W6 clusters, which is true for all three 

functionals. The nature of the transitions in UV spectra for both MP2 and wB97XD 

optimized geometries are generally quite consistent.  

     We again note that water excitations are observed in Bz-W6 cage cluster at longer 

wavelengths, which are completely absent in isolated cage W6 system. The intensities of 

water excitations are also stronger in Bz-W6 cluster as compared to isolated W6 cluster. 

Again we clearly see that the benzene 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ transition undergoes a small red shift in 

Bz-W6 cluster with respect to isolated Bz. The intensities are also found to be much 

stronger in Bz-W6 cluster than those in W6 cluster.  
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 (a)                                                             (b) 

 

  
  (c)                                                              (d) 
       
Figure 4.4 Simulated UV spectra obtained from TD-DFT calculations on MP2 optimized 
ground state geometries of cage shaped water W6 cluster, Bz-W6 cluster and Bz. (a) 
Comparison of B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X functional performance on Bz-W6 prism 
cluster (b) Performance of B3LYP functional (c) Performance of CAM-B3LYP functional (d) 
Performance of M06-2X functional. 
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Table 4.3 List of lowest energy 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  singlet electronic transitions and important electronic 
transitions corresponding to highest peak intensities (or oscillator strengths) obtained using 
B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X hybrid functionals on MP2 optimized Bz-W6 cage shaped 
clusters. (Value in parenthesis correspond to singlet 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  transition of an isolated benzene 
molecule). 
 

DFT functional E (eV) λ (nm) Oscillator 

strength (f) 

Electronic 

transition 

M06-2X 5.46 

(5.47, 4.9a,b) 

6.26 

(6.27, 6.20a,c, 6.19b) 

6.90 

(6.99, 6.94a, 6.96b) 

6.93 

6.99 

226.9 

(226.8) 

198.0 

(197.5) 

179.7 

(177.3) 

178.9 

177.5 

0.0000 

(0.0000) 

0.0000 

(0.0000) 

0.4475 

(0.6084,1.25d) 

0.4107 

0.052 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

Bz CT state 

CAM-B3LYP 5.40 

(5.40, 4.9a,c) 

6.10 

(6.10, 6.20a,c, 6.19b) 

6.90 

(6.98, 6.94a, 6.96b) 

6.94 

7.71 

7.12 

229.6 

(229.8) 

203.4 

(203.3) 

179.6 

(177.7) 

178.7 

160.7 

174.1 

0.0000 

(0.0000) 

0.0000 

(0.0000) 

0.4723 

(0.6301,1.25d) 

0.4633 

0.0807 

0.0636 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

W-Rydberg state 

Bz CT State 

B3LYP 5.30 

(5.30, 4.9a,c) 

5.97 

(5.98, 6.20a,c, 6.19b) 

6.80 

(6.86, 6.94a, 6.96b) 

6.77 

6.76 

6.86 

6.89 

6.72 

233.8 

(233.9) 

207.7 

(207.4) 

182.2 

(180.7) 

183.2 

183.4 

180.7 

180.0 

184.5 

0.0000 

(0.0000) 

0.0000 

(0.0000) 

0.1980 

(0.6064, 1.25d) 

0.1917 

0.1701 

0.1157 

0.1101 

0.1039 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

Bz Diffuse state 

W-Rydberg state 

Bz CT state 

Bz-Diffuse state 

Previous work:  
aExptl/Taken from Ref. [37] , bExptl/Taken from Ref. [38], cExptl/Taken from Ref. [270], dExptl/Taken 

from Ref. [271] ; Lowest   𝜋 → 𝜋∗  singlet vertical excitation energy (eV) in Bz-W6 cage cluster = 6.17 e 

and f=0.004e , e CIS/Taken from Ref.  [75].                
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Figure 4.5 Molecular orbitals involved in the electronic transitions for few electronic excited 
states computed at the TD-DFT level for both prism and cage conformers of Bz-W6 cluster. 
 

     It is worth mentioning that the lowest valence transitions of Bz from ground to 

excited states 11B2U and 11B1U are strictly dipole forbidden on symmetry grounds. The 

low lying vertical 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ excited states in Bz-W6 prism clusters show small red shift of 

about 1 nm in excitation wavelengths, and oscillator strengths are slightly increased as 

compared to dipole forbidden 11B2U and 11B1U excited states in Bz, indicating slight 

allowed character in restricted lowest energy 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ electronic transitions due to the 

presence of prism W6 conformer around Bz. However, no such difference has been 

noticed in cage conformer of Bz-W6 cluster. 

      In UV spectra of both Bz-W6 prism and cage clusters, the strong intensity 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

electronic transitions (bright states) with high oscillator strengths are red-shifted 

towards longer wavelengths with respect to corresponding dipole allowed degenerate 
1E1U excited states of isolated Bz. The magnitude of red-shifts are about 3-4 nm in Bz-

W6 prism clusters, while Bz-W6 cage clusters give red-shifts of about 2-3 nm. The 

degeneracies of these states are slightly broken by magnitude of about 0.8-1.0 nm in 

Bz-W6 cage clusters, while it ranges from 0.2-1.0 nm for Bz-W6 prism clusters. It is 

seen that cage Bz-W6 cluster shows higher individual transition oscillator strengths than 
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prism Bz-W6 cluster (See Table 4.2 and Table 4.3). However due to overlapping of very 

close lying peaks in prism Bz-W6 cluster, the intensity of the strongest peak is larger in 

prism case than in cage one for CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X functionals, as degeneracy 

of strongest intensity 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ electronic transitions is broken slightly lesser in prism 

cluster than in cage cluster. The oscillator strengths of these bright 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ electronic 

states are decreased in Bz-W6 clusters as compared to isolated Bz, illustrating the effect 

of water cluster around Bz, and existence of other close lying new Bz charge transfer 

and diffuse states, which also increase the intensities of water excitations and shift the 

excitations towards longer wavelengths as also seen in recent experimental studies [70-

72]. It is clear from above results and discussion that the benzene interaction with W6 

cluster plays a significant role in giving new excitation features in UV spectra of Bz-W6 

clusters.  

 

4.4 Conclusions 
 
TD-DFT calculations have been performed on both MP2 and wB97XD optimized 

geometries for Bz, W6 and Bz-W6 clusters. The results obtained are noticeably different 

for both cage and prism conformers of W6 and Bz-W6 clusters giving different UV 

spectral characteristics. Our results and discussions also show that TD-DFT calculations 

are functional-dependent, with CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X generally showing good 

agreement. We have calculated some interesting features for water W6 cluster 

excitations at longer wavelengths above 170 nm in both Bz-W6 cage and prism 

geometries which are absent in isolated water W6 cluster, indicating benzene-mediated 

excitations in the W6 cluster as observed in recent experimental studies [70-72]. The 

intensities of W6 excitations are also found to increase in Bz-W6 cluster relative to those 

in isolated W6 clusters. It is predicted that for both MP2 and wB97XD optimized 

geometries, benzene 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ transition undergoes small red shift in Bz-W6 cluster with 

respect to isolated benzene, for both cage and prism geometries and that the degeneracy 

of this transition is very slightly broken compared to the isolated gas-phase benzene. 

Our results also predict that charge transfer (CT) states and locally excited diffuse states 

play an important role in such systems due to complicated nature of benzene-water 

( 𝜋 …HO) hydrogen bonding interactions prevailing in such systems, including 

conventional 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  type interactions between benzene and electrostatic interactions 

between hydrogen bonded water W6 cluster.  
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Chapter 5 - Ground and excited states of Naphthalene-
Water (Naphtha-W6) Clusters: A Computational Study† 
 
 

5.1 Introduction 
 

The properties of water clusters (Wn) have been the subject of interest in many 

theoretical and experimental studies due to their interesting features, and their 

fundamental importance in many areas of Science such as Physics, Chemistry, Biology, 

etc. have been well established in the past [232-240]. Many theoretical and 

experimental research groups have carried out extensive research to study the 

interactions of water clusters with aromatic molecules. The weak hydrogen bonding 

interactions in such systems play an important role in determining its physical and 

chemical properties. Considering one of the simplest systems to replicate such 

aromatic-water interactions, benzene-water (Bz-Wn) complexes has been chosen 

extensively and studied in detail [65-67, 241-250, 261, 262, 265]. Numerous theoretical 

and experimental studies have been performed on the ground state properties such as 

binding energies and IR spectra of Bz-Wn clusters, and also on non-covalent 

interactions such as hydrogen bonding interactions that dominate such systems [65, 66, 

230, 235, 240, 245-247, 259-262].  Such aromatic-water interactions are also very 

important in interstellar ices where polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) interact 

with water as the most abundant molecule in icy mantles [11]. 

       Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) as a reservoir of cosmic carbon are 

regarded as key molecules in the astrochemical evolution of the interstellar 

medium.[25, 251] The photo-processing of interstellar ices containing PAHs by UV 

light has been studied and it is observed to play an important role in the formation of 

many complex organic species [58]. Experiments [72] have been performed to study 

photo-processes in interstellar ice analogs i.e. PAH-ice model systems under interstellar 

icy conditions that corresponds to diffuse regions of molecular clouds in the interstellar 

medium. In this experiment [72], benzene was chosen as a prototypical PAH compound 

and photo-processes in model interstellar ices was studied by modelling multilayer 

films of benzene & water deposited on a sapphire substrate at a temperature of around 

80 K. Three distinct photo-desorption mechanisms were investigated in such systems: 
                                                
† D. Sharma and M. J. Paterson, R. Soc. Chem. Adv., 2015, 5, 28281- 28291 
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(i) Direct adsorbate-mediated desorption of benzene; (ii) Indirect adsorbate–mediated 

desorption of water; (iii) Substrate-mediated desorption of both benzene and water. It is 

also observed by recent experimental study [70] on photon- and electron- induced 

desorption from laboratory models of interstellar ice grains that photon absorption by 

benzene can make H2O desorption possible at wavelengths where the photon-

absorption cross-section for H2O is negligible.  

      Recently, we have performed a detailed computational study on ground and excited 

states of the benzene-water hexamer (Bz-W6) system [273]. UV spectral characteristics 

and vertical excitation energies were calculated to analyze and characterize electronic 

excitations in this astrophysical and environmentally relevant system. In this present 

paper we extend this work to truly polycyclic aromatics via naphthalene (C10H8), 

consisting of linearly fused two benzene rings. Naphthalene has been identified in the 

interstellar medium (ISM)[34-36] and is considered as a complex molecule in the ISM. 

However, the formation mechanism of naphthalene in the interstellar medium and its 

derivatives has always been a subject of debate and interest due to ubiquitous presence 

of PAHs in the ISM. A recent experimental and theoretical study [274] has proposed 

the formation mechanism of naphthalene in the gas phase via a barrierless and exoergic 

reaction between the phenyl radical (C6H5) and vinylacetylene involving a van-der-

Waals complex and submerged barrier in the entrance channel. It is also suggested that 

PAH-formation in the interstellar medium can also occur at low temperatures, and more 

complex PAHs like phenanthrene and anthracene at temperatures down to 10 K can 

also be formed in cold molecular clouds [274]. 

     We have chosen naphthalene as a representative of PAH family, and water clusters 

to represent the basic features of an interstellar ice surface. Naphthalene and its 

derivatives are also used in the production of dyes, resin, plastics, lubricants, fuels, etc., 

and are also considered environmental pollutants [275]. Therefore, study of complexes 

of naphthalene with water clusters is of both astrophysical and environmental 

relevance.  

     Many theoretical [40-43] and experimental studies [44-47] have been performed to 

study excited state properties of isolated naphthalene. Naphthalene is of lower 

symmetry than benzene, which allows many transitions that are forbidden in benzene.  

     Excited state properties of naphthalene-water complex systems have not received 

much attention so far. In this chapter, the main aim is to study both ground and excited 

states of the naphtha-W6 cluster using quantum chemical methods. The linear response 
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time-dependent DFT [184-187] with a range of well-developed DFT functionals is used 

to study photochemistry and UV spectroscopy of naphtha-W6 clusters to investigate and 

characterize important electronic transitions in this system.  

     We have chosen the water hexamer (H2O)6 cluster for our study, the smallest water 

cluster which allows non-cyclic structures and more three dimensional structures, and 

also as this is considered as a benchmark system for many computational chemistry 

studies on water clusters and their effects [207, 230-232, 264, 265]. There have been 

extensive computational and experimental studies on the ground state properties and 

hydrogen bonding interactions present in the different conformers of the water hexamer 

[207, 230-232, 234, 236, 238, 264]. Many theoretical studies have established the cage 

conformer as the minimum energy structure among all other close lying conformers 

such as prism, book, ring, chair, etc. [231, 234, 240, 265]. An experimental study by 

Pate et al. has also established the cage conformer of water hexamer as the global 

minimum energy structure [264]. However, the most recent computational studies have 

shown the prism as the lowest energy structure, although nearly iso-energetic to the 

cage structure [207, 238]. It has been predicted by both theoretical [238] and 

experimental observations [264] that cage and prism conformers exist at low 

temperatures, which are relevant to interstellar conditions. Thus, we choose these two 

conformers for the water hexamer for our present study i.e. the cage and the prism 

conformers of the water hexamer (H2O)6 consisting of eight and nine hydrogen bonds, 

respectively. We have used flexible water W6 cluster i.e. all the water molecules of the 

water W6 cluster are moving. This also allows direct comparison of our previous 

computational study of benzene-W6 clusters [273].  

 

5.2 Computational Details 
 
The ground state geometries of both the cage and prism conformers of W6 clusters and 

their respective naphthalene bound W6 clusters i.e. naphtha-W6 clusters were fully 

optimized using second order MØller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2), in addition to 

density functional theory (DFT) with the long range corrected wB97XD functional. 

MP2 is considered reliable for ground state geometry optimizations by accounting for 

dynamic electron-correlation effects including dispersion and has been used extensively 

to study loosely bound hydrogen bonded and dispersion bound complexes [112]. 

wB97XD is one of the most promising long range corrected DFT functionals, i.e. one 
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that also includes an empirical atom-atom dispersion correction to treat systems 

involving general non-covalent interactions [130, 272]. The augmented correlation-

consistent polarized-valence double zeta basis set (aug-cc-pVDZ) was employed for 

geometry optimization. Harmonic vibrational frequency calculations were carried out to 

check the nature of stationary points, and confirmed as minima for all ground state 

structures except the MP2/aug-cc-pvDZ optimized naphtha-W6 cage structure which is 

a stationary point on the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ potential energy surface but has a very 

small imaginary frequency. The surface is very flat for this geometry and we have taken 

this stationary point as it is matches the corresponding DFT stationary point which is a 

minimum. 

     We have used TD-DFT linear response theory [184-187] to calculate electronic 

excitation energies. TD-DFT calculations are performed on both MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ 

and wB97XD/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized ground state geometries of naphthalene, W6 and 

naphtha-W6 clusters using three different functionals i.e. B3LYP [127], CAM-B3LYP 

[131], and M06-2X [129] with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. We have also calibrated the 

TD-DFT calculations on MP2 optimized geometries using the larger TZ basis set. M06-

2X is a non-local functional with 52% Hartree-Fock exchange, and are often found to 

perform better than standard hybrid functionals (such as the popular B3LYP) for 

systems involving non-covalent interactions, and modelling electronic excitation 

energies to both valence and Rydberg states [128, 129]. CAM-B3LYP has been 

specifically designed to model charge-transfer excitations in TD-DFT by “switching 

on” Hartree-Fock exchange as a function of distance. Thus, the three functionals chosen 

represent a reasonable variation in characteristics to better understand the transitions in 

these naphtha-W6 clusters. 

     CIS(D) [212] calculations were also performed with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set at 

the MP2 optimized ground state geometries of naphthalene, W6 and naphtha-W6 

clusters, in order to compare TD-DFT with a basic wavefunction approach accounting 

for some correlation effects on excitation energies. The Gaussian09 program [214] was 

used for all computations. 
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5.3 Results and discussion  
 

5.3.1 Ground State Geometries and Energetics 
 
MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized ground state geometries of the prism and cage form of 

the naphtha-W6 cluster are shown in Figure 5.1(a) and Figure 5.1(b), respectively. 

Many different orientations of naphthalene with respect to the cage and prism 

conformers of water clusters were studied. More than 10 different fully optimized 

naphtha-W6 complexes were found. Of these, we have selected the most stable cage and 

prism naphtha-W6 complexes. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.1 MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized geometries of naphtha-W6 clusters (a) prism 
conformer (b) cage conformer. wB97XD/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized geometries of naphtha-W6 
clusters (c) prism conformer (d) cage conformer. Aromatic centre of both aromatic rings are 
shown as purple circle.  
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The binding energy (BE) of the naphtha-W6 cluster was calculated using 

 

   𝐵𝐸 = 𝐸!"#!!!!"#$#!!! − (𝐸!! + 𝐸!"#!!!!"#$#)                                              (5.1) 

 

where 𝐸!"#!!!!"#$#!!!, 𝐸!!, and 𝐸!"#!!!!"#$#   denote the total energy of naphtha-W6 

cluster, W6 cluster, and naphthalene, respectively. The optimized total energies of the 

W6 clusters, naphtha-W6 clusters, naphthalene, with the calculated absolute values of 

binding energies (BE’s) of naphtha-W6 clusters are given in Table 5.1.  

     It is noticed that BE’s of the naphtha-W6 cluster (with zero point energy (ZPE) 

correction) ranges from 9.11-14.29 kcal mol-1 for the prism conformer between DFT 

and MP2, whilst this varies between 7.24-10.82 kcal mol-1 for the cage conformer. In 

both systems it is observed that MP2 calculations give higher binding energies (after 

ZPE) than wB97XD calculations.  It is seen that both cage and prism conformers of the 

water hexamer cluster essentially retain their shape after interacting with the 

naphthalene.  

  
Table 5.1 Optimized total energies of the W6 clusters, Naphthalene-W6 clusters, Naphthalene 
and calculated absolute values of binding energies (BEs) of Naphtha-W6 clusters for both cage 
and prism geometries with and without zero point energy ZPE correction at different levels of 
theory with aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. Value in the parenthesis corresponds to BSSE corrected 
binding energy. 

 
PRISM MP2 

(Without ZPE) 

 

MP2 

(With ZPE) 

wB97XD 

(Without ZPE) 

 

wB97XD 

(With ZPE) 

ENaphtha-W6  (au) -842.4050 -842.1090 -844.4083 -844.1052 

 EW6 (au) -457.6430 -457.4930 -458.5969 -458.4445 

ENaphthalene (au) -384.7391 -384.5932 -385.7946 -385.6462 

BE (kcal mol-1) 14.33 (7.57) 14.29 10.51 (8.91) 

 

9.11 

CAGE 

ENaphtha-W6  (au) -842.3982 -842.10332 -844.4045 

 

-844.1019 

EW6 (au) -457.6426 -457.4929 -458.5966 -458.4442 

ENaphthalene (au) -384.7391 -384.5932 -385.7946 -385.6462 

BE (kcal mol-1) 10.31 (4.97) 10.82 8.33 (7.01) 7.24 
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At the MP2 optimized geometries, it is found that naphthalene binds to the water 

hexamer cluster via hydrogen bonding interactions. In the prism conformer, four O-

H…  𝜋 hydrogen bonding type interactions are noticed where dangling hydrogen atoms 

of the water cluster point toward the 𝜋 electron cloud of the naphthalene ring (See 

Figure 5.1(a)). In the cage conformer, two O-H….  𝜋 hydrogen bonding interactions are 

noticed where one of the dangling hydrogen atom of the water cluster interacts with the 

𝜋 electron cloud of the naphthalene ring, including two C-H…O type hydrogen bonding 

interactions where H atom of the naphthalene ring interacts with the dangling oxygen of 

the water cluster, gives total of four hydrogen bonding interactions (Figure 5.1(b)).  

     Similarly, in the wB97XD optimized geometries, four O-H….  𝜋 hydrogen bonding 

type interactions are noticed in the prism conformer too (See Figure 5.1(c)), while in 

cage conformer, three O-H….  𝜋 hydrogen bonding type interactions and one C-H…O 

type hydrogen bonding interactions are seen (Figure 5.1(d)). However, shorter bond 

distances for these hydrogen-bonding interactions are noticed in MP2 optimized 

geometries as compared to wB97XD-optimized geometries. This may result in stronger 

binding and hence higher binding energies for naphtha-water clusters calculated by 

MP2 than by wB97XD.  

      Basis set superposition error (BSSE) was also estimated for both the cage and prism 

forms of naphtha-W6 clusters using the counterpoise (CP) method and CP-corrected 

binding energies are also listed in Table 5.1. Here BSSE correction is for the single 

point energy calculation on the optimized naphtha-W6 clusters. BSSE error is 

significantly larger for MP2 calculations than wB97XD, and binding energies are 

overestimated by MP2 of calculations for both prism and cage conformers. With BSSE 

correction, it is seen that binding energies are reduced noticeably for both conformers, 

varying from 7.57-8.91 kcal mol-1 for the prism conformer between DFT and MP2, 

while relatively lower binding energies with a wider MP2-DFT variation of 4.97-7.01 

kcal mol-1 are observed for the cage conformer. Thus, the prism conformer is found to 

be more stable than the cage conformer for both MP2 and DFT levels of theory. 

     In order to check the effects of basis set on the binding energies of naphtha-W6 cage 

and prism clusters, the ground state geometries of both the cage and prism conformers 

of W6 clusters along with their respective naphthalene bound W6 clusters and isolated 

naphthalene molecule were again fully optimized with DFT (wB97XD functional) 

using a larger basis set i.e. Dunning’s correlation-consistent aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. 
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Without ZPE correction, it is noticed that binding energies of naphtha-W6 cluster are 

9.41 kcal mol-1 and 7.55 kcal mol-1 for prism and cage conformers, respectively, which 

differ by about 1 kcal mol-1 compared to respective binding energies calculated using 

the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. After BSSE correction the binding energies of naphtha-W6 

cluster calculated using aug-cc-pVTZ basis set are 8.99 kcal mol-1 and 7.16 kcal mol-1 

for prism and cage conformers, respectively, and are in good agreement with results 

obtained using aug-cc-pVDZ basis set i.e. within 0.15 kcal mol-1 difference, and hold 

for both prism and cage conformers. Thus, we can be confident that the smaller basis is 

accurately describing the binding in these systems. 

  
 

5.3.2 Electronic excitations in Naphthalene-W6 clusters 
 
The UV spectral results obtained from TD-DFT calculations on MP2 optimized ground 

state of the naphtha-W6 cluster, using all three functionals are presented in Figure 5.2(a) 

and Figure 5.3(a), for the prism and cage conformers respectively.  For the prism 

conformer of the naphtha-W6 cluster, it is noticed that the B3LYP functional generates 

the strongest peak at around 220-221 nm, while both M06-2X and CAM-B3LYP 

functionals give the consistent results, and generate the strongest intensity peak at 

around 212-213 nm (See Figure 5.2(a)). Similar trends are noticed for the cage 

conformer, with UV spectra generated using B3LYP being red-shifted towards 

compared to M06-2X and CAM-B3LYP functionals, as shown in Figure 5.3(a).  

     The effects of naphthalene interaction with the water cluster W6 on the UV spectral 

characteristics are investigated by comparing to those of the isolated water cluster W6, 

and the isolated naphthalene. The results obtained using all three functionals on the W6 

cluster, naphtha-W6 clusters and naphthalene molecule are shown in Figures 5.2(b)-

5.2(d) for the prism conformer, and Figures 5.3(b)-5.3(d) for cage conformer. The 

nature of the electronic transitions are analysed by looking at the orbitals involved in 

the response eigenvectors in those excitations that are associated with higher oscillator 

strengths or strong intensity peaks in naphtha-W6 spectra, and the important electronic 

transitions assigned for those excitations are listed in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 for prism 

and cage conformer, respectively. 

     Experimentally three absorption bands labeled as α, p, and β are observed for 

naphthalene, where the p band is polarized along the short axis of the naphthalene and 

the α and β bands are polarized along the long axis [44]. It is observed that the β band is 
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of the strongest intensity; followed by the p and α bands. It is observed that the state 

corresponding to the α band (polarization along the long axis) is the lowest lying 

excited state in the naphthalene. For our TD-DFT calculations, we find that the α and 

the β absorption bands are related to electronic excitations from the ground state to the 

excited states with symmetry 11B2U and 21B2U, respectively, while p band relates to the 

electronic excitation to the 11B1U state. All three electronic transitions are assigned as 

the 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  transitions. The TD-DFT calculations on naphthalene give consistent results 

using CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X, and the two lowest lying singlet vertical excitations 

in naphthalene are of 1B2U symmetry and 1B1U symmetry. This energy ordering is 

reversed for B3LYP. Both CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X results are in good agreement 

with the experiment. For the M06-2X functional, the calculated valence 𝜋 →

𝜋∗  excitation energies of naphthalene (experimental values in the parenthesis) are 

11B2U: 4.52(4.13[46], 4.03[44], 4.0[47]), 11B1U: 4.57(4.66[46], 4.38[44], 4.45[47]), and 21B2U: 

5.90(5.7[44], 5.89[47]) eV, respectively. The α excitation is over-estimated by 0.5 eV for 

the 11B2U state with the experiments, while the p excitation is calculated with an 

accuracy of about 0.09 eV for the 11B1U state. The β excitation (i.e. 21B2U state) is 

described well and is computed with an accuracy of around 0.01 eV. We calculate that 

the lowest valence transition of naphthalene from ground to excited state 11B2U is a dark 

state of zero oscillator strength, although not forbidden by symmetry. The naphthalene 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗  electronic transition at around 210 nm (or about 5.9 eV) is of very high 

intensity i.e. a bright state and corresponds to β absorption band with electronic 

transition from ground to 21B2U excited state. We have calculated the highest oscillator 

strength f ≈ 1.3 for 21B2U excited state, which is in good agreement with the 

experimental observations. 

     Different excitation features in naphtha-W6 prism cluster are obtained with respect 

to excitation features in isolated W6 prism cluster and naphthalene molecule by B3LYP 

calculations, as shown in Figure 5.2(b). The naphtha-W6 spectra are red shifted with 

respect to W6 spectra. The electronic transitions in naphtha-W6 cluster are observed 

towards longer wavelengths i.e. in the spectral range of about 200-295 nm, whereas in 

W6 cluster electronic transitions are seen at wavelengths below 176 nm. The 

naphthalene excitation feature at around 216 nm is of very high intensity, with other 

less intense peaks at around 208 nm and 294 nm. In the naphtha-W6 prism cluster, the 

strongest intensity peak at around 220 nm is due to the 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  electronic transition of 

naphthalene. Another intense peaks at around 217 nm and 209 nm are also associated 
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with the naphthalene 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ electronic transition. Some weak electronic transitions at 

around 204-205 nm correspond to a naphthalene locally diffuse state and its charge 

transfer (CT) excitation to water the W6 cluster. It is also interesting to observe a weak 

charge transfer transition caused by water excitations in naphtha-W6 cluster at around 

195 nm, which are completely absent in the isolated W6 cluster. 

 

 
(a)                                                              (b) 

 

 
(c)                                                              (d) 

 
Figure 5.2 Simulated UV spectra obtained from TD-DFT calculations on MP2 optimized 
ground state geometries, (a) Comparison of B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X functionals on 
Naphtha-W6 prism cluster. Performance of (b) B3LYP, (c) CAM-B3LYP, and (d) M06-2X on 
prism shaped water W6 cluster, Naphtha-W6 cluster and Naphthalene. 
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(a)                                                              (b) 

 

    
(c)                                                              (d) 
  
Figure 5.3 Simulated UV spectra obtained from TD-DFT calculations on MP2 optimized 
ground state geometries, (a) Comparison of B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X functionals on 
Naphtha-W6 cage cluster. Performance of (b) B3LYP, (c) CAM-B3LYP, and (d) M06-2X on 
cage shaped water W6 cluster, Naphtha-W6 cluster and Naphthalene. 
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Table 5.2 List of lowest energy singlet electronic transitions obtained using TD-B3LYP, TD-
CAM-B3LYP and TD-M06-2X functionals on MP2 optimized naphtha-W6 prism shaped 
clusters. (Value in parenthesis correspond to singlet 𝜋 → 𝜋∗   transitions of an isolated 
naphthalene molecule). 
 

DFT 

functional 

E (eV) λ (nm) Oscillator strength (f) Electronic transition 

B3LYP 4.18 

(4.22, 4.66a, 4.38b, 4.45c) 

296.5 

(294.2) 

0.0483 

(0.0547,0.109c, 0.102d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

4.32 

(4.33, 4.13a, 4.03b, 4.0c) 

286.9 

(286.5) 

0.0007 

(0.0000,0.002d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.63 

(5.73, 5.62b, 5.89c) 

220.1 

(216.3) 

0.6459 

(1.2450,1.3c,d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.61 221.2 0.1590 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  (Diffuse) 

5.73 216.5 0.1461 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.92 209.3 0.1391 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.04 205.2 0.0192 Naphtha-Diffuse State 

6.06 204.5 0.0191 Naphtha-CT state 

6.37 194.8 0.0123 Water-CT state 

CAM-

B3LYP 

4.45 

(4.48, 4.13a, 4.03b, 4.0c) 

278.4 

(277.1) 

0.0338 

(0.0000,0.002d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

4.48 

(4.50, 4.66a, 4.38b, 4.45c) 

276.6 

(275.5) 

0.0295 

(0.0708, 0.109c, 0.102d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.84 

(5.91, 5.62b, 5.89c) 

212.2 

(209.8) 

0.7849 

(1.1319,1.3c,d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.17 200.8 0.2066 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.76 215.3 0.1528 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.91 209.9 0.1328 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  (Diffuse) 

6.62 187.2 0.0290 Naphtha-Diffuse State 

6.87 180.6 0.0157 Naphtha-CT state 

6.87 180.4 0.0012 Water-CT state 

M06-2X 4.50 

(4.52, 4.13a, 4.03b, 4.0c) 

275.3 

(274.1) 

0.0149 

(0.0000,0.002d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

4.54 

(4.57, 4.66a, 4.38b, 4.45c) 

273.3 

(271.3) 

0.0510 

(0.0737, 0.109c, 0.102d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.82 

(5.90, 5.62b, 5.89c) 

213.2 

(210.2) 

0.8315 

(1.2728,1.3c,d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.23 198.9 0.2052 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.87 211.2 0.1850 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.50 190.8 0.0205 Naphtha-Diffuse State 

6.65 186.5 0.0119 Naphtha-CT state 

6.68 185.6 0.0001 Water-CT state 

Previous Work: aExptl/Taken from Ref. [46], bExptl/Taken from Ref. [44], cExptl/Taken from Ref. [47], 
dExptl/Taken from Ref. [45] 
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The CAM-B3LYP functional predicts a strongest intensity peak at around 212 nm in 

the naphtha-W6 cluster which is in close proximity to the naphthalene excitation feature 

at 210 nm (See Figure 5.2(c)). The is the main 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  transition. All strong intensity 

peaks found at around 201 nm, 215 nm, and 210 nm are also assigned as 𝜋 →

𝜋∗  electronic transitions of naphthalene. Some weak transitions at around 278 nm and 

187 nm are assigned as a    𝜋 → 𝜋∗  electronic transition of naphthalene and a locally 

diffuse state of naphthalene, respectively. A few very weak transitions due to water CT 

excitations and naphthalene CT excitations are observed at around 180 nm in naphtha-

W6 cluster.  

     Similar UV spectral characteristics are predicted by M06-2X functional, as shown in 

Figure 5.2(d). In naphtha-W6 cluster, the strongest peak at around 213 nm is associated 

with the 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ transition feature of naphthalene, while other strong peaks at around 

199 nm, and 211 nm are also due to 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ electronic transitions of naphthalene. A 

few weak intensity transitions at 273 nm and 191 nm correspond to a 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ electronic 

transition of naphthalene and naphthalene locally diffuse state, respectively. 

Naphthalene weak CT excitations to the water cluster are also observed around 180-185 

nm, including small contributions from very weak charge transfer excitations of the 

water cluster to naphthalene too. 

For all functionals we see that the strongest intensity naphthalene 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ electronic 

transition in naphtha-W6 prism clusters are red-shifted as compared to that in isolated 

naphthalene. New weaker, non-addiative features such as inter-CT states appear at 

higher energies for all functionals. Given the nature of these the CAM-B3LYP results 

are probably the most accurate. 
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Figure 5.4 Molecular orbitals involved in the electronic transitions for few electronic excited 
states computed at the TD-M062X level for both prism and cage conformers of Naphtha-W6 
cluster. 

 

Next, considering the cage conformer of the W6 cluster interacting with naphthalene i.e. 

naphtha-W6 cage shaped cluster, we have obtained results consistent with those 

presented above for the prism cluster one. The B3LYP functional predicts the 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

transition feature of naphthalene at around 219 nm as the strongest transition (See 

Figure 5.3(b)), while both CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X functionals generate this at 

around 211 nm (See Figure 5.3(c)-5.3(d)). All other important electronic transitions 

found in naphtha-W6 cage shaped cluster are given in Table 5.3.  
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Table 5.3 List of lowest energy singlet electronic transitions obtained using TD-B3LYP, TD-
CAM-B3LYP and TD-M06-2X functionals on MP2 optimized naphtha-W6 cage shaped 
clusters. (Value in parenthesis correspond to singlet 𝝅 → 𝝅∗   transitions of an isolated 
naphthalene molecule). 

DFT 

functional 

E (eV) λ (nm) Oscillator strength (f) Electronic 

transition 

B3LYP 4.22 

(4.22, 4.66a, 4.38b, 4.45c) 

294.7 

(294.2) 

0.0499 

(0.0547, 0.109c, 0.102d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

4.32 

(4.33, 4.13a, 4.03b, 4.0c) 

287.2 

(286.5) 

0.0008 

(0.0000, 0.002d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.66 

(5.73, 5.62b, 5.89c) 

219.2 

(216.3) 

0.7383 

(1.2450,1.3c,d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.75 215.7 0.2325 Naphtha-CT state 

5.91 209.9 0.1512 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.89 210.6 0.0377 

Naphtha-Diffuse 

state 

5.72 216.9 0.0214 Naphtha-CT state 

6.13 202.2 0.0167 Naphtha-CT state 

6.26 198.2 0.0089 Water-CT state 

CAM-B3LYP 4.46 

(4.48, 4.13a, 4.03b, 4.0c) 

277.8 

(277.1) 

0.0067 

(0.0000,0.002d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

4.50 

(4.50, 4.66a, 4.38b, 4.45c) 

275.6 

(275.5) 

0.0588 

(0.0708, 0.109c, 0.102d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.87 

(5.91, 5.62b, 5.89c) 

211.2 

(209.8) 

1.0993 

(1.1319, 1.3c,d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.14 201.8 0.2189 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.82 212.9 0.0375 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ (Diffuse) 

6.40 193.7 0.0216 Naphtha-CT state 

6.99 177.5 0.0131 Naphtha-CT state 

6.93 179.0 0.0010 Water-CT state 

M06-2X 4.51 

(4.52, 4.13a, 4.03b, 4.0c) 

274.9 

(274.1) 

0.0042 

(0.0000,0.002d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

4.56 

(4.57, 4.66a, 4.38b, 4.45c) 

271.6 

(271.3) 

0.0645 

(0.0737, 0.109c, 0.102d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.85 

(5.90, 5.62b, 5.89c) 

211.9 

(210.2) 

0.8498 

(1.2728, 1.3c,d) 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.88 210.9 0.1727 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.20 199.9 0.1974 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

5.83 212.6 0.0500 

Naphtha-Diffuse 

state 

6.26 198.2 0.0407 Naphtha-CT state 

6.73 184.2 0.0002 Water-CT state 
aExptl/Taken from Ref. [46] , bExptl/Taken from Ref. [44], cExptl/Taken from Ref. [47] , dExptl/Taken from Ref. 

[45] 
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It is found that most of the strong intensity electronic transitions in both naphtha-W6 

prism and cage clusters are influenced by naphthalene excitations as compared to water 

W6 excitations. Similarly, naphthalene charge transfer states to cage-shaped water 

cluster are also observed, showing the effect of naphthalene to enhance water 

excitations towards longer wavelengths. The presence of weak water charge transfer 

excitations in these cage shaped naphtha-W6 are also observed. It is also noted that 

oscillator strengths of the strongest transition are much higher in naphthalene and 

naphtha-W6 cluster than those in W6 cluster, which hold for all three functionals. It is 

also calculated that the cage naphtha-W6 cluster shows higher individual transition 

oscillator strengths for bright states than the prism naphtha-W6 cluster (See Table 5.2 

and Table 5.3). Figure 5.4 illustrates the nature of the molecular orbitals involved in the 

electronic transitions for some of the electronic excited states computed at the TD-DFT 

level for both cage and prism conformers of naphtha-W6 clusters.  

     In order to calibrate basis set effects on the UV spectra, we have also performed TD-

DFT calculations using larger basis set at MP2 optimized ground state geometries of 

naphthalene, W6 and naphtha-W6 clusters. For all three functionals, it is noticed that 

electronic excitations show only a small red-shift < 0.04 eV for both isolated 

naphthalene and naphtha-W6 clusters relative to those electronic excitations generated 

using aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, while a small blue shift of < 0.07 eV is seen in W6 

clusters for both prism and cage conformers. The nature of excitations associated with 

higher oscillator strengths in naphtha-W6 clusters (for prism and cage conformers) is 

generally quite consistent for both aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ calculations.  

     We have also compared the TD-DFT excitations with a correlated approach by 

performing CIS(D) calculations i.e. configuration interaction with single excitations and 

added doubles (D) perturbation on those, in conjunction with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis 

set, on the MP2 optimized ground state geometries of naphthalene, W6 and naphtha-W6 

clusters. It is noticed that the lowest dark excited state of naphthalene shows a red-shift 

of about 0.10-0.15 eV, while the brightest excited state shows a blue-shift of about 0.15 

eV with respect to those in TD-CAM and TD-M062X results. We observe similar 

effects in the naphtha-W6 cage and prism conformers, and the lowest excited state of 

very small oscillator strength gives a red-shift of about 0.15 eV, while the brightest 

state gives a blue-shift of about 0.30 eV with respect to those in TD-CAM and the TD-

M06-2X results. The largest discrepancy seen is for a state where the CIS(D) is very 
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similar to the (uncorrelated) CIS and gives a blue-shift of about 0.5-0.6 eV with respect 

to those in TD-DFT results. 

     Finally, very similar UV spectral characteristics are observed for the wB97XD 

optimized naphtha-W6 prism and cage shaped cluster, where UV spectra undergo a red 

shift in going from the CAM-B3LYP to the B3LYP functional. We observe stronger 

peak intensities in naphtha-W6 cluster than those in the isolated W6 cluster. It is again 

noted that the presence of naphthalene enhances the excitations in W6 cluster towards 

wavelengths above 170 nm, therefore generating new naphthalene-CT and water-CT 

states too. Again for all three functionals, it is found that the strongest intensity peak 

(bright state) associated with the naphthalene 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  transition undergoes a small red 

shift in naphtha-W6 cluster with respect to those in isolated naphthalene molecule. It is 

calculated that in naphtha-W6 cluster, the strongest intensity transition (bright state) of 

the naphthalene shows a blue-shift of around 4-5 nm for wB97XD optimized 

geometries with respect to those in MP2 optimized geometries, and hold for both prism 

and cage conformers. 

  

5.4 Conclusions 
 
We have performed both DFT-wB97XD and MP2 calculations to obtain optimized 

ground state geometries of naphthalene, water hexamer W6 and naphthalene bound W6 

clusters. We show that naphthalene binds more strongly to the prism conformer of the 

water hexamer cluster than the cage conformer as binding energies are calculated higher 

for the prism conformer than the cage conformer. In both naphthalene-bound prism and 

cage shaped W6 clusters, O-H….  𝜋 type hydrogen bonding interactions are found to 

dominate and provide stability in these clusters, while some contribution from C-H….O 

type hydrogen bonding interactions are also present in the cage conformer.  

     Further we have generated vertical excited states by performing linear response 

time-dependent DFT calculations on both MP2 and wB97XD optimized geometries of 

naphthalene, water hexamer W6 and naphthalene-bound W6 clusters. UV spectral 

characteristics are noticeably different for both cage and prism conformers of W6 and 

naphtha-W6 clusters. It is found that TD-DFT results obtained using CAM-B3LYP and 

M06-2X functionals are in good agreement. The 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  electronic transitions of 

naphthalene show a small red-shift in naphtha-W6 cluster (for both cage and prism 

conformers) with respect to those in isolated naphthalene. The intensities of the 𝜋 →
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𝜋∗  naphthalene excitations are found to be lower in naphtha-W6 cluster relative to those 

in isolated naphthalene due to the presence of water cluster around it.  

We have shown some interesting features of naphthalene-mediated water cluster 

excitations at wavelengths above 170 nm in both naphthalene-bound W6 cage and prism 

water clusters which are not seen in isolated water W6 clusters, indicating the effect of 

naphthalene on water excitations. Our results are in good agreement with the recent 

experimental [70-72] and computational studies [36], where it was shown that benzene 

as a prototypical PAH molecule can act as a mediator to excite water molecules and 

shift water excitations to lower energy, where the photon-absorption cross-section for 

water is negligible at such wavelengths. A similar effect is noticed in naphthalene-

bound water hexamer clusters, and is more pronounced than benzene-bound water 

clusters. Our results also predict new naphthalene charge transfer (CT) states and 

locally excited diffuse states which also influence water excitations in such 

naphthalene-bound water complexes. 
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Chapter 6 - Computational study of the interactions 
between benzene and crystalline ice Ih: Ground and 
excited states  
 
 

6.1 Introduction 
 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are considered to be one of the most 

important classes of carbon-bearing molecules [276]. They may account for up to 20 % 

of the carbon in our galaxy, and are now widely accepted as being ubiquitously present 

in many astrophysical environments [251, 277-279]. They have also been proposed as 

possible carriers of both the diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs) [280] and the unidentified 

infrared bands (UIRs) observed in a wide range of environments. Moreover, PAHs are 

likely to exist as either a component of water-rich icy mantles that are accreted on dust 

grains under cold conditions (T ≤ 20 K) or as a part of the carbonaceous component of 

the dust grain itself [25, 251]. Infrared (IR) observations on icy mantles have revealed 

H2O as the most abundant molecule, along with some other species such as CO, CO2, 

and CH3OH.[251] Several experiments have been performed to obtain IR absorption 

spectra of PAH/H2O ice mixtures [281-283]. 

    Chemical evolution of bulk ices during irradiation by UV light has been extensively 

studied [57, 58]. The photochemistry of H2O ices containing PAHs upon irradiation by 

UV light has been studied experimentally using IR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry 

[58]. It has been observed that UV irradiation of water ice containing PAHs may play 

an important role in the formation of complex organic species such as alcohols, 

quinones and ethers including substituted PAH species [58]. Photon-stimulated 

desorption is an important process to account for the high gas phase abundances of 

water under astrophysically relevant conditions [23, 256]. Recently there has also been 

increased interest in the UV processing of laboratory models of interstellar ices [68-72]. 

     Benzene (Bz) has been detected in the proto-planetary nebula CRL 618,[33] and is 

chosen as a representative of complex PAH molecules within ice mantles, while 

crystalline water ice (Ih) structures are chosen to model water-dominated interstellar icy 

mantles. Under ambient conditions, hexagonal crystal ice is the dominant solid form of 

H2O. Experimental and computational studies have been performed to understand the 

effect of temperature on the crystalline ice surfaces that leads to the proton ordering-
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disordering at the surface, which also affects the interactions between ice crystal surface 

and different adsorbates [284-286]. Computational studies by Buch et al.  on the 

patterns of dangling H (d-H) and dangling O (d-O) atoms at the basal ice surface have 

shown a thermodynamic preference for the “striped phase”, composed of ordered 

striped domains, with alternating rows of d-H and d-O atoms [286]. This finding is 

consistent with the Fletcher’s striped phase at low temperatures [284] and  experimental 

ppp-polarized sum frequency generation spectra [287, 288]. Computational studies by 

Pan et al. have shown that the energetics of proton ordering differ significantly at the 

surface compared to that in bulk due to more proton ordering at the surface than in the 

bulk, and the ice Ih surface will not become proton disordered at any temperature [285]. 

      Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have been performed on the ground 

state properties such as geometries, binding energies, and infrared (IR) spectra of water 

Wn clusters [230-240] and Bz-Wn clusters [65, 245, 260, 263], with a detailed 

description of the non-covalent interactions, such as hydrogen bonding interactions 

prevailing in such complex systems [65, 235, 240, 245, 259, 260, 263]. Zwier and their 

co-workers have carried out extensive experimental studies on the Bz-Wn clusters and 

IR data have been presented [65-67]. Experimental studies on the interactions between 

Bz and amorphous ice surfaces have shown that the Bz interacts with the ice surface as 

proton acceptor and a strong down-shift of the dangling-H band in the IR spectra of the 

ice is noticed [289]. IR spectra characteristics of the ice-benzene system depend on the 

shape and position of the dangling-H band, which in turn depends on temperature.  

     The interaction of Bz with amorphous solid water adsorbed on polycrystalline Ag 

has been studied experimentally [290]. Detailed computational studies of Bz-Wn (n = 1-

10) clusters using DFT method have shown the presence of nonconventional H-bonding 

interactions such as O-H….π interactions in all these clusters with additional 

contributions from C-H….O and lone pair (lp)….π interactions, which lead to the overall 

stability of these clusters [245]. The computational investigations on the structures and 

bonding in water Wn(n=1-8)-Bzn,(n=1-2) complexes using an effective fragment 

potential (EFP) method have predicted a dominant nature of H-bonding interactions i.e. 

O-H….π and C-H….O interactions in all of the larger water-benzene complexes and 

benzene is shown to act both as an H-bond donor and acceptor in the water-benzene 

complexes [263]. The benzene-water interactions are found to be slightly weaker than 

the water-water interactions and the very small energy differences between different 

isomers are involved in the formation of such complexes [263]. 
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The excited state properties of the systems discussed above have received very little 

attention [75, 273]. Recent computational studies on the UV spectroscopy of the cage 

and the prism conformers of the water hexamer (W6), and the benzene-bound water 

hexamer (Bz-W6) clusters have shown a small red shift in the main 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  electronic 

transition of benzene after interacting with the W6 cluster [273]. It was noticed that 

benzene influences the water excitations by shifting it towards longer wavelengths in 

both the cage and the prism geometries of Bz–W6 clusters. Furthermore, in these cluster 

models new charge transfer (CT) states are observed to occur. Experimental studies on 

photo processing of model interstellar ices have revealed three distinct photo-desorption 

mechanisms in such systems viz. (i) Direct adsorbate-mediated desorption of benzene 

(ii) Indirect adsorbate–mediated desorption of water (iii) Substrate-mediated desorption 

of both benzene and water [72]. The translational temperature of both desorbed species 

i.e. the benzene and the water molecules, is found to be higher than the ambient 

temperature of the complex system. It has been observed experimentally that photon 

absorption by benzene can make H2O desorption possible at wavelengths where 

photon-absorption cross-section for H2O is negligible [70]. A recent experimental study 

on the photodesorption of benzene from H2O ice has shown a strong dependence of 

desorption of both Bz and water on the morphology of the ice [71].  

     In the experiments described above, the photon-simulated desorption of water from 

Bz-ice films have been studied at a specific wavelength around 250 nm to represent the 

interstellar radiation field (ISRF), that corresponds to diffuse regions of molecular 

clouds in the interstellar medium. However, a computational study of such interstellar 

ice models can provide deep insight into detailed spectroscopic transitions involved in 

these processes, and inform about new excited states available to the adsorbed benzene. 

It is evident that a more detailed understanding of the interactions between benzene and 

the underlying ice surfaces is required. There have been many experimental studies of 

the adsorption of benzene on both single and polycrystalline metal surfaces [291-293]. 

To the best of our knowledge, there have been no computational studies in the literature 

discussing the effects of dangling features of the ice surface on Bz adsorption and UV 

spectra of Bz-ice complexes.   

      Detailed studies on the ground and excited states of the complexes of Bz with 

crystalline ice are very important due to its astrophysical relevance. The purpose of the 

work presented in this chapter is two-fold. Firstly, we investigate the role of the 
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dangling atoms on Bz adsorption on crystalline water ice. Secondly, we investigate the 

UV spectroscopy and photochemistry of Bz-ice clusters. 

 

6.2 Computational Details 
 

6.2.1 Computational Model  
 
 
ICE MODELS  
 
We have considered two QM/MM crystalline ice Ih models A and B (Figure 6.1). In 

model A, three water layers are included with a total of 162 H2O molecules, while 

model B consists of 156 H2O molecules. In model A, the QM region consists of 12 H2O 

molecules, and the remaining 150 H2O molecules are in the MM region. In the case of 

model B, we have included 8 H2O molecules in the QM region and 148 H2O molecules 

are in the MM region. Depending on the number of d-H and d-O atoms present in the 

top layer of the QM region, a total of eight binding sites are possible (four binding sites 

from model A and another four from B). Moreover, four binding sites for models A and 

B have different dangling features; A1 and B1 (two d-H and and one d-O), A2 and B2 

(one d-H and two d-O), A3 and B3 (three d-O), A4 and B4 (three d-H). The Bz 

molecule is then brought closer to each of these bindings sites to obtain the Bz-Ice 

system, where the Bz molecule is included in the QM region. 

 

6.2.2 Computational Methods 
 
The ONIOM (our own n-layered integrated molecular orbital and molecular mechanics) 

method [168, 171-173] is one of the most popular hybrid methods. In common practice, 

ONIOM can be applied to relatively large molecular systems. It produces results of 

good accuracy and also at limited computational cost. In a two-layer ONIOM 

calculation, the total ONIOM(QM:MM) energy of a real system is obtained as 

 

   𝐸!"#!$(!":!!) 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 𝐸!"(𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)+   𝐸!! 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙   −   𝐸!!(𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  ) (6.1) 

 

where the model system is treated at the both QM and the MM level, while the real 

system is treated at the MM level only. Applications of ONIOM(QM:MM) are very 

well known and details are provided in the literature [175, 177, 294, 295]. However, the 
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ONIOM(QM:MM) method has not gained much attention in the field of astrochemistry. 

This is due to the fact that the commonly used ONIOM(QM:MM) implementations 

have limited access to the force fields that are suitable for modelling ices. In this 

direction, the ONIOM(QM:MM) implementation in the Shell interface for combining 

ONIOM with the Tinker (SICTWO) program is very useful [296] (W. M. C. Sameera, 

and F. Masersa (Submitted work)). SICTWO performs QM calculations with 

Gaussian09 and MM calculations with the Tinker [297, 298] program. This 

implementation supports suitable force fields for modelling ices, such as the AMOEBA 

(atomic multipole optimized energetics for bimolecular simulation) polarizable model. 

The AMOEBA polarizable force field has been explained in detail in the literature [143, 

144, 146, 147, 299]. Successful applications of the AMOEBA force field to study a 

wide range of properties of gas-phase clusters, liquid water, and ice crystals have been 

given in several publications [144-146]. 

     In the present work, the geometries of all ice models were optimized with the 

ONIOM(M06-2X:AMOEBA09) method as implemented in the SICTWO program. We 

have used a mechanical embedding scheme in our ONIOM calculations. The 6-

31++G** basis set [100, 102, 103, 300] was used in the QM calculations. Final energies 

of the optimized structures were obtained by performing single-point energy 

calculations with ONIOM(LPNO-CCSD:AMOEBA09). The Dunning correlation-

consistent cc-pVTZ and cc-pVTZ/C combination basis set was used for the QM 

calculations. The default cutoff parameters were employed in LPNO-CCSD 

calculations as implemented in the ORCA2.9 program [301]. 

      Starting from the ONIOM(M06-2X:AMOEBA09) optimized structures, several 

model structures were generated, and performed TD-DFT [184-187] calculations with 

the M06-2X functional. Excellent performance of the M06-2X functional for the 

systems involving non-covalent interactions [302, 303], and also electronic excitation 

energies to valence and Rydberg states have been established previously [128, 129]. 
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Figure 6.1 QM/MM structures of model A and B (Top and side view in the left side).  
Illustration of the dangling features at the binding sites in the right side.  Dangling-hydrogen (d-
H) and dangling-oxygen (d-O) are shown in black circles and red circles, respectively.  O atoms 
in the bilayer immediately below are shown in blue circles. 
 

6.3 Results and Discussion 
 

6.3.1 Ground state Geometries and Energetics  
 
The ground state geometries of all eight ice models and their respective Bz-ice 

complexes were fully optimized using the ONIOM(M06-2X:AMOEBA09) approach. 

More than 30 different fully optimized Bz-ice complexes were found. Of these, we have 

selected the most stable Bz-ice complexes from model A i.e. A1, A2, A3, and A4 

binding sites (See Figure 6.2).  Similarly most stable sites from B model i.e. B1, B2, 

B3, B4 are presented in Figure 6.3. Their key structural parameters are shown in Figure 

6.4, and calculated binding energies are summarized in Table 6.1. 

 

 

 

 

Binding&sites&on&the&top&bilayer&of&Model4A&

Binding&sites&on&the&top&bilayer&of&Model4B&Model4A& Model4B&

A1# A2# A3# A4#

B1# B2# B3# B4#
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A1                         

A2                                 

A3                                    

A4                                      
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2 Top view (in the left) and the side view (in the right) of ONIOM(M06-
2X:AMOEBA) optimized Bz-ice complexes for all four binding sites of model A i.e. A1, A2, 
A3, A4. QM region is shown in ‘ball and stick ’ and MM region in ‘wireframe’. 
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B1                                

 B2                                   

  B3                                   

 B4                        
    
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3 Top view (in the left) and the side view (in the right) of ONIOM(M06-
2X:AMOEBA) optimized Bz-ice complexes for all four binding sites of model B i.e. B1, B2, 
B3, B4. QM region is shown in ‘ball and stick ’ and MM region in ‘wireframe’. 
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Binding energies (BE) of the Bz-ice complexes were calculated using the following 

formula: 

 BE = E!"!!"# − (E!"# + E!") (6.2) 

 

where 𝐸!"!!"#,  𝐸!"#, and 𝐸!"  denote the total energy of the Bz-ice system, crystalline 

ice Ih and benzene, respectively. 

       According to our survey, the largest binding energies were observed for binding 

sites A1 (0.45 eV) and B1 (0.44 eV). The ONIOM(LPNO-CCSD:AMOEBA09) 

binding energies are consistent with those of the ONIOM(M06-2X:AMOEBA09) (See 

Figure. 6.5). Calculated binding energies of the Bz bound ice models range from 0.31 to 

0.45 eV for all binding sites of model A, indicating that the dangling features have an 

effect on the binding preference. Binding of benzene is favoured at the A1 site, where 

the 𝜋 electron cloud of the benzene interacts with the two d-H of the ice surface, which 

leads to two 𝜋…..HO type hydrogen bonding interactions. There are two additional C-

H….OH hydrogen bonding interactions present in this case, providing more stability 

thereby giving the highest binding energy for the A1 site. Two hydrogens of the 

benzene interact with two non-dangling oxygen atoms (See Figure 6.4). These oxygens 

are bonded to the dangling hydrogens of the ice surface. In the case of the A2 site, the 

binding energy is marginally different. Here two hydrogen atoms of benzene interacts 

with the two d-O of the surface and the 𝜋 electron cloud of the benzene interacts with 

the d-H of the surface. This leads to two C-H….OH and one 𝜋…..HO type hydrogen 

bonding interactions. Binding sites A3 has two C-H….OH and a lone pair (lp)..…𝜋 

interaction while site A4 has three 𝜋…..HO hydrogen bonding interactions, giving them 

comparable binding energies. 

     We have performed a similar analysis as above for the B sites. The binding energies 

of these four sites are in the range 0.25–0.44 eV. The binding types are the same as for 

the A sites and consistent with the results for the A sites, binding site B1 gives the 

highest binding energy of the B sites. The 𝜋…..HO and C-H….O type hydrogen bonding 

interactions dominate these systems, as also seen in previous computational studies 

[245, 263]. Surprisingly, A4 binding site having three 𝜋…..HO hydrogen bonds gives 

lower binding energy, that suggest that the longer bond distances for these interactions 

as compared to those in A1 binding site may cause weaker binding in this complex. 
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       A1 A2         

A3 A4    

B1     B2       

B3  B4         
 

 
Figure 6.4 ONIOM(M06-2X:AMOEBA) optimized structures of all eight Bz bound binding 
sites for both ice models A and B.  Carbon-Carbon bond lengths in Bz are also given for each 
binding site. All bond lengths are in Å and the aromatic centre of the benzene ring is labeled as 
AC. 
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Table 6.1 Binding energies (BEs) of Bz-ice complexes in units of eV for range of 
computational calculations. 
 

Model ONIOM 

(M06-2X:AMOEBA09) 

ONIOM  

(LPNO-

CCSD:AMOEBA09) 

M06-2X 

A1: 

2d-H 1d-O 0.45 0.45 0.43 

A2: 

2d-O 1d-H 0.43 0.40 0.41 

A3: 

3d-O 0.33 0.30 0.37 

A4: 

3d-H 0.31 0.31 0.29 

B1: 

2d-H 1d-O 0.44 0.42 0.43 

B2: 

2d-O 1d-H 0.37 0.34 0.36 

B3: 

3d-O 0.25 0.25 0.22 

B4: 

3d-H 

 

0.38 

 

0.37 

 

0.34 

 
 

It is important to note that A1, A2, B1, and B2 binding sites consisting of both d-H and 

d-O, have the characteristics of the ‘Striped phase’ at low temperatures. It has been 

suggested that an ordered, striped dangling atom pattern is favoured by the ice basal 

surface as long as the surface remains solid and oxygen-ordered at T ≤ 180 K [286]. 

Thus benzene can strongly adsorb to these sites of crystalline ices at low temperatures, 

which are more relevant to interstellar ice conditions where inside dense molecular 

clouds, gas species freeze out on the dust grains forming icy grain mantles at very low 

temperature (T ≤ 20 K). However, binding sites A3, A4, and B3 with relatively weaker 

binding energies may exist at higher temperature due to proton ordering effects at 

higher temperature.  
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Figure 6.5  Variation of BE’s (eV) of Bz-Ih complexes versus different level of theory for all 
four binding sites of model A i.e. A1, A2, A3, A4 and model B i.e. B1, B2, B3, B4. 
 
 
     In order to check the effect of size of QM region on the benzene binding energies 

and binding preference, M06-2X single-point calculations were carried out by including 

all H2O molecules in the QM region. It is interesting to see that M06-2X binding 

energies and ONIOM(M06-2X:AMOEBA09) binding energies are in a good agreement 

(See Table 6.1 and Figure 6.5). Thus, it is evident that ONIOM(QM:AMOEBA09) 

method performs fairly well on these systems. In order to check whether structure 

optimization has an effect on the binding energies, we have fully optimized the A1, B1, 

and their benzene bound systems by increasing the size of QM region (48 H2O 

molecules in the QM region and 114 H2O in the MM region). ONIOM(M06-

2X:AMOEBA09) optimized structures are shown in Figure 6.6. Calculated binding 

energies of both A1 and B1 are 0.40 eV each, and are in good agreement with M06-2X 

binding energies. Based on these results, we argue that our QM/MM model systems 

provided a good description for benzene binding on ices. 
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       (a)                                                                                 (b) 
 
Figure 6.6  ONIOM(M06-2X:AMOEBA) optimized Bz-ice complexes for (a) A1 binding site 
and (b) B1 binding site. QM region is shown in ‘ball and stick ’ and MM region in ‘wireframe’.  
 

6.3.2 Electronic excitations in benzene-bound ice cluster models 
 
Ice cluster models of three different size for each binding site are taken into account to 

study the effect of cluster size on electronic excitations in Bz-ice clusters i.e. A1: Bz-

(H2O)12 ; Bz-(H2O)48 ; Bz-(H2O)72
 for binding site A1 and B1: Bz-(H2O)8 ; Bz-(H2O)32 ; 

Bz-(H2O)48
 for binding site B1 (See Figure 6.7). Similar calculations are also performed 

on binding sites of cluster models A2, A3, A4, B2, B3 and B4. It is worth mentioning 

that for all binding sites of both cluster models A and B, all electronic transitions 

involved are singlet in nature. 

 

                 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Structures for binding site A1: (a) Bz-(H2O)12 ; (b) Bz-(H2O)48 ,and for binding site 
B1: (c) Bz-(H2O)8 ; (d) Bz-(H2O)32 . 
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ELECTRONIC EXCITATIONS IN MODEL A AND MODEL B 
 
UV spectra results obtained by TD-DFT calculations for binding site A1 and B1 are 

presented in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9, respectively, and also see Figure 6.10 for A2, 

A3, and A4 binding sites, and Figure 6.11 for B2, B3, and B4 binding sites. It shows 

different excitation features in Bz-ice clusters with respect to excitation features in ice 

clusters and the Bz molecule. It has been observed experimentally that the UV spectrum 

of benzene shows three well-known absorption bands at 4.9, 6.20, and 6.94 eV related 

to three electronic excitations from the ground state to the excited states with 

symmetries 1B2U, 
1B1U, and 

1E1U, respectively [37]. The calculated valence 𝜋 →

𝜋∗   excitation energies of Bz (experimental values in the parenthesis) are 1B2U: 

5.59(4.9[37, 38]), 1B1U: 6.39(6.20[37],6.19[38]), and 1E1U: 7.11(6.94[37],6.96[38]) eV, 

respectively. Our results compare well with the experiments. 1B1U and 1E1U excited 

states are computed with an accuracy of about 0.2 eV, while overestimated by about 0.6 

eV for the 1B2U state. It is important to note that lowest valence transitions of Bz from 

ground to excited states 11B2U and 11B1U are strictly dipole forbidden on symmetry 

grounds. The Bz excitation feature at around 174 nm (or 7.11 eV) is of very high 

intensity, and corresponds to dipole allowed electronic transition from ground to 11E1U 

excited state. 

     For Bz-ice complexes, most of the high intensity electronic transitions are dominant 

around 174-181 nm regions. In case of ice clusters, electronic excitations are dominant 

only in shorter wavelength region (i.e. below 174 nm). UV spectra are shown to be 

slightly dependent on the nature of the binding site i.e. small deviations in peak 

positions and peak intensities are noticed. For A1 binding site (See Figure 6.8), it is 

noticed that intensity of excitation peaks in Bz-ice clusters slightly increase with 

increase in size of the ice cluster i.e. as we move from Bz-(H2O)12 to Bz-(H2O)72, and it 

is more noticeable in binding sites A2 and A4 as compared to A1 and A3 binding sites. 

The position of strong intensity peaks shift by 1-2 nm shift with increase in cluster size. 

For binding sites A2 and A4, strong intensity peaks are centred around 177-178 nm 

with unnoticeable shift in peak positions with increase in cluster size, while for binding 

site A1, small red-shift in peak positions are noticed as the cluster size increase from 

Bz-(H2O)12 to Bz-(H2O)72 and excitations are seen at around 174-179 nm region. In the 

A3 binding site, strong intensity peaks are found over the spectral range 178-181 nm 

and are slightly red-shifted in Bz-(H2O) cluster with respect to peak positions in Bz-
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(H2O)48 and Bz-(H2O)72 clusters. Thus, it is seen that dangling features of the binding 

site play a minor role on the UV spectral characteristics. 

     Similar UV spectral characteristics are noticed for cluster model B, and results also 

show a slight dependence on the size and dangling feature of the binding site of ice 

cluster in Bz-ice complexes (See Figure 6.9). It is seen that intensities of electronic 

transitions in Bz-(H2O)32 and Bz-(H2O)48 clusters are slightly stronger than in Bz-

(H2O)8 cluster. However, in all binding sites of B, very small shift in peak positions and 

their intensities are seen as we move from Bz-(H2O)32 to Bz-(H2O)48 , indicating that 

increasing the size of ice cluster does not substantially affect the intensities and 

positions of electronic transitions, and holds for all binding sites. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.8 Simulated UV spectra obtained by TD-DFT calculations using M06-2X hybrid 
functional and 6-31++G(d,p) basis set on Bz molecule and on ONIOM optimized ground state 
geometries of cluster model A1. Some key orbitals involved in important electronic transitions 
are also presented. 
 

     The nature of these peak transitions are also investigated in Bz-ice clusters to 

understand the role of Bz and water (W) in generating these strong excitation peaks. 

Since binding energy of Bz bound ice cluster is found to be highest for A1 and B1 

binding sites, as discussed above, we have performed detailed analysis on A1 and B1 

binding sites to check the orbital transformations for those excitations that are 
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associated with high oscillator strengths f or strong intensity peaks in UV spectra (See 

Figure 6.8 & Table 6.2 for A1 binding site and Figure 6.9 & Table 6.3 for B1 binding 

site). However, some of the important electronic transitions found in Bz-(H2O)12 

complexes for cluster models A2, A3, and A4 and Bz-(H2O)8 complexes for cluster 

models B2, B3, and B4 are also given in Table 6.4. 

 

 
 
Figure 6.9 Simulated UV spectra obtained by TD-DFT calculations using M06-2X hybrid 
functional and 6-31++G(d,p) basis set on Bz molecule and on ONIOM optimized ground state 
geometries of cluster model B1.  Some key orbitals involved in important electronic transitions 
are also present. 
 

     In UV spectra of both A1: Bz-(H2O)12 and B1: Bz-(H2O)8 clusters, the low lying 

vertical 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ excited states show a small red shift of about 2-3 nm in excitation 

wavelengths, and oscillator strengths become slightly allowed as compared to dipole 

forbidden 11B2U and 11B1U excited states in Bz i.e. (Bz   f = 0.000 → A1:Bz−

(H!O)!" f = 0.004− 0.018 ,B1:Bz− (H!O)!(f = 0.001− 0.005), indicating slight 

allowed character in restricted lowest energy 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ electronic transitions due to the 

presence of  water ice around Bz. Similar spectral characteristics are noticed as we 

increase the size of the ice cluster, and low lying vertical 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ excitations become 

allowed with nearly same oscillator strengths for both A1 and B1 binding site. i.e. 
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(Bz   f = 0.000 → A1:Bz− (H!O)!" f = 0.002− 0.005 ,B1:Bz− (H!O)!"(f =

0.002− 0.005). 

 
 
 

   

   
 
Figure 6.10 Simulated UV spectra obtained by TD-DFT calculations using M06-2X hybrid 
functional and 6-31++G(d,p) basis set on Bz molecule and on ONIOM optimized ground state 
geometries of cluster models A2, A3 and A4. Some key orbitals involved in important 
electronic transitions are also presented. 
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Figure 6.11 Simulated UV spectra obtained by TD-DFT calculations using M06-2X hybrid 
functional and 6-31++G(d,p) basis set on Bz molecule and on ONIOM optimized ground state 
geometries of cluster models B2, B3, and B4. Some key orbitals involved in important 
electronic transitions are also presented. 
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Table 6.2 List of lowest energy 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  singlet electronic transitions and important electronic 
transitions corresponding to highest peak intensities (or oscillator strengths) obtained by TD-
DFT calculations on ONIOM optimized ground state geometries of Bz-ice complexes for 
cluster models A1: Bz-(H2O)12 ; Bz-(H2O)48  and Bz-(H2O)72 (Values in parenthesis correspond 
to singlet 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  transition of an isolated benzene molecule). 
 

Model E (eV) λ(nm) Oscillator 
strength (f) 

Electronic 
Transition 

A1: 
Bz-(H2O)12 

5.54 
(5.59, 4.9a,b) 

6.28 
6.39, 6.20a,c, 6.19b) 

7.07 
(7.11, 6.94a, 6.96b) 

223.9 
(222.0) 
197.4 

(194.1) 
175.4 

(174.3) 

0.0038 
(0.0000) 
0.0182 

(0.0000) 
0.3606 

(0.6158,1.25d) 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
 

 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.97 177.9 0.1732 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
6.99 177.2 0.1415 W-Rydberg 

state 
7.03 176.4 0.1161 Bz CT state 
7.20 172.3 0.0692 W-Rydberg 

state 
7.43 166.8 0.0465 W-Rydberg 

state 
A1: 

Bz-(H2O)48 
5.53  
6.32 
7.05 

224.4 
196.3 
175.9 

0.0046 
0.0019 
0.2550 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

7.05 175.9 0.1610 W-Rydberg 
state 

6.99 177.2 0.2068 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
6.93 178.8 0.1471 Bz CT state 
6.95 178.3 0.1191 Bz CT state 
6.83 181.5 0.0281 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
7.44 166.7 0.0210 W-Rydberg 

state 
7.44 166.6 0.0172 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

A1: 
Bz-(H2O)72 

5.52 
6.31 
7.04 

224.4 
196.4 
176.1 

0.0051   
0.0023 
0.4515 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗  
  𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.97 177.9 0.3945 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
6.87 180.5 0.0449 Bz CT state 
6.89 180.1 0.0223 Bz CT state 

aExptl/Taken from Ref. [37] 
bExptl/Taken from Ref. [38] 
cExptl/Taken from Ref. [270]  
dExptl/Taken from Ref. [271] 
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Table 6.3 List of lowest energy 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  singlet electronic transitions and important electronic 
transitions corresponding to highest peak intensities (or oscillator strengths) obtained by TD-
DFT calculations on ONIOM optimized ground state geometries of Bz-ice complexes for 
cluster models B1: Bz-(H2O)8 and Bz-(H2O)32 (Values in parenthesis correspond to singlet 
𝜋 → 𝜋∗  transition of an isolated benzene molecule). 
 

Model E (eV) λ(nm) Oscillator 
strength (f) 

Electronic 
Transition 

B1: 
Bz-(H2O)8 

5.51 
(5.59, 4.9a,b) 

6.33 
(6.39,6.20a,c,6.19b) 

6.98 
(7.11, 6.94a,6.96b) 

224.9 
(222.0) 
196.0 

(194.1) 
177.5 

(174.3) 

0.0047 
(0.0000) 
0.0005 

(0.0000) 
0.3203 

(0.6158, 1.25d) 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

7.00 177.1 0.2350 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
6.87 180.4 0.2234 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
7.83 158.4 0.0965 W-Rydberg 

state 
7.14 173.6 0.0855 W CT state 
7.02 176.6 0.1232 Bz CT state 

B1: 
Bz-(H2O)32 

5.52 
6.32 
6.96 

224.5  
196.2 
178.0 

0.0053   
0.0018 
0.3665 

𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
𝜋 → 𝜋∗      
  𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

7.04 176.3 0.3538 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 
7.03 176.5 0.0656 BZ CT state 
7.04 176.2 0.0579 W-Rydberg 

state 
7.47 166.0 0.0420 W-CT state 
7.14 173.7 0.0459 Bz CT state 
6.92 179.3 0.0580 Bz CT state 

aExptl/Taken from Ref. [37] 
bExptl/Taken from Ref. [38] 
cExptl/Taken from Ref. [270]  
dExptl/Taken from Ref. [271] 

 
 

     In A1: Bz-(H2O)12 cluster, it is found that the strongest peak at around 175 nm is due 

to the   𝜋 → 𝜋∗  electronic transition of benzene i.e. from 𝜋 bonding orbital to 𝜋∗ anti-

bonding orbital of benzene. The strong intensity 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ electronic transitions (bright 

states) with high oscillator strengths are small red-shifted towards longer wavelengths 

with respect to corresponding dipole allowed degenerate 1E1U excited states of isolated 

Bz. The magnitude of red-shifts are about 1-3 nm in A1:Bz-(H2O)12, while B1: Bz-

(H2O)8 cluster give red-shifts of about 3 nm. The degeneracies of these states are 

broken by about 3 nm in A1:Bz-(H2O)12 while they are broken slightly lesser in B1:Bz-

(H2O)8 cluster by about 1 nm. The oscillator strengths of these bright 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ electronic 

states are lower in Bz-ice clusters as compared to isolated Bz, illustrating the effect of 
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water cluster around Bz. Thus it is realized that the spectroscopy of benzene is 

influenced due to the presence of water cluster as the  𝜋 → 𝜋∗ electronic transition of 

benzene in Bz-ice clusters is small red-shifted as compared to isolated Bz, and also hold 

for all binding sites of cluster model A and B.  
 
Table 6.4 List of important electronic transitions (bright states) obtained by TD-DFT 
calculations on optimized ground state geometries of Bz-ice complexes for cluster models A2, 
A3, A4, B2, B3 and B4. 
 

Model E (eV) λ(nm) Oscillator 

strength (f) 

Electronic 

Transition 

A2: 

Bz-(H2O)12 

7.01 176.9 0.2899 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

7.06 175.6 0.2768 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.97 178.0 0.2069 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.95 178.3 0.1102 Bz CT state 

A3: 

Bz-(H2O)12 

6.87 180.5 0.3628 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.91 179.5 0.2933 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

7.11 174.5 0.0909 Bz CT state 

A4: 

Bz-(H2O)12 

7.00 177.0 0.4495 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.97 177.8 0.4351 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

7.20 172.3 0.0566 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

B2: 

Bz-(H2O)8 

7.01 176.9 0.1781 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.83 181.6 0.1500 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

7.13 173.9 0.1454 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

7.11 174.4 0.1221 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

B3: 

Bz-(H2O)8 

6.96 178.0 0.3424 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

7.10 174.6 0.2425 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

7.13 173.8 0.1977 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.90 179.7 0.1345 Bz CT state 

B4: 

Bz-(H2O)8 

7.01 176.9 0.2824 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

7.11 174.5 0.1941 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

7.21 171.9 0.0950 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ 

6.97 177.9 0.0919 W CTstate 
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It is important to note that higher oscillator strengths are noticed for the 𝜋 →

𝜋∗  electronic transition (bright state) in Bz-(H2O)72 system as compared to that in Bz-

(H2O)12 and  Bz-(H2O)48 clusters. The electron density of the key orbitals involved in 

this main 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  electronic transition of Bz remain localized on benzene ring with 

increase in size of ice cluster, and are also consistent with the nature of orbitals 

involved in the 𝜋 → 𝜋∗ electronic transition of an isolated Bz molecule. Similar orbital 

features (i.e. localized electronic density) are observed in key transitions  (𝜋 → 𝜋∗)  in 

both cluster models A and B. It is also evident from our results that both A and B 

cluster models are consistent with each other to predict important electronic transitions 

in such complex systems. The existence of other close lying Bz charge transfer (CT) 

states and diffuse states are also noticed in Bz-ice clusters (See Table 6.2 and Table 

6.3), which may also influence the water Rydberg type excitations towards longer 

wavelengths above 170 nm, that are not present in isolated water (H2O)12 cluster, as also 

seen in recent experimental studies [70-72]. The intensities of water excitations in Bz-

ice clusters are also found stronger as compared to those in isolated water ice clusters. It 

is clear from the above results and discussion that the benzene interaction with the ice 

cluster plays a significant role in giving new excitation features in UV spectra of Bz-ice 

clusters. 
 

6.4 Conclusions 
 
We have used ONIOM(QM:AMOEBA) to study benzene-ice complexes. This is one of 

the first applications of the ONIOM(QM:AMOEBA09) method. The trends in ordering 

of energetics of all eight ONIOM(M06-2X:AMOEBA09) optimized ground state 

structures of Bz-ice complexes are in good agreement with the ONIOM(LPNO-

CCSD:AMOEBA09) level of calculations as well as with the fully-DFT calculations 

using the M06-2X functional, predicting good performance of the 

ONIOM(QM:AMOEBA09) method for modelling benzene-ice complex systems. 

     We show that the hydrogen bonding interactions play an important role in benzene-

bound ice complex systems to provide stabilization, where benzene interacts with the 

ice clusters mainly via  𝜋…..HO and C-H….OH  type hydrogen bonding interactions. 

Binding energies of benzene-ice complexes are slightly dependent on the nature of the 

binding site of the ice surface, with binding sites consisting of both d-H and d-O atoms 

providing maximum stabilization to benzene-ice complexes as compared to binding 
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sites with only d-H or d-O atoms The binding energies of benzene on ice surfaces are 

estimated to be in the range of 0.25-0.45 eV. 

     Our results and discussions also show that the UV spectra of benzene-ice clusters 

show minor difference in peak positions and intensities, depending on the size and 

nature of the ice surface, and give slightly stronger intensities for excitations as the size 

of the ice cluster increases. Most of the important electronic excitations in benzene-ice 

complexes are dominated by benzene. We have also seen some interesting features of 

benzene-mediated excitations in ice cluster models indicating water excitations at 

longer wavelengths above 170 nm in benzene-ice clusters, predicting the possibility of 

photon absorption by water at wavelengths where photon absorption cross-sections are 

negligible, as observed in recent experimental studies [70-72]. The intensities of water 

excitations are also found to increase in benzene-ice cluster relative to those in isolated 

ice clusters. It is realized that the spectroscopy of benzene is also influenced due to the 

presence of an ice cluster, causing red–shift in the 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  electronic transition(s) of 

benzene in Bz-ice clusters as compared to those in isolated benzene, and the degeneracy 

of this transition is very slightly broken compared to the isolated gas-phase benzene. 

Charge transfer (CT) states and locally excited diffuse states are also important to 

describe electronic excitations in such systems. 

 

6.5  Discussion  
 

The work presented in this chapter and in previous result chapters describes the 

photochemistry and ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy of cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

such as benzene and naphthalene, as well as small water clusters and crystalline ice 

clusters. Starting with the smaller water clusters (up to the water hexamer), the work 

was then extended to the larger crystalline ice cluster models. These were considered as 

astrophysically relevant systems to model polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) 

interactions in interstellar ices, and to study their behaviour under UV field.  

Interactions of water clusters and crystalline ice clusters with cyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons were modelled computationally using a range of computational chemistry 

techniques. These model systems were benchmarked with different computational 

methods to obtain binding energies of benzene and naphthalene with water complexes. 

Different orientations of benzene and naphthalene with respect to water clusters and ice 

clusters were studied and the structures with minimum energies were selected to study 
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UV spectroscopy and excited state of these complexes. Further primary focus was on 

the excited states of these complexes, which were generated following one-photon 

absorption. Characterization of these excited states was performed carefully by 

analysing the molecular orbitals involved in the electronic transitions. 

     For both benzene- and naphthalene-bound water W6 clusters, it was found by both 

MP2 and DFT-wB97XD calculations that the cage conformer of the benzene-bound 

water hexamer cluster is more stable with slightly higher binding energy of about~ 1 

kcal/mole than the prism conformer, in contrast to the results for the naphthalene-bound 

water hexamer cluster.  In naphthalene-bound water hexamer cluster, we have 

calculated higher binding energy of about ~ 2-4 kcal/mole for the prism conformer than 

the cage conformer that indicates strong binding preference of naphthalene for the 

prism conformer of the water hexamer cluster. It was observed that the number and type 

of dangling sites i.e. dangling- hydrogen and/or dangling-oxygen present in the 

conformers of the water cluster determine the strength of hydrogen bonding interactions 

with benzene and naphthalene and hence the binding preference of benzene and 

naphthalene with different water conformers. Further comparison of binding energies of 

benzene and naphthalene with water hexamer cluster has predicted large binding 

energies for the naphthalene by about ≤  6 kcal/mole than the benzene, indicating 

increase in stability and hydrogen bonding interactions in naphthalene-bound water 

cluster due to increase in size of the aromatic ring. However, using ONIOM(QM:MM) 

method with AMOEBA force field, binding energies of benzene were calculated 

slightly higher by about 2-3 kcal/mole when a crystalline ice replaces gas phase water 

W6 cluster. For benzene-bound crystalline ice clusters, benzene binding was found to be 

favourable for the binding sites containing both dangling-hydrogen and dangling-

oxygen. 

     From our ground state studies, we have found a good performance of MP2 and DFT-

wB9XD methods for geometry optimization and binding energy calculations in 

benzene- and naphthalene-bound water clusters. For large benzene-bound crystalline ice 

models, binding energies obtained by using ONIOM(M06-2X:AMOEBA09) are in 

good agreement with the fully-quantum calculations obtained using the DFT-M06-2X. 

We have found a good performance of the ONIOM(M06-2X:AMOEBA09) method for 

modelling benzene-ice complex systems and therefore it could be used to model such 

larger PAHs-water  model systems in future too. 
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     Next discussing the UV spectral results obtained by TD-DFT calculations, the 

brightest 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  electronic transition of benzene and naphthalene in gas phase water 

hexamer W6 cluster was calculated to be red-shifted in wavelength by about 2-4 nm 

with respect to that transition in isolated benzene and naphthalene. This red-shift is 

slightly more by about 1 nm in the prism conformer of water hexamer than the cage 

conformer, and holds for both benzene and naphthalene-bound water hexamer cluster. 

This 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  excitation was found to occur with lower intensity after interacting with 

the water W6 and ice clusters. The degeneracy of this transition was also slightly broken 

in benzene. Similar UV spectral characteristics of benzene were observed when a 

crystalline ice cluster replaces gas phase water cluster. We observed new water 

excitations at longer wavelengths i.e. above 170 nm in both benzene- and naphthalene-

bound water W6 clusters. This finding is interesting as photon absorption cross section 

of water is negligible above 170 nm and these excitations were originally absent in the 

isolated water W6 cluster. We have also calculated new electronic transition features 

such as charge transfer (CT), and locally diffuse Rydberg type excitation in these 

complexes, which are more pronounced in naphthalene-bound clusters than benzene-

bound water clusters. The water CT excitations are observed at much longer 

wavelength range of about 180-200 nm in naphthalene-bound water clusters than in 

benzene-bound clusters at about ≤180 nm. Similar features were calculated for 

benzene-bound crystalline ice clusters, which also illustrate the effect of cyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons on electronic excitations of ice clusters. Our results are showing good 

agreement with the recent experimental [70-72] and computational studies [36], where 

it was shown that benzene as a prototypical PAH molecule can act as a mediator to 

excite water molecules and shift water excitations to higher wavelengths or lower 

energies, where the photon-absorption cross-section for water is negligible at such 

wavelengths. Thrower et al. have done experimental studies on photo-processes in 

model interstellar ices by modelling multilayer films of benzene & water deposited on 

the sapphire substrate [72]. They investigated three distinct photo-desorption 

mechanisms occur in such systems: (i) Direct adsorbate-mediated desorption of 

benzene, (ii) Indirect adsorbate–mediated desorption of water, and (iii) Substrate-

mediated desorption of both benzene and water. There are no experimental UV spectra 

available of these model systems of astrophysical relevance to compare results directly. 

However, we have computationally modelled UV electronic excitations by employing 

long-range corrected DFT functionals and observe direct excitations of benzene and 
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naphthalene, indirect benzene–mediated and naphthalene-mediated excitations of water, 

along with new CT and diffused states in our UV spectra. Thus our results suggest good 

qualitative comparison with the experimental results. It was also observed that the size 

of the ice cluster and dangling features show minor effect on the UV spectral 

characteristics. However, increasing the size of aromatic ring i.e., from benzene to 

naphthalene enhances the water excitations towards longer wavelengths and lower 

energies. Thus it is important to extend this work in future to model larger polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons such as pyrene, coronene, etc that may further show similar 

trends in UV spectra which may be useful to extrapolate the results to real astrophysical 

model systems.  

     From our excited state studies, we have found a good performance of hybrid DFT 

functionals i.e. M06-2X and CAM-B3LYP in calculating vertical excitation energies of 

these complexes using time dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT). Both M06-

2X and CAM-B3LYP functionals performed consistently with each other. Thus, these 

DFT hybrid functionals could be used in future for carrying out further excited state 

studies on larger PAHs and their interaction with gas phase water clusters as well as 

with ice surfaces. 
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Chapter 7 - Diffusion of deuterium (D) atom on crystalline 
and amorphous ice: A computational study 
 
 

7.1    Introduction 
 
Hydrogen is the most abundant molecule in the universe. It plays an important role in 

star formation and in the chemical evolution of interstellar clouds. The gas-phase 

formation of H2 is inefficient to explain its observed high abundance in the interstellar 

medium (ISM), as the radiative association of two hydrogen atoms involves a spin-

forbidden transition from the protomolecule to the ground state [304]. It was recognized 

that the H2 formation most likely occurs predominantly through surface reactions on 

dust grains [15] (Gould & Saltpeter). The elementary processes associated with H2 

formation on dust grain surfaces are H-atom adsorption, diffusion, and recombination 

with another adsorbed H atom. In this H2 formation process, H atoms first collide with a 

dust surface and get adsorbed. They move or diffuse on the surface in order to meet 

other H-atoms, and finally two H atoms meet on the surface and recombine to form an 

H2 molecule [305]. Since H-H recombination is a radical-radical barrier-less reaction, 

the H2 formation rate is limited by the diffusion of H atoms at low coverage on the 

surface. Hence, diffusion of an H atom on the grain surfaces is important to study to get 

a better understanding of the mechanism and rates of the H2 formation on interstellar 

dust grain analogs. In cold dense molecular clouds, dust grains are covered with 

amorphous solid water (ASW). Therefore, it is particularly important to study diffusion 

on amorphous ice surfaces at very low temperatures [306].  

     Deuterium (D), a naturally occurring isotope of hydrogen, formed in the Big Bang 

event, is known to have abundance relative to hydrogen i.e. a cosmic D/H ratio of about 

10-5. Despite of this low abundance, deuterium enrichment in interstellar species has 

been detected by many observations [307-312]. It is proposed that chemical processes 

occurring both in the gas phase [308, 309] and the solid phase [311-313] may result in 

D enrichment. It is necessary to study diffusion of the D atom on ASW to understand 

the importance of the processes involved in the formation of interstellar deuterated 

species.  

     Several experimental groups have studied the H-atom and D-atom diffusion on 

amorphous water ice or ASW under conditions closely simulating those encountered in 
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astrophysical environments [314-319]. However, results are inconsistent and are 

somewhat contradictory. Some groups have observed slow diffusion [314, 316], while 

some other groups have observed fast diffusion [315, 317]. Manico et al. first proposed 

that the H-atom diffusion is very slow at a temperature of around 10 K, and higher 

temperatures are needed to achieve a production rate of H2 that are needed to maintain a 

quasi-steady state in a molecular cloud [314]. In this experiment, H and D atoms were 

co-deposited on ASW at 10 K and then using the temperature-programmed desorption 

(TPD) method, the formation of HD molecules were detected resulting from H and D 

recombination on the ice surface. TPD spectra of HD molecules suggested that HD 

molecules were not formed during co-deposition of atoms but were observed to form 

during the increase in temperature of ASW at a very low coverage of hydrogen atoms. 

Perets et al. also proposed the slow diffusion for H atom and obtained the higher 

activation energy for diffusion in the range 41-55 meV using the TPD technique [316].  

     Hornekaer et al. also studied the formation of HD molecules and HD molecules 

were observed in TPD spectra only when H and D atoms were deposited 

simultaneously on ASW, while no HD formation was detected when H and D atoms 

were deposited sequentially [315]. They supported the fast diffusion of H and D atoms 

on ASW even at 10 K and observed the formation of HD molecules efficiently during 

exposure of ASW to H and D atoms. Mater et al. reported the lower activation energy 

of about 22 meV for the D-atom diffusion and observed the fast diffusion for the D-

atom on porous ASW at 10 K [317]. 

     The discrepancies in results observed by different experimental groups for fast and 

slow diffusion was explained by Pirronello et al. and was associated with the difference 

in the incident flux of atoms used for the experiments, resulting in difference in 

coverage of atoms on ASW [320]. At a very low coverage and temperatures, if only 

deep adsorption sites existed on ASW, then atoms would be so sparse and immobile on 

the surface that an event to encounter with an other atom would become difficult, and 

also not easy to encounter with the atoms coming from the gas phase during their search 

for adsorption sites to accommodate on the surface [320]. At the higher surface 

coverage, diffusion is fast and molecular hydrogen is readily formed even during the 

exposure.  

     All the experimental results discussed above have used the TPD method for their 

diffusion studies. To get a better understanding of the H-atom diffusion problem, 

Watanabe et al. studied hydrogen atom diffusion using new apparatus, Reaction 
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Apparatus for Surface Chemistry in Astrophysical environments with Laser 

Spectroscopy  (RASCAL), and resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) 

[318]. The diffusion rate of H atom was measured at 8 K and they observed two type of 

potential sites i.e. shallow and deep potential sites with the energy depths of ~ 20 meV 

and > 50 meV, respectively. The fast diffusion was observed at shallow sites, which 

enables the H2 formation on interstallar ice dust even at 8 K. The slow diffusion was 

associated with deeper potential sites, where atoms once trapped hardly migrated [318]. 

     A recent experimental study by Hama et al. on diffusion of H and D atoms on ASW 

at temperatures of 8-15 K has shown the existence of various potential sites on ASW, 

and the potential sites were categorized in three groups: very shallow, middle-, and 

deep-potential sites [319]. The activation energies for diffusion (Ediff) reported were ≤ 

18 meV for shallow sites, ≤ 22 meV (23 meV for D atoms) for middle sites, and ≥ 30 

meV for deep potential sites. The very shallow potentials sites were observed to 

dominate the diffusion of H and D-atom on ASW. The little isotopic difference between 

H-and D-atom diffusion has been noticed on ASW, indicating that thermal hopping 

better explains the diffusion mechanism instead of quantum tunneling, at least at 

middle-potential sites, as significant isotope effect in the diffusion can be an indicator 

of quantum tunneling as it strongly depends on particle mass [319]. 

    Theoretical studies have also been performed to investigate H2 formation on ice 

surfaces [321, 322]. Buch & Zhang used the classical trajectory simulation technique to 

study H and D atom sticking on the amorphous surface with 115 water molecules [321]. 

They reported the binding energy of 8.8 meV for H atom and 17.2 meV for D atom. 

Computational studies have been performed by Masuda et al. to study diffusion and 

sticking of single H atom on amorphous ice surface using molecular dynamics  (MD) 

simulations [322]. A periodic flat surface of 1000 water molecules was modelled using 

periodic boundary conditions. Several potential wells were observed, with the 

maximum energy depth of 22 meV [322]. 

    Al-Halabi & van Dishoeck investigated the H atom adsorption and diffusion on 

amorphous solid water and crystalline ice at a surface temperature of 10 K using 

classical trajectory calculations [323]. The average binding energy (Eb) of the trapped H 

atoms was calculated to be higher for amorphous ice than crystalline ice, i.e. Eb = 36 

meV for crystalline ice and Eb = 56 meV for amorphous ice. The residence time of H 

atoms adsorbed on the ASW was found to be longer as compared to that of H atoms 

adsorbed on the crystalline ice at the same surface temperature. At low temperatures, 
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the long values of residence time, and the high values of diffusion coefficient have 

suggested the higher formation yield of H2 on ASW surfaces [323]. 

    As discussed above, there have been many experimental studies on H and D atom 

diffusion on crystalline and amorphous ice surfaces. However, very few theoretical 

studies of the D atom diffusion on amorphous and crystalline ice surfaces have been 

performed. Interstellar H2O ice is observed to be predominantly amorphous in nature 

[324]. However, it has been observed that in dense interstellar clouds, water ice can 

exist in both amorphous and crystalline forms [325-327]. Thus, in order to get better 

understanding of the D atom diffusion on interstellar ices, we have studied the D atom 

diffusion on both crystalline and amorphous ice surfaces i.e. the hopping of D atom 

between neighbouring local minima on both amorphous and crystalline ice surfaces at 

10 K (See Figure 7.1). The main aim of the work presented in this chapter is to 

calculate binding energies, barrier heights, hopping rate constants, residence times, and 

diffusion coefficients. We have used quasi-quantum harmonic transition state theory 

(qq-HTST) for the rate constant calculations. The Adaptive Kinetic Monte Carlo 

(AKMC) method is used to obtain diffusion coefficients of the deuterium atom on both 

amorphous and crystalline ice surfaces at astronomically relevant temperatures (T=8-30 

K) in the present study. All simulations are performed using the EON software package 

[90, 91].  

 

    
(a)                                                                 (b) 
 
Figure 7.1 Illustration of one hop of D atom. i and j (or j’) are the initial and final minimum of 
the hop on (a) crystalline surface (Ih) (b) amorphous surface (ASW). Local minima are 
represented in blue dots. 
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7.2   Computational Details 
 

7.2.1 Ice models 
 
The crystalline ice model is taken from Abascal et al.[164] The interactions between 

water (H2O) molecules are described by the TIP4P-2005f potential. A smaller bond 

distance at equilibrium (𝑟!"!" = 0.9419Å) and a larger angle (𝜃!"!"!=107∘)  than those of 

TIP4P/2005 was considered to incorporate flexibility by means of a Morse potential for 

the bond stretching and a harmonic term for the angle bending. More details on 

structural parameters and construction of crystalline water ice are given in Abascal et 

al. [164] and Cuppen et al. [328]. The amorphous solid water surface is taken from 

Andersson et al [52]. The ice surfaces are constructed using the TIP4P-2005f potential 

with all molecules kept rigid. The ice structures are snapshots obtained from molecular 

dynamics simulations.  

      The crystalline ice model is a hexagonal ice (Ih) that consists of a unit cell of 6 

bilayers with a total of 360 H2O molecules holding 60 H2O molecules in each bilayer. 

The unit cell dimensions along the x, y and z directions are 23.164  Å, 22.464  Å, and 

81.932  Å, respectively. For ASW, the unit cell consists of 480 H2O molecules, with unit 

cell dimensions of 22.484  Å, 23.366  Å and 100  Å in x, y and z directions, respectively. 

To simulate an infinite ice surface, periodic boundary conditions are applied in x and y 

directions, keeping z direction as the surface normal. We have used completely frozen 

ice surfaces i.e. all the water molecules of the ice surfaces are kept fixed. 

 

7.2.2 Potential for D-H2O interaction 
 
We have considered the interaction between a free D atom and each water (H2O) 

molecule in the unit cell of the ice.  The potential V!!!!!  considered has the same form 

as the V!!!!! potential i.e. the potential due to interaction between a single H atom and 

a water molecule, which is taken from Andersson et al. [52] where it is discussed in 

detail. Since the potential V!!!!!  is independent of the mass of the atom, we can use 

same potential for deuterium (D) atom as of H atom. 

The potential V!!!!!  can be illustrated as 

 

 𝑉!!!!! =   𝑉!"#$ 𝑅!" ! + 𝑉!"#$ 𝑅!" ! + 𝑉!"#$ 𝑅!" + (7.1) 
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                                        𝑉!"# 𝑅!" ! + 𝑉!"# 𝑅!" ! +     𝑉!"# 𝑅!" +   𝑉!"#$% 𝑅!"  

 

where each term in Equation (7.1) can be represented by mathematical equations as 

given below: 

 𝑉!"#$ 𝑅!" = −𝐷 𝑅!" 𝐶!
!"𝑅!"!! (7.2) 

 

 

 

𝐷 𝑅!" =
1.0,                                  𝑅!" ≥ 𝑅!

!"     

𝑒
!

!!
!"

!!"
!!

!

, 𝑅!" ≤ 𝑅!
!"           

 

(7.3) 

 

 𝑉!"# 𝑅!" =   𝑎!"𝑒 !!!"!!"      (7.4) 

 

 

 𝑉!"#$% 𝑅!" = 𝐷!" 𝑒(!!!!"(!!"!!!,!")) − 2𝑒(!!!"(!!"!!!,!"))  

 

(7.5) 

As given in Equation (7.1), the total potential of the D-H2O interaction consists of the 

contribution due to the dispersion interactions between D-H and D-O, the repulsive 

interactions between D-H and D-O, and the D-O Morse potential. The Morse potential 

represents the partially bonding character of the D-H2O interaction. Figure 7.2 

illustrates the distances between the D atom and the corresponding atoms of the water 

molecule i.e. 𝑅!" = 𝑅! − 𝑅! where i = D atom and j = H(1), H(2) or an O atom. The 

values of all parameters used for this interaction potential are listed in Table 7.1. 

 

 
 
Figure 7.2 Illustration of distances between the single D atom and each atom of one H2O 
molecule. 
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Table 7.1 Parameters for the D-H2O potential. 

                                               Dispersion 

C6
DH 30.2562 kJ mol-1 Å6 

Rc
DH 2.81541 Å 

C6
DO 2216.76 kJ mol-1 Å6 

Rc
DO 5.18068 Å 

                                               Repulsion 

aDH 5563.57 kJ mol-1 

bDH 4.27352 Å-1 

aDO 4158.88 kJ mol-1 

bDO 2.63805 Å-1 

                                                Morse 

DDO 287.598 kJ mol-1 

βDO 4.73771 Å-1 

Re,DO 0.816286 Å 

 

7.3   Results and Discussion 
 

7.3.1 Local minima and saddle points search of a D atom on an ice 
surface 
 
We have used the conjugate gradient method [85] to perform energy minimization by 

optimizing the configuration along the steepest descent and then all the possible local 

minima of D atoms were located on the surface of the chosen unit cell of both 

crystalline and amorphous ice surfaces. The number of local minima obtained for 

crystalline ice is 56 per unit cell, while amorphous ice give 32 minima per unit cell. The 

ice maps showing all possible local minima on both crystalline and amorphous ice 

surfaces are shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4, respectively. The local minima are numbered 

in decreasing order of classical binding energies i.e. a local minimum with index (1) has 

the maximum classical binding energy (or well depth), while the one with index (56) 

has the minimum classical binding energy (or well depth), for the crystalline ice. 

Similarly, in amorphous ice, local minimum with index (1) and (32) has the maximum 

and the minimum classical binding energy, respectively. 
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Figure 7.3 Ice map showing all possible local minima (blue dots) of the deuterium atom on the 
crystalline ice surface. The indexes on local minima are assigned according to maximum to 
minimum binding energy. 
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Figure 7.4 Ice map showing all possible local minima (blue dots) of the deuterium atom on the 
amorphous ice surface. The indexes on local minima are assigned according to maximum to 
minimum binding energy. 
 

The saddle point search between two local energy minima is performed using the 

activation-relaxation technique nouveau (ARTn) with the Lanczos algorithm. ART 

technique has already been discussed in detail in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.3.1. 

The maps of the configurations of saddle points obtained using ARTn and all possible 

local minima for crystalline and amorphous ice surfaces are shown in Figures 7.5 and 

7.6, respectively. A thorough analysis has been done to check all the possible jumps 

(hops) of a D atom from given minimum to other neighbouring minima on a surface 

and trajectories are drawn to show all the saddle points connecting two neighbouring 

minima.  
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Figure 7.5 Ice map showing all possible local minima (blue dots) of the deuterium atom with 
corresponding saddle points (green dots) on the crystalline ice surface.  

 

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 illustrate the ice maps for both ice surfaces showing the positions of 

local minima and the corresponding saddle points connecting them. The surface of Ih is 

much smoother and is found to have more local minima as compared to the complicated 

ASW surface. Deep potential wells with higher binding energies are noticed on the 

surface of ASW, where the D atom is found to be more stable. The morphology of the 

ice surface also plays an important role in the ASW surface. For the ASW surface, a 

higher binding energy of 79 meV is calculated when the D atom sits inside a deep 

cavity i.e. position 01 in Figure 7.4, as compared to when it sits on the flat surface with 

binding energy of 39 meV i.e. at position 32 in Figure 7.4. The hopping rate of the D 
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atom between two local minima depends on the position of the minima. A slow 

movement with a longer residence time is noticed if the D atom in the deep cavity i.e. 

residence time at position 01 is about 0.45 seconds, while a fast movement is noticed on 

a flat surface with a residence time of 1.03 picoseconds at position 32. 

 

 
 
Figure 7.6 Ice map showing all possible local minima (blue dots) of the deuterium atom with 
corresponding saddle points (green dots) on the crystalline ice surface. 

 

7.3.2 Binding Energies  
 
On the crystalline ice surface Ih, we have observed two kinds of minima, deep minima 

at the middle of the each hexagon, and the shallow minima at the corners of the 

hexagons. There are 30 deep minima and 26 shallow minima on the Ih surface, as 

shown in Figure 7.3. A small gap can be seen in the distribution of classical binding 
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energies of local minima due to the existence of deep and shallow minima on the Ih 

surface (See Figure 7.7 (a)). This gives the cut-off between the well depths of deep 

minima (40.5-47.6 meV) situated at the middle of the hexagons and the shallow minima 

(34.8-38.5 meV) situated in the corner of the hexagons. The classical binding energies 

(Eb) are in a narrow range of about 34.8-47.6 meV due to regularity of Ih surface. 

     For the ASW surface, the distribution of classical binding energies is complex, as 

several cut-offs are noticed in the distribution (See Figure 7.7(b)). Due to the complex 

morphology of the ASW surface, classical binding energies (Eb) of local minima of D 

atom are in a broad range of about 39-79 meV and several discontinuities can be seen 

due to the existence of very deep and shallow minima. The results are consistent with 

the calculated binding energy range of about 34-86 meV for local minima of H atom on 

the ASW surface by Al-Halabi & van Dishoeck (2007) [323], using the same H-H2O 

interaction potential [52]. 

  
(a)                                                                                    (b) 
 

Figure 7.7 The distribution of classical binding energies of local minima of D atom on (a) 
crystalline Ih surface (b) amorphous ASW surface. 

 

7.3.3 Barrier Heights  
 
The classical barrier heights (∆𝐸) for all possible hops of the single D atom on Ih and 

ASW surfaces are shown in Figures 7.8(a) and 7.8(b), respectively. We have calculated 

172 hops of D atom, i.e. jumps from i to j (or j’) or j (or j’) to i on crystalline Ih surface 

as shown in Figure 7.1(a). In Figure 7.1(a), jump from i to j illustrates a jump between a 

deep minimum to a neighbouring deep minimum. The jump i to j’ represents a jump 

between a deep minimum to a shallow minimum. The barrier height ranges are 

∆𝐸 ≤ 4.97 meV (78 hops ≈ 45%) and ∆𝐸 > 5 meV (94 hops ≈ 55%) for Ih surface, as 
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shown in Figure 7.8(a). The maximum barrier height for Ih is calculated to be 

∆𝐸!"#
!! = 13.9 meV. 

     Figure 7.8(b) clearly shows that the barrier heights of D atom hops on ASW are in 

broader range as compared to that in crystalline ice. We have found 116 hops of D atom 

on the surface of ASW (See Figure 7.1(b)). The maximum barrier height for ASW is 

calculated to be ∆𝐸!"#!"# = 48 meV, which is much higher as compared to that for 

crystalline Ih surface. It is clear from the distribution of barrier heights (See Figure 

7.8(b)) that different types of potential sites exist on the ASW surface. The ASW 

surface shows several energy ranges, where barrier heights are in range ∆𝐸   ≤ 21 meV 

(92 hops ≈ 79 %), 26 meV (7 hops ≈ 6 %), 30 meV (5 hops ≈ 4.5%), and ∆𝐸 ≥ 32 meV 

(12 hops ≈ 10.5 %). 

     It is noticed that most of the hops have barrier heights in the range ∆𝐸   ≤ 21 meV 

that corresponds to very shallow potential sites. Recently, Hama et al. have observed 

several potential sites on the porous ASW surface experimentally[319]. The activation 

energies for diffusion (Ediff) reported are ≤ 18 meV (for very shallow sites), 22 meV (23 

meV for D atoms for middle sites), and ≥ 30 meV (for deep potential sites).[319] The 

very shallow potentials sites are observed to dominate the diffusion of H and D-atom on 

ASW, which is in agreement with our results for deuterium diffusion on ASW. The 

barrier heights for D-atom diffusion are in good agreement with the experimental 

results, with a barrier heights differences of about 2-3 meV are calculated with respect 

to experimental results. 

 

 
(a)                                                                               (b) 
 

Figure 7.8 The distribution of classical barrier heights of local minima of D atom on (a) 
crystalline Ih surface (b) amorphous ASW surface. 
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7.3.4  Rate Constants  
 
We have also calculated rate constants for D atom hops between potential minima, and 

hopping rate constants (k) are obtained for each hop.  

For the present work, the quasi-quantum harmonic transition state theory (qq-HTST) is 

applied for calculating rate constants [87, 88], and the vibrational motion of the 

physisorbed D atom is considered only.  

It is already mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.4, that for Δ𝐸!"#   > 0, where VAG 

stands for vibrational adiabatic ground state, qq-HTST provides reasonable hopping 

rates k for each hop and behaves properly. But for Δ𝐸!"#   < 0, qq-HTST doesn’t 

provide accurate values for k, as the Boltzmann factor becomes very large for negative 

VAG, and leads to improper behaviour. Thus for the hops with Δ𝐸!"#< 0, k values were 

calculated using different technique, considering whether the hop is exoergic or 

endoergic. More details on transition state theory and rate equations used for calculating 

rate constants are given in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.4. 

7.3.5   Residence Time  
 
The residence time ti i.e. an average time the D atom remains in a certain local 

minimum i, was calculated using Equation (7.6), where kij gives the transition rate 

constant of D atom from an initial minimum (i) to an adjacent minimum (j), as 

illustrated in Figure 7.9. 

   𝑡! =   
1
𝑘!"!
     (7.6) 

 

 

                                    
 

Figure 7.9 Rate constant kij for transition from an initial local minimum i to an adjacent 
minimum [j=(1,2,3)]. Local minima are represented in blue dots. 
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We have obtained the residence time values for hopping of D atom for each local 

minima at temperature T=10 K using Equation (7.6).  For both Ih and ASW, the hops 

with VAG > 0, the residence values were calculated using the qq-HTST while for the 

hops with VAG < 0, values were calculated using different technique, considering 

whether the hop is exoergic or endoergic and the corresponding residence times values 

obtained are shown in Figure 7.10. The residence times in the case of Ih is in a narrow 

range and all the hops are very fast at 10 K, which are in the picoseconds to 

nanoseconds range, as shown in Figure 7.10(a).  

     The ASW surface gives a much broader range of residence times from picoseconds 

to seconds (See Figure 7.10(b)). It is also noticed that residence time are not always 

larger for the local minima with higher binding energies (more stable sites), and vice 

versa (See Figure 7.11). 

     We have analyzed the correlation between rate constant (log10(k)) of hop and the 

corresponding classical barrier height for both Ih and ASW, as shown in Figure 7.12. It 

is seen that log10(k) values are higher at lower barrier heights and vice versa. Thus, fast 

hopping of D atom is observed around potential area with low barrier heights while 

slow hopping is observed when D atom hops around potential sites with high barrier 

heights. There could be a possibility of D atom getting trapped in such deep potential 

sites. 

 
(a)                                                                                  (b) 
 

Figure 7.10 Illustration of the residence time (t) of local minima of D atom on (a) crystalline Ih 
surface (b) amorphous ASW surface. The residence times are calculated using qq-HTST theory 
including exoergic and endoergic corrections at 10 K. 
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 (a)                                                                                  (b) 
 

Figure 7.11 Correlation of the residence time (t) of the local minima of D atom with the 
corresponding classical binding energy on (a) crystalline Ih surface (b) amorphous ASW 
surface. The residence times are calculated using qq-HTST theory including exoergic and 
endoergic corrections at 10 K. 

 

     Further analysis is done to study correlation between rate constant and the 

corresponding VAG barrier height of D atom hops at 10 K. It is found that the hopping 

rate constant strongly depends on the corresponding value of VAG barrier height (See 

Figure 7.13). For positive values of the VAG barrier height i.e. when Δ𝐸!"#   > 0, the 
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(a)                                                                                 (b) 
 

Figure 7.12 Correlation of the hopping rate constant (k) of the local minima of D atom with the 
corresponding classical barrier height on (a) crystalline Ih surface (b) amorphous ASW surface. 
The hopping rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory including exoergic and 
endoergic corrections at 10 K. 

 

  
(a)                                                                                    (b) 
 

Figure 7.13 Correlation of the hopping rate constant (k) of the local minima of D atom with the 
corresponding VAG barrier height on (a) crystalline Ih surface (b) amorphous ASW surface. 
The hopping rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory including exoergic and 
endoergic corrections at 10 K. 

7.3.6  Diffusion Constants 
 
The Adaptive kinetic Monte Carlo [89, 90] method is used for long timescale 

simulation in crystalline and amorphous ice surface for determining kinetic processes 

like diffusion of deuterium atom for the present study. AKMC method has already been  

discussed in detail in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.4.1. 
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     The KMC trajectories give the position (r) of the deuterium atom on the ice surface 

as a function of time ( t ). Thus, we can calculate the diffusion coefficients, D, using the 

Einstein-Smoluchowski Equation (7.7) for two-dimensional diffusion.  

 

 𝐷 = lim
!→!

1
4𝑡    𝑟 0 − 𝑟(𝑡) !      (7.7) 

 

where 𝑟 0 − 𝑟(𝑡) !  is the mean-squared displacement. 

    As discussed above, the rate constant (k) depends on the sign of the VAG barrier 

height (Δ𝐸!"#), which in turn can effect diffusion contants (D). Therefore, we have 

considered both cases:  

Case (1): rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory only, irrespective of the 

sign of the VAG barrier height (Δ𝐸!"#) and ; Case (2): rate constants are calculated 

using qq-HTST theory with enoergic and exoergic transitions correction, i.e. 

considering the sign of VAG barrier height (Δ𝐸!"#). 

     Using an Arrhenius Equation (7.8), we have calculated the effective diffusion energy 

barrier (𝐸!"##) and pre-exponential factor (𝐷!)  for deuterium diffusion on Ih surface.  

 

 𝐷 = 𝐷!  exp  (  −𝐸!"##/𝑘!𝑇) 

     

(7.8) 

The activation energy for diffusion (𝐸!"##) can be interpreted, as an average effective 

diffusion barrier a deuterium has to cross along the minimum energy path across the 

surface. By plotting ln(D) versus 1/T (K-1), we observe an Arrhenius type behaviour as 

shown in Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19 for case (1) and case (2), respectively, and the 

calculated  𝐸!"## is nearly same for both cases, i.e. about 7.166 meV for case (1) and 

7.162 meV for case (2). 

7.3.6.1 Diffusion constants of deuterium on crystalline (Ih) ice 
 
The surface diffusion constants of the deuterium atom on crystalline (Ih) ice surface are 

calculated from the mean squared displacements in the KMC trajectories at different 

temperatures ( T = 8 K, 10 K, 15 K, 20K, 25 K, and 30 K) using Equation (7.7). For 

example : By plotting RMS distance (Å2) on the y-axis versus time (sec) on the x-axis, 

we get a slope (m) which is equal to 4 times the diffusion constant (D), for two-

dimensional deuterium atom diffusion, as shown in Figures 7.14 and 7.15 for case (1) at 
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temperatures of 10 K and 20 K, respectively.  Also refer to Figures 7.16 and 7.17 for 

case (2). Thus we can calculate diffusion constants of the deterium atom on the 

crystalline Ih surface, and all resulting diffusion constants (D) obtained at a range of 

temperatures are listed in Table 7.2 for case (1), and in Table 7.3 for case (2). 

     It is seen from the results that value of diffusion constant (D) increases with increase 

in temperature, which shows that diffusion of deuterium atom is faster at higher 

temperatures. The diffusion constant D at T=10 K is about 5.00×10-7 cm2s-1. The 

diffusion constant D is about 5×103 times higher at 30 K i.e. 1.00×10-4 cm2s-1 as 

compared to that at 10 K. 

     It is also observed that similar results are obtained for the diffusion constants in both 

cases (1) and  (2) (See Tables 7.2-7.3 & Figure 7.14-7.17). Thus, the sign of the VAG 

barrier heights (Δ𝐸!"#) is not found to influence rate constants (k), and hence diffusion 

constants (D) obtained using qq-HTST level of theory are consistent with the one 

obtained by considering endoergic and exoergic transition corrections in a crystalline 

ice surface. 

 
Table 7.2 The diffusion constant for D atom diffusion on crystalline Ih surface at different 
temperatures T. The rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory. 
 
 

Temperature (T) Slope m (Å 2 s-1) D (Å2 s-1) D (cm2 s-1) 

8 1.811×109 4.528×108 4.528×10-8 

10 1.737×1010 4.343×109 4.343×10-7 

15 2.834×1011 7.085×1010 7.085×10-6 

20 1.096×1012 2.740×1011 2.740×10-5 

25 2.385×1012 5.963×1011 5.963×10-5 

30 3.552×1012 0.888×1012 0.888×10-4 
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Table 7.3 The diffusion constant for D atom diffusion on crystalline Ih surface at different 
temperatures. The rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory including endoergic and 
exoergic corrections. 
 
 

Temperature (T) Slope m (Å2 s-1) D (Å2 s-1) D (cm2 s-1) 

8 1.851×109 4.628×108 4.628×10-8 

10 1.664×1010 4.160×109 4.160×10-7 

15 2.887×1011 7.218×1010 7.218×10-6 

20 1.085×1012 2.713×1011 2.713×10-5 

25 2.233×1012 5.583×1011 5.583×10-5 

30 3.721×1012 0.930×1012 0.930×10-4 

 

  

Figure 7.14 RMS distance (Å2) versus time (sec) for D atom diffusion on crystalline Ih surface. 
The rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory at temperature of 10 K. 
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Figure 7.15 RMS distance (Å2) versus time (sec) for D atom diffusion on crystalline Ih surface. 
The rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory at temperature of 20 K. 

 
 

 
Figure 7.16 RMS distance (Å2) versus time (sec) for D atom diffusion on crystalline Ih surface. 
The rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory including endoergic and exoergic 
transition corrections at temperature of 10 K. 
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Figure 7.17 RMS distance (Å2) versus time (sec) for D atom diffusion on crystalline Ih surface. 
The rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory including endoergic and exoergic 
transition corrections at temperature of 20 K. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.18 Arrhenius plot of the diffusion constants (D) of the deuterium atom on crystalline 
ice surface: ln(D) versus 1/T (K-1). Temperature ranges from T = 8 K to 30 K. The rate 
constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory. 
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Figure 7.19 Arrhenius plot of the diffusion constants (D) of the deuterium atom on crystalline 
ice surface: ln(D) versus 1/T (K-1). Temperature ranges from T = 8 K to 30 K. The rate 
constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory including endoergic and exoergic transition 
corrections. 

 
 
 

7.3.6.2 Diffusion constants of deuterium on amorphous solid water (ASW) 
 
Similar to diffusion constant calculations in crystalline surface as discussed in Section 

7.3.6.1, we have calculated the surface diffusion constants of the deuterium atom on the 

ASW surface using Equation (7.7). Plots of RMS distance (Å2) versus time (sec) for 

two-dimensional deuterium atom diffusion on the ASW are shown in Figures 7.20 and 

7.21 for case (1) at temperatures 10 K and 20 K, respectively, also refer to Figures 7.22 

and 7.23 for case (2). All resulting diffusion constants (D) obtained at a range of 

temperatures are listed in Table 7.4 for case (1), and in Table 7.5 for case (2). 

     Similar trends in diffusion constants are observed for the ASW as for the Ih surface. 

The diffusion constants are higher at higher temperatures, which indicate faster 

diffusion of deuterium atom at higher temperatures. The diffusion constants are in much 

broader range in ASW, which varies from about 5.00×10-23 cm2s-1 at 8 K to about 

5.00×10-8   cm2s-1 at 30 K. The diffusion constant is about 1015 times higher at 30 K i.e. 

5.00×10-8 cm2s-1 as compared to that at 8 K.  

     It is found that results obtained are noticeably different for the diffusion constants at 
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(See Table 7.5 and Figures 7.22-7.23). Thus, in ASW, signs of the VAG barrier heights 

(Δ𝐸!"#) influence rate constants (k), and hence diffusion constants (D) obtained using 

QQ-HTST level of theory are slightly higher compared to the one obtained by 

considering endoergic and exoergic transition corrections. 

     It is seen that the values of diffusion constants are much lower in ASW as compared 

to those in the Ih surface.  The diffusion constant is 4.73×10-19 cm2s-1 at 10 K for the 

ASW surface, while its much higher in Ih surface at same temperature i.e. 5.00×10-7 

cm2s-1. 

     Using an Arrhenius Equation (7.8), the effective diffusion energy barrier (𝐸!"##) and 

pre-exponential factor (𝐷!)  for deuterium diffusion on the ASW surface are obtained. 

We observe an Arrhenius type behaviour for deuterium atom diffusion as shown in 

Figure 7.24 for case (1) and calculated 𝐸!"## is about 32.634 meV, whereas Figure 7.25 

represents case (2) and calculated 𝐸!"## is slightly lower i.e. 32.493 meV.  

It is evident from our results that an effective diffusion barrier 𝐸!"##  for deuterium is 

very high on the ASW as compared to the crystalline Ih surface, and values are listed in 

Table 7.6. 

 
 
 
Table 7.4 Diffusion constant for D atom diffusion on amorphous solid water (ASW) at different 
temperatures (T). The rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory. 
 

Temperature (T) Slope m ( Å2 s-1) D (Å2 s-1) D (cm2 s-1) 

8 1.811×10-6 4.528×10-7 4.528×10-23 

10 1.888 ×10-2 4.720×10-3 4.720×10-19 

15 5.118×103 1.279×103 1.279×10-13 

20 3.291×106 8.228×105 8.228×10-11 

25 1.639×108 4.098×107 4.098×10-9 

30 2.110×109 5.275×108 5.275×10-8 
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Table 7.5 Diffusion constant for D atom diffusion on amorphous solid water (ASW) at different 
temperatures (T). The rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory including endoergic 
and exoergic corrections. 
 

Temperature (T) Slope m (Å2 s-1) D (Å2 s-1) D (cm2 s-1) 

8 1.857×10-6 4.643×10-7 4.643×10-23 

10 1.832×10-2 4.580×10-3 4.580×10-19 

15 4.670×103 1.168×103 1.168×10-13 

20 2.997×106 7.493×105 7.493×10-11 

25 1.322×108 3.305×107 3.305×10-9 

30 1.995×109 4.988×108 4.988×10-8 

 

 

  
 

Figure 7.20 RMS distance (Å2) versus time (sec) for D atom diffusion on ASW surface. The 
rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory at temperature of 10 K. 
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Figure 7.21 RMS distance (Å2) versus time (sec) for D atom diffusion on ASW surface. The 
rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory at temperature of 20 K. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.22 RMS distance (Å2) versus time (sec) for D atom diffusion on ASW surface. The 
rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory including endoergic and exoergic 
corrections at temperature of 10 K. 
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Figure 7.23 RMS distance (Å2) versus time (sec) for D atom diffusion on ASW surface. The 
rate constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory including endoergic and exoergic 
corrections at temperature of 20 K. 

 
 

Figure 7.24 Arrhenius plot of the diffusion constants (D) of the deuterium on amorphous solid 
water (ASW): ln(D) versus 1/T (K-1). Temperature ranges from T = 8 K to 30 K. The rate 
constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory. 
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Figure 7.25 Arrhenius plot of the diffusion constants (D) of the deuterium on amorphous solid 
water (ASW): ln(D) versus 1/T (K-1). Temperature ranges from T = 8 K to 30 K. The rate 
constants are calculated using qq-HTST theory including endoergic and exoergic corrections. 

 
 
Table 7.6 Effective barrier height (meV) and pre-exponential factor (Do) for the D atom 
diffusion on crystalline ice (Ih) and amorphous solid water (ASW) using QQHTST theory. 
Values in parenthesis are calculated using qq-HTST theory including endoergic and exoergic 
transitions corrections. 
 

 Effective Barrier height (meV) Prefactor (Do) (cm2 s-1) 

Ih 7.166 (7.162) 1.64×10-3 (1.63×10-3) 

ASW 32.634 (32.493) 1.44×10-2 (1.19×10-2) 

 
 

7.4 Conclusions 
 
Our results show significant difference in hopping characteristics of the deuterium atom 

on crystalline Ih and amorphous ASW ice surfaces. The morphology of an ice surface 

plays an important role in generating a different range of potential sites, which in turn 

influence classical binding energies, classical barrier heights, VAG barrier heights, rate 

constants, residence times, and diffusion constants. The classical binding energies and 

classical barrier heights are found to be significantly lower and in a narrow range for 

much smoother crystalline ice as compared to the complicated amorphous (ASW) 

surface. The classical binding energies of the deuterium atom are estimated to be in 
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range of 34.8-47.6 meV for crystalline surface while binding energy range of 39-79 

meV is observed in amorphous ice surface.  

     The classical barrier height ranges are ∆𝐸 ≤ 4.97 meV and ∆𝐸 > 5 meV for a 

crystalline ice surface, with a maximum barrier height of 13.9 meV. We show that 

different types of potential sites exist on ASW surface, where barrier heights ∆𝐸  are in 

range ∆𝐸   ≤ 21 meV, 26 meV, 30 meV and ∆𝐸 ≥ 32 meV, with a maximum barrier 

height of 48 meV which is much higher as compared to that for a crystalline surface. 

We observe that very shallow potential sites (∆𝐸   ≤ 21 meV) dominate the diffusion of 

deuterium atom on the ASW on which atom diffuses rapidly, and in good agreement 

with the experimental results obtained by Hama et al. [319]. The activation energies for 

deuterium-atom diffusion on ASW surface are consistent with the experimental results 

[319], with barrier heights differences of about 2-3 meV are noticed. We notice that the 

deep potential sites with high barrier heights support slow diffusion while shallow 

potential sites with low barrier heights support fast diffusion. Thus, rate constants for 

deuterium-atom diffusion are higher at lower barrier heights and vice versa.  

     We observe shorter residence times in the crystalline Ih ice surface, which ranges 

from the picoseconds to the nanoseconds range, while the ASW surface gives 

comparatively longer residence times with a broader range from picoseconds to seconds 

at 10 K. In ASW, longer residence times indicate slow hopping of the deuterium atom 

between the local minima and the possibility of deuterium atom getting trapped in such 

sites. The fast hopping of deuterium atom on Ih surfaces indicate the rare possibility of 

deuterium atom to get trapped and therefore a very small possibility of recombination 

of diffusing deuterium atom with trapped deuterium atom to form deuterium molecule 

(D2). However, due to the existence of a range of potential sites supporting both fast 

and slow diffusion, the recombination process is efficient on the ASW surface, where 

the diffusing deuterium atom can recombine with trapped deuterium atom to form D2.  

     Long-timescale simulations using the adaptive kinetic Monte Carlo method on 

crystallline and amorphous solid water has predicted diffusion constants D , which are 

found to follow Arrhenius behaviour and the corresponding effective activation energy 

for diffusion of deuterium atom are found to be higher on the ASW as compared to the 

crystalline Ih surface. The effective diffusion energy barrier for deuterium is determined 

to be about 32.6 meV for the ASW surface, while a lower effective diffusion barrier of 

about 7.20 meV is calculated for the Ih surface. Our results show the temperature 

dependence of the diffusion constants,  where diffusion constants increase with a rise in 
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temperature, which shows that diffusion of deuterium atom is faster at higher 

temperatures. The diffusion constants are also found to be much higher on the Ih surface 

(D ≈ 5.00×10-7 cm2s-1) as compared to the ASW surface (D ≈ 4.73×10-19 cm2s-1) at same 

surface temperature (at 10 K). 
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Chapter 8 - Overall Conclusions 
 
The work presented in this thesis has provided insight into the UV spectroscopy and 

photochemistry of cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene and naphthalene, as 

well as small water clusters and crystalline ice clusters. Firstly, smaller water clusters 

up to the water hexamer, and then larger crystalline ice cluster models were used, and 

their interactions with cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons were investigated. These were 

considered as astrophysically relevant systems to model polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons (PAHs) interactions in interstellar ices, and to study their behaviour under 

UV field. Various computational chemistry techniques were used to study both ground 

and excited states of such systems, primarily excited states were studied, and further 

comparison with the available experimental data was presented. Surface diffusion of the 

deuterium (D) atom on both crystalline and amorphous ice at astronomically relevant 

temperatures was also investigated, which is also of astrophysical importance, to 

understand the hopping characteristics of the D atom, and eventually the D2 formation 

on interstellar ice surfaces.  

     In Chapter 3, the benchmark computations using a wide range of electronic structure 

methods including linear response coupled cluster and TD-DFT methods were 

performed to study excited state properties of small water clusters from monomer up to 

the water pentamer. It was observed that electron correlation effects play an important 

role in such systems, with double excitations contributing significantly over singles, and 

lowers the excitation energies by about ≤ 2 eV. Thus CCS excitation energies were 

found to be higher by about ≤  2 eV with respect to CCSD values, whereas triples 

excitation contributions were found to be very small such that CCSD and CC3 methods 

converge monotonically to similar energy values within ≤  0.1 eV. Therefore, highly 

correlated CCSD and CC3 methods were found to perform better than the CCS method. 

TD-DFT excitation energies calculated were often too low by few eV (about 0.1-0.8 

eV) as compared to the correlated coupled cluster CCSD and CC3 results. Similarly, 

TD-DFT oscillator strengths were also found to be too low in comparison to coupled 

cluster results. The coupled cluster excited state total dipole moments have shown 

reduction by about 13-37% with respect to ground state dipole moment in water 

monomer, depending on the excited state under study. In water dimer, total excited state 

dipole moments were found to increase by about 7-120% with respect to ground state 

whereas in water trimer, total excited state dipole moments were calculated to be about 
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three to five times larger than the ground state dipole moments. It was observed that 

excited states of water clusters exhibit a diffuse Rydberg type character. It is found that 

diffuse Rydberg type character increases with water cluster size for the lowest lying 

excited state, as quantified from the second moment of charge calculations. It was also 

shown that the lowest energy excitation associated with the central water molecule in 

water pentamer (C2v) undergoes a blue shift of ~ 0.7 eV relative to water monomer 

(C2v) at CCSD level, and compares well with the experimental blue shift of ~ 1 eV in 

condensed phase.  

     In Chapter 4, DFT and MP2 calculations were performed to obtain optimized ground 

state geometries and binding energies of the cage and the prism conformers of water W6 

clusters and Bz-W6 clusters. The cage conformer of the Bz-W6 system was found to be 

more stable than the prism conformer for all range of DFT functional and MP2. UV 

spectra of the cage clusters were found to differ noticeably from those of the prism 

geometries, as obtained by time dependent-DFT. Both M06-2X and CAM-B3LYP 

functionals performed consistently with each other. Benzene–mediated excitations of 

the water W6 cluster towards longer wavelengths above 170 nm were noticed in both 

the cage and prism geometries of Bz-W6 cluster, which were absent in the isolated water 

W6 cluster. Benzene was also found to be influenced after interacting with the cage and 

prism W6 geometries, and was seen to undergo a red shift in the main 𝜋 →

𝜋∗    electronic transition, in which the degeneracy is slightly broken. New charge 

transfer (CT) states and diffuse Rydberg-type states were also found to play an 

important role in the spectroscopy of such systems. 

     Similar studies were performed in Chapter 5 for naphthalene bound W6 clusters.  It 

was found by both MP2 and DFT calculations that the prism conformer of the 

naphthalene-bound water hexamer cluster is more stable with higher binding energy 

than the cage conformer, indicating strong binding preference of naphthalene for the 

prism conformer of the water hexamer. UV spectra obtained by M06-2X and CAM-

B3LYP functionals are in good agreement with each other, while B3LYP spectra are 

slightly red-shifted towards longer wavelengths. Consistent with the UV spectra results 

for the Bz-W6 cluster, the 𝜋 → 𝜋∗  electronic transition of naphthalene are found to be 

red-shifted in wavelengths and occur with lower intensities after interacting with the 

cage and prism-shaped W6 clusters. We have predicted new electronic transition 

features that correspond to naphthalene charge transfer, and locally diffuse Rydberg 

type excitations, in addition to water excitations towards longer wavelengths in both the 
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cage and prism shaped geometries of the naphtha-W6 cluster that are absent in isolated 

water W6 cluster.  

     In Chapter 6, ground state geometries of benzene on a crystalline ice cluster model 

were systematically investigated by using the ONIOM(QM:AMOEBA) approach. It 

was found that the binding energies of benzene-bound ice complexes are sensitive to 

the dangling features of the binding sites. Benzene binding was found to be favourable 

for the binding sites containing both dangling-hydrogen and dangling-oxygen. It was 

observed that the size of the ice cluster and dangling features show minor effect on the 

UV spectral characteristics. The electronic excitations of water were noticed at 

wavelengths, where photon absorption cross section is negligible i.e. above 170 nm, 

indicating a benzene effect on excitations in water ice clusters, and are also in good 

agreement with experimental results. The intensities of peaks associated with water 

excitations in benzene-ice clusters were found to be higher than in isolated ice clusters. 

The 𝜋 → 𝜋∗    electronic transition of benzene in benzene-ice complexes undergoes a 

small red shift as compared to the isolated benzene molecule and this holds for all 

benzene-bound ice complexes.  

     In Chapter 7, the hopping characteristics of the deuterium atom on crystalline Ih and 

amorphous ASW ice surfaces were studied in detail. The different range of potential 

sites was found to be on Ih and amorphous ASW ice surfaces due to differences in the 

surface morphology. The classical binding energies and barrier heights calculated for 

the complicated amorphous (ASW) surface were significantly higher and in a broader 

range as compared to much smoother crystalline ice. The activation energies obtained 

for D-atom diffusion on ASW surface were in good agreement with the experimental 

results, within difference of about 2-3 meV. The range of potential sites was found to 

exist on ASW that support both fast and slow diffusion. It was found that deep potential 

sites with high barrier heights support the slow diffusion whereas shallow potential sites 

with low barrier heights support fast diffusion. The longer residence times were noticed 

in ASW that indicate the possibility of the deuterium atom to get trapped in such sites, 

while fast hopping on Ih surfaces makes it a rare possibility for deuterium atom to get 

trapped. Thus, the recombination process was found to be efficient on ASW surface, 

where the diffusing D atom can recombine with trapped D atom to form D2 molecule. 

The diffusion constants (D) obtained using the adaptive kinetic Monte Carlo method 

were shown to follow Arrhenius behaviour and the corresponding effective diffusion 

enery barrier was found to be significantly higher for ASW as compared to the 
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crystalline Ih surface. The diffusion constants D were found to be much higher on Ih 

surface as compared to ASW surface at same surface temperature (10 K). It was also 

shown that diffusion constants increase with increase in temperature, which shows 

faster diffusion of the deuterium atom at higher temperatures. 
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